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Editor’s Letter Here's to you all 
Christmas comes early at this magazine. 
This festive issue goes to print in late 
November, before we put the decorations up, 
before Mariah Carey and Feliz Navidad start 
playing everywhere, and before I've even had 
a whiff of a mince pie. But we're already in 
Christmas mood, so it's time to raise a glass 
and address the assembled company. 

It's been an eventful year. We've lost some 
good amigos forever; we've waved goodbye 
to close friends and colleagues, and our 
minds are still very much with loved ones 
across the seas.  Christmas means nothing 
unless we honour those links and bonds, 
and address the sadness that loss and 
distance can bring.  

But, like every year, we've also enjoyed the 
help and support of all sorts of friends, old 
and new. This summer, for example,  we 
welcomed young Shay Rourke for a month 
– it was work experience for him and a 
memorable, fun experience for us; while 
Julie Helliwell has offered some invaluable 
assistance with this month's magazine. 

Then there are our regular contributors – 
Jane Burke, whose moving, powerful articles 
are always a highlight;  Ian Lane and David 
Smith, who handle football and cricket, and 

Christian, who keeps us up to scratch on the 
island's events.  

We've welcomed new staff members – Bev 
from Blackpool, who'll already be familiar to 
many of our clients, and a crazy Dutch girl 
with a camera called Sabrina – and there's 
a perfectly-designed baby on the way in the 
New Year, too.  

Then there are the scores of people who pop 
into the office, call or email us with ideas, 
stories, information, complaints, praise and 
good wishes – the type of daily traffic that 
makes a magazine like this work . Our door's 
always open, and we're always ready to listen. 

A free magazine also relies on advertisers, 
and we'd like to thank all those clients who've 
put their faith in us. Whether you're a man 
with a van, a bar or restaurant, an estate 
agent or one of the local councils, it's your 
confidence we rely on and your expectations 
we strive to fulfil. 

Finally, there's you – the reader. We don't 
know who you are, but you're the reason we 
exist. We'd like to thank you and everybody 
else we've mentioned above, and wish you 
all a happy Christmas and a healthy and 
wealthy New Year. 
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December 2018
Final month for

non-resident property
owners to pay private

use tax 2017. If in modular
system check your advisor
has all IGIC receipts. 3rd

payment on account
for Corportaion Tax. 

Contact us today to speak with one of
our registered, bilingual consultants

Calle Reina Sofia 68, Puerto del Carmen   admin@ebfconsulting.com

We advise on
• Income Tax
• Wealth Tax
• Asset Reporting
• Capital Gains Tax
• Tax reduction Strategies
• Non Resident Property Tax
• Social Security and Employment - NEW DEPARTMENT
• NIE and Residencia Applications
• Corporate Business and Sole Traders in Spain
• Tax Benefits for ZEC, REF Businesses in the Canaries

Leading Accounting / Tax Advisors & Business
Consultants in Lanzarote and Spain

www.ebfconsulting.com
+34 928 513 300

EBF CONSULTING
European | Business | Finance

LARGE ENOUGH TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS,
SMALL ENOUGH TO
KNOW YOUR NAME.

Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year

Theresa May has served up a Brexit deal that she hopes to have wrapped up 
by Christmas – but is it the gift Brexiters always wanted, or is it a turkey? 

I n mid-November, after two and half years of 
uncertainty and endless negotiation, Theresa 
May finally announced that she had a draft 

Brexit deal that she would be presenting to her 
cabinet before seeking approval in parliament.

Complex issues such as the existence of 
a temporary UK-wide customs backstop 
arrangement have been addressed in the 
document, which May showed to cabinet 
members on the evening of 13th November.

But there's a long way to go yet, and the 
presentation of the document is just the 
beginning. Although the deal was accepted by 
a majority of Cabinet members, two ministers 
– Dominic Raab and Esther McVey - promptly 
resigned, and back benchers proposed a no-
confidence vote in May's leadership. 

Nevertheless, the presentation of the draft 
agreement is a decisive step. Now, May's 
opponents will have to take the consequences 
for rejecting the proposed deal. The ball is in their 
court, and prominent leave campaigners such as 

Boris Johnson and Jacob Rees-Mogg have given 
every indication that they intend to smash it out 
of play. 

By the time this magazine goes to print, it's 
likely that May will have taken her draft to an EU 
summit for preliminary approval – EU member 

states will vote to accept any deal next year.  But 
it is in December  when May will have to sell the 
deal to her own country. 

And that's not going to be easy. 320 parliamentary 
votes will be required to approve the deal, and 
May currently seems a long way from gaining that 
majority. As well as a handful of Tory rebels, the 
DUP – whom May relies on for her parliamentary 
majority - have stated that they will reject the deal. 

A defeat in parliament could easily be fatal to May's 
leadership, and a third general election in three years 
could also be on the cards. Meanwhile, the UK would 
sail towards the deadline date of 29th March with a 
no-deal exit as an increasingly serious threat. 

Meanwhile, there is increasing demand for a second 
referendum – or “Peoples Vote” to ratify any Brexit 
deal. While this would be opposed by many, it is 
not unprecedented – many countries, including 
Spain, require fundamental changes to the country's 
constitutional laws to be approved by referendum.

On Lanzarote, the British Ambassador Simon Manley 
arrived on 30th November to address residents 
questions about Brexit. We'll report on that in more 
depth in our next issue (and a summary will be posted 
on our Facebook page).  

“I'm going to see 
this through.” 

Dominic Raab Theresa May
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Speaker cancelled
Haría Ayuntamiento cancelled a lecture by the 
controversial health speaker Josep Pámies after 
learning that he has been denounced for proposing 
bleach as a treatment for autism.Radiotherapy Now

The president of Lanzarote Cancer association 
AFOL, Carmen Arrocha, has called for the 
Canarian Health councillor to meet with her and 
clarify plans to install a radiotherapy room in 
Lanzarote's General Hospital. 

José Manuel Baltar announced the project in late 
October, to widespread acclaim, but Arrocha is 
more cautious. “It's not right that we protested in 
the street for this in 2016 and two years later all we 
have is a promised project.” 

Arrocha said she suspected that the Canarian 
Government was using the radiotherapy bunker 
for “political and electoral purposes” (regional and 
local elections take place in May 2019). “We want 
to know exactly when this project is planned to 
start,” she said “because we need radiotherapy 
facilities now and we'll march in the streets again if 
we're not satisfied.”

Josep Pámies

AFOL march in 2016

Pámies, a farmer from Catalonia, was 
scheduled to give a talk titled “The 
Wisdom of Plants”. He has previously 
claimed that “plants cure cancer 
better than chemotherapy.” 

A spokesperson for Haría said “The 
Canarian Health Service warns us that 
abandoning conventional medicine, 
which has been tested scientifically, in 
favour of methods that have not been 
proven is dangerous for your own 
health as well as those around you.”

The decision reflects a wider campaign 
in Spain against pseudoscientific cures. 
The Spanish government recently 
announced that it would prohibit public 
and private health centres from offering 
homeopathic cures. 
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Est. Since 1988

NOW OPEN in Costa Teguise

� (0034) 928 80 63 63

Fax: (0034) 928 80 64 28 � Skype: asginterconsulting � info@asginterconsulting.es � www.asginterconsulting.es

SPECIALIST IN PROPERTY CONVEYANCING
AND INVESTMENTS IN THE CANARY ISLANDS

� INHERITANCE LAW, TAX, WILLS AND PROBATE
� FAMILY LAW  � CONTRACTS AND LEASE 

� HOLIDAY RENTALS AND TAX  � LITIGATION

Fuerteventura
C/ Galicia 20, Corralejo

Costa Teguise
Avenida del Mar 19, Unit 16

Arrecife
C/ Jose Molina 6, 1st C

Puerto Del Carmen
C/ Teide 22

Playa Blanca - corner
varadero - C/ PALANGRE

PREMIER LEGAL FIRM FOR 
EU RESIDENTS, EX –PATS AND INVESTORS

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE, BILINGUAL STAFF, 
QUALIFIED AND RELIABLE PROFESSIONALS AT YOUR SERVICE.

firm director: angeles san gregorio franco  lawyer reg no.
 39

SOLICITORS � LAWYERS � ABOGADOS � RECHTSANWÄLTE

Air Spectacular
Lanzarote gazed skywards in late October as the Patrulla Águila 
(Eagle Patrol) put on a spectacular display of aerobatics over 
Costa Teguise. 

After a rainy week, blue skies and fluffy white clouds provided the 
perfect backdrop for the seven-strong flight team, who swooped, 
soared, and painted the heavens with coloured smoke. 

There were also some impressive formations on the ground, as 
the unexpected popularity of the event led to long, nose-to-tail 
queues of vehicles. 

Congress Season
Lanzarote has hosted a number of important global conferences 
recently. In early November, Jameos del Agua was the setting 
for the 2nd Forum on Clean Energy for EU Islands, attended by 
the Maltese energy minister and various MEPs. 

Later in the month, the Gran Hotel in Arrecife and the Cabildo 
hosted Micro2018, the international conference on the fate 
and impact of microplastics in marine ecosystems, which saw 
contributors arrive from all over the world.

Seeking a Settlement 
The Canarian Government and the two Canarian universities 
of La Laguna in Tenerife and Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 
will work on a new project to investigate and protect the first 
European settlement on Lanzarote. 

San Marcial de Rubicón is located on land close to the 
Papagayo beaches and was the first permanent settlement 
of the early conquistadores of the island in the 15th century.  

Remains of a tower, a church, a graveyard 
and workplaces have been discovered 
which shed new light on the way the first 
European settlers on the island lived, and 
their relations with aboriginal peoples.

Adiós, Amparo  
Island authorities joined in expressing 
condolences following the death of 
Amparo Manrique, the twin sister of César 

Manrique, last month.

Born in Puerto Naos, Arrecife, on 19th 
April, 1919, Amparo Manrique was the 
mother of four children, grandmother 
to eight and great-grandmother 
to two. Her death at the age of 99 
serves as a reminder that next year 
will bring widespread celebrations and 
commemoration of her twin's work on 
Lanzarote and further afield. 

Smokin' - The Eagle Patrol over Costa Teguise

Photo: Sabrina Suppers
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� General Dentistry 
� Periodontics 
� Orthodontics
� Implantology 
� Oral Surgery 
� Prothesis

Dental Clinic

We speak 
Spanish, English, German

Opening hours: 
Mon to Thur 9am - 2pm & 4pm - 8pm 

Friday 9am - 5pm

Patented Register No. 316.174

clinicadentias@gmail.com • www.clinicadentalweyland.com • Tel: 928 524 147 - 618 973 043

TÍAS

WE REPAIR 
PROTHESIS IN A 

MATTER OF HOURS.
WE WORK WITH A 

GERMAN LAB.

Complete initial 
assessment & diagnosis 

absolutely FREE

Calle Libertad, 66. 

Merry
Christmas

Season's greetings from SARA
The residents of SARA, Lanzarote’s oldest animal shelter, 
would like to thank all its members, volunteers, dog 
walkers, supporters, business sponsors and collection 
box holders for “Helping Us to Help Them”. We take this 
opportunity to wish everyone a merry Christmas and a 
happy and healthy New Year, and are looking forward to 
your continued support in 2019. For more information 
on how you can support or volunteer, please visit www.
saraprotectora.org or call 928 173 417.

In the last year SARA neutered over 1,000 dogs and cats 
and rehomed over 730 four-legged furries. Currently they 
look after 132 Dogs and 244 Cats with just six full time 
staff and a dedicated group of volunteers.

Don't forget to pick up the 2019 SARA calendar, this 
year available in Cats and Dogs editions, with table 
calendars and pocket calendars also available.

Lest We Forget
On 9th November, just two days before the 100th 
anniversary of the end of the First World War and 
the Armistice, pupils from the British School in 
Tahiche gathered to offer remembrance. They 
were addressed by ex-Royal Navy BSL teacher 
Mr Hanby. 

The event was just one of hundreds that took 
place among British communities in Spain, with 
British Ambassador Simon Manley and German 
Ambassador Wolfgang Dold leading a special 
service in Madrid.  

Ambassador Dold said “One hundred years ago, 
after unspeakable suffering on both sides of the 
trenches, the guns fell silent. But Europe still had 
a long way to go towards an era of lasting peace 

and democracy.  It took great courage to speak 
of reconciliation only a few short years after 
the devastation of the First World War and the 
horrors of the Second World War. Today, as we 
jointly commemorate the fallen, we also stand 
up against those who yet again seek to open 
up divides amongst our peoples. It is up to us to 
keep up this formidable legacy of peace.”

Sunday Worship 
Carol Services 
Sunday Worship would like to extend an 
invitation to all to join them at  their Christmas 
Carol Services, held at the Hotel Beatriz 
Costa & Spa, Costa Teguise, on Wednesday 
19th December at 5:00pm and Sunday 23rd 
December at 11:00am.

Anglican Christmas 
Services 
The Christmas services to be held by the 
Anglican Parish of St Laurence in Lanzarote 
are as follows:

December 16th: 
Nazaret - 10am - Holy Communion
Puerto del Carmen - 12.30pm -
Holy Communion
Playa Blanca -  5pm - Carol Service 

December 23rd: 
Puerto del Carmen - 12.30pm - 
Holy Communion
Playa Blanca - 5pm - Holy Communion

December 25th: 
Nazaret - 11am - Holy Communion 
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insurance
� Home  � Car  � Commercial 
� Life Assurance  � Pensions
� Income replacement
� Savings  � Pet

For all your insurance
requirements

Tel: 928 517 709    Mob: 678 451 168 info@fia-lanzarote.com

www.fia-lanzarote.com

The Health Company that
takes Complete Care of you
Discounts of up to 25% on
various health care products

What paperwork problems?

WE GAVE ALL OURS TO A-Z

From residencias, buying cars,
NIEs, translating bank letters

to police reports
We’ll help you with all the details

FAST, PERSONAL SERVICE

TEL: GUY ON
676 455 282

www.a-zpaperwork.com

Email:
guy@a-zpaperwork.com

Christmas Voices
Carols are an essential part of Christmas. And for 
15 years Christmas Voices have ensured that both 
residents and visitors on the island at Christmas 
time can enjoy listening to and singing along with a 
number of traditional carols.

The Voices, formerly under the leadership of Deirdre 
Macfarlane-Archer, are now being led by Tim Macer, 
a full-time resident of Lanzarote. Several new singers 
have joined the group this year and rehearsals began 
in October. The programme for 2018 contains 
many old favourites but with the addition of a new 
surprise arrangement of ‘The First Noel’, the ancient 
harmonies of the ‘Coventry Carol’ and a little touch 
of Hollywood in the form of ‘Silver Bells’. 

The performances will be as below. Everyone is 
welcome and entry is free of charge. However, 
donations are invited to raise money for Calor y 
Café, the Arrecife homeless charity.

Dates are as follows:

Tuesday, 18 December: 4.00pm
Church of Nuestra Señora del Carmen, 
Avenida de Papagayo, Playa Blanca

Wednesday, 19 December: 6.30pm
Church of Nuestra Señora, The Old Harbour, 
Puerto del Carmen

Thursday, 20 December: 7.00pm
Centro Cívico, Costa Teguise

A “taster” concert will also be held at Deiland 
Shopping Centre at 7pm on 15th December.

Rancho Texas 
Charity Collection 
Rancho Texas Lanzarote Park is once again 
working to support Lanzarote homeless charity 
Calor y Café, and will be setting up a collection point 
in their carpark on the 8th and 9th of December, 
and Sunday 16th December, from 9.30am to 1pm. 

Please pop down to donate non-perishable 
foodstuffs, toys, clothes, and hygiene products. 
Anyone who donates over 8 kilos of food will 
recieve 2 free invitations to the theme park. 

Apology
We published Aníbal Martel's stunning photo of 
Domingo “El Colorao” Rodríguez on pg. 58 of 
our September issue in the mistaken belief that it 

was available for publicity purposes. Apologies to 
Aníbal, whose amazing work can be seen at www.
anibalmartel.com.

Ho, ho, ho! Off We Go! 
This year's Santa Claus Parade in Puerto del 
Carmen will take place on the 20th December, with 
assorted Papá Noels assembling at the intersection 
of Calle Italia and the Avenida de las Playas from 
5.15pm, where they'll make their merry way down 
to Fariones at 6pm. All Santas are welcome! 

See page 15 for further details of Christmas 
activities in Puerto del Carmen and Tías.

Santa Clauses are coming to town!

The Christmas Voices
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Angie Steps Down
Angela Merkel’s announcement 
that she will not seek re-election 
in Germany’s 2021 General 
Election risks turning the EU into 
a bigger boys’ club than ever.

Merkel has ruled Germany as leader 
of the CDU for 13 years, but her 
favoured succesor, Annegret Kramp-
Karrenbauer, is losing ground to the 
more right-wing Friedrich Merz. 

By 2021, Britain will also be out of 
the EU, and it is highly debatable 
whether Theresa May will stand 
in the scheduled British General 
Election that year. 

King ordered to give DNA
Belgian courts have given the nation’s 
ex-King Albert II three months to provide 
DNA tests that will determine a woman’s 
claims to be his daughter.

Delphine Böel, aged 50, lodged the claim in 
2013. She is the daughter of the Duchess 
of Selys Longchamps, who claimed that 
Albert II had fathered Böel at a time when 
he and Queen Paola  were “on the verge of 
divorce.” Albert II has admitted his marriage 
underwent difficulties, but has not recognised 
any paternity claim. 

The case contrasts with Spain where the 
previous King, Juan Carlos I, has so far 
managed to avoid tests that would settle two 
long-standing paternity claims. 

Sweden is top of the 
European class when 
it comes to speaking 
English, according to a 
global survey by Education 
First. 70.72 percent of 
Swedes have a proficient 
level of English, while the 
Netherlands, with 70.31, is 
almost equally as skilled.

Safe and sound
A Which? Travel report on the 
safest holiday destinations for 
British tourists has revealed 
some surprising results.

The results showed that risks of 
violent crime are lower in Morocco 
and Jordan than in France, Italy 
and the US. Spain was the safest 

European country in terms of 
violent crime, rating 4th after 
Iceland, the UAE and Singapore. 

Spain also performed well in 
healthcare and was classed as 
low-risk in relation to natural 
disasters, with Japan, Vietnam 
and Greece the riskiest locations.    

Aside from Merkel and May, the only female leaders 
of major EU countries are all in Eastern Europe, 

where Croatia, Romania, Estonia and Lithuania all 
have women premiers. 

Bottom of the list came France, 
with just 55.49 percent speaking 
decent English, while Spain, at 
55.85 didn’t fare much better. 
Education First recommend 
teaching children English from 
primary school level and not 
dubbing foreign-language films 
as policies to improve standards 
of English. 

Swedes Top English Class

English speaking doctors trained in England,
experienced with the NHS.

• Private health 
    insurance considered
• General Practitioner
• 24 hr ambulance
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician
• Orthopaedic Surgeon
• Laboratory

24 hour medical service

We accept all British Travel Insurances

Surgeries:

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553
Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.

NEW in Playa Blanca
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen
67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)

GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

Angela Merkel

Delphine Böel
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Happy Christmas to all our
Customers Past & Present

Wishing all our clients a
Merry Christmas

Merry Christmas &
a Happy New Year

SEASON´S
GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

Me�y
         Christmas

TO ALL

WISHING 
A
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With the support of a professional team of Spanish
Lawyers specialized in different areas of the Law.

JAMES MARTIN
GWYNNE
YOUR ENGLISH
LAWYER ON
LANZAROTE

Call for your appointment 928 349 761

www.rm-legal.es - info@rm-legal.es

Law:  Family - Labour - Administration - Divorce - Wills - Contracts - 
House purchase/Conveyancing - Assistance with local authorities . . .

Arrecife • Playa Blanca
We can attend you at any of our offices in:

Salvador Martínez
Rompeltien

Juan Rivera
Barbero

Every kid wants to be a fireman when 
they grow up, Raúl, but how easy is it?

It’s not easy at all. You have to train, 
study and pass some very tough 
selection procedures. I’m from Gran 
Canaria, and didn’t make the selection 
when I applied there. Like many firemen, 
I applied in other areas and ended up 
getting selected in Lanzarote. I’ve been 
here ever since. Selections don’t happen 
that often – there have only been three in 
Lanzarote in the last 20 years. 

What’s your typical week like?

There are five separate shifts of firemen, 
and we all work in the same teams. We 
work a couple of long 24-hour shifts at 
the Parque de Bomberos (fire station) 
and  get the rest of the week free.

On the average shift we’ll check the fire 
engines and tools, and do practices and 
training every day. There’s plenty of free 
time, and a lot of us use that to study or 
work out at the gym. I’m studying two 
courses at the moment, for example, 

Raúl Rodríguez has 
served as a firemen at 
Lanzarote’s main fire 
station in Arrecife for 
over 20 years. We 
spoke to him about 
his job and how 

well Lanzarote is prepared for emergencies. 

including a specialist English 
language course for emergency 
responders. We’re on call constantly 
during the shift, and have to be ready 
to respond at all times.   

How many call outs do you get on 
an average 24-hours shift?

About three. We responded to 
1,200 call outs last year and we’re 
almost up to 1,000 this year already. 
But they don’t happen regularly, of 
course. Some days are always 
busier than others.

What sort of call outs do you get?

Everything from fires in homes, cars 
and rubbish containers; mountain 
and sea rescue and traffic accidents 
to checking fire alarm systems and 
dealing with floods caused by rain. 

Do you have fixed jobs within 
your group of colleagues?

No, it’s the opposite. We all have a 
title: Bombero 1, 2, 3 etc, and we 
rotate each task. That means we 
all take turns driving the fire engine, 
managing hoses, carrying out first 
aid etc. Every single one of us is 
trained in many different skills – We 
all have HGV driving licences and 
boat permits, we’re all constantly 
trained and updated in mountain 

rescue techniques, use of cutting 
equipment and many other things. 
Last year, for example, a group 
of us travelled to Spain to train 
in mountain rescue techniques 
using ropes. Sometimes there are 
jobs that we know one member 
performs better than others, simply 
because of experience or chance, 
but usually we all do everything in 
rotation. I’ve worked with the same 
bunch of guys for years – I know 
them better than my brothers. 

Is the island well covered for 
emergencies?

I think so. There’s our station in 
Arrecife and another smaller base 
in Playa Blanca. That means that 
nowhere on the island is more than 
25 minutes away, although the 
speed of response can depend on 
the time of day and the amount of 
traffic on the roads. If there was 
another station up in Haría I think 
we’d be more than prepared. 

Do roadworks in the resorts 
cause problems?

They can do. In Puerto del Carmen, 
for example, it’s all one-way now, 
and bottlenecks can quickly form. 
We’ll still get there, but it’s more 
difficult than before. 

Rescue! To the
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Arrecife Main Office
Calle Ginés de Castro, 12 - 3°
35500 Arrecife - Lanzarote

By appointment only
Playa Blanca Office
Calle Correillo nº30, Portal 10 - Puerta 37
35580 Playa Blanca - Yaiza - Lanzarote

By appointment only
Puerto del Carmen Office
Calle San Carlos 1, Nº. 26 Local 2 - Pto. del Carmen
(Opp. Lidl beside Hiperdino Express and Tias Land Registry O�ce)

Tel: (+34) 928 815 262
Fax: (+34) 928 802 200

English Speaking Solicitors
Jorge De La Cueva Terrer
Eileen Izquierdo Lawlor
Mario Izquierdo Lawlor

� Spanish Wills and advice on English Wills
� Conveyancing and transfers of lease 
� Personal Liability � Litigation � Family Law  
� Specialists in Holiday Letting Law
� Company Law � Assistance with Local Authorities

info@lanzarotelawyers.com
www.lanzarotelawyers.com

Does Lanzarote offer much risk?

No more than most places. We haven’t had a 
serious fire with fatalities for a long time, and of 
course, there’s no risk of the forest fires that other 
islands and mainland Spain suffer every summer. 
We seem to get more traffic accidents, though.

How many cats up trees do you rescue?

(Laughs) We get about 15 to 20 of those a year. 
What usually happens is we set up the ladder, climb 
up and the cat jumps down. 

What happens if you get two calls at the same 
time? Is there a back up service?

First we’ll prioritise. If we’re on our way to rescue a 
cat and a call comes in reporting a road accident, 
the cat will have to wait.  Also, if we’re called up 
north, the firemen in Playa Blanca will come up to 
Arrecife, where there’s more likelihood of another 
call coming in. With three calls we’ve got problems, 
but that doesn’t really happen.

Are false call outs a problem?

They used to be, but now the 112 emergency line 
sorts that out for us.

Which  call outs do you most fear? 

Traffic accidents. Not because we’re in any danger, 
but because of the things you see. Horrible sights 
that you never get used to and never forget. 

And the riskiest?

Fires. I had to rescue two old people from a 
burning home once, in full protection with oxygen, 
and that was pretty dangerous. Older colleagues 
will remember the huge 1994 fire at the Gran Hotel. 
We also volunteer if disasters happen elsewhere 
– a group of us spent days on Tenerife when a 
building collapsed last year. 

What are your busiest times of year?

Summer, simply because there are more people on 
the island, as well as a lot of fiestas. There’s always 
a lot of work after a heavy rainfall, too. Christmas 
isn’t too bad, but New Year can bring trouble – I saw 
this year in by the roadside dealing with an accident.

Do you have any advice to offer people that 
would make your life a little easier?

We deal with so many different types of emergency 
that it would be impossible to list all the advice. The 
main thing is just to use your common sense – on 
the road, in the home, out in the countryside.

Finally, some of our readers want to know if 
you’re doing another calendar this year? 

(Laughs) I don’t think so. There are no plans. We’ve 
done three already. 

The 2017 collapse in TenerifeThe 2017 collapse in Tenerife

“I know my  
colleagues better  
than my brothers.” 

Clinging on for dear life
In September this year, young triathlete star Marcos Knight took 
his dog Max  up a mountain near Yaiza to see the sun rise. In the 
darkness he stumbled on a cliff and ended up hanging on for dear 
life. With his free hand he managed to call the emergency services, 
and firemen soon arrived – guided by Max- to rescue him. 

This is just one example of the valuable work the island’s 
emergency services carry out all the time. Marcos and his family 
are far from the only people to be immensely grateful for their work. 

Marcos and Max
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Tuesday 4th December  
7 PM - Inauguration of the Nativity 

Scene in Tías.
Plaza Leandro Fajardo next to the Ermita 
de San Antonio, with a performance by 

the folklore students of Tías 
Music School.

Wednesday, December 5th
 7 PM - Inauguration of the Nativity 

Scene of Puerto del Carmen.
Church of Our Lady of Lourdes in La 

Tiñosa (Old Town), with a performance 
by the Gospel Choir group.

Thursday 13th December
St. Lucia’s Day. Meeting of choirs in the 

Civic Centre El Fondeadero. 

Thursday 20th December
SANTA CLAUS PARADE

5:15 PM - Santas assemble! 
 6 PM - Parade begins

The route for this seasonal stampede 
of Santas starts at  the intersection of 
Avenida de Italia and Avenida de las 

Playas, finishing at the Centro Deportivo 
Fariones. The parade will last around 

90 minutes.

Sunday, December 23rd 
6:30 PM - Island Christmas Concert

Folk groups sing for Christmas
Place: Plaza del Varadero in Puerto

del Carmen

Monday, December 31st
XIX San Silvestre Conejero Race,  

Puerto del Carmen. 
Plaza de las Naciones in Puerto 

del Carmen. The departure of the 
children will be at 11am and the 

adults at 12 midday

Holiday Events 
PUERTO DEL CARMEN & TIAS

Christmas
End of Year Party 

11 PM - Plaza de Varadero, Puerto del 
Carmen Old Town. Followed by...

1 AM - Fireworks Display, Avenida de 
las Playas. 

Saturday, 5th January
6.30 PM - Parade and Reception for 
their Majesties the Three Kings of the 

East in Tías
Leaving from the roundabout near 
Restaurant La Casona and passing 

through Tías to the Sports Hall, where 
the Kings will receive childrens’ letters. 

7.30 PM - Parade and Reception for 
their Majesties the Three Kings of the 

East in Puerto del Carmen
Their Royal Highnesses will leave 

from the end of C/Teide and receive 
childrens’ letters at the Plaza del 

Varadero before proceeding along the 
Avenida de las Playas to the Hotel 

San Antonio.  

PARALLEL EVENTS
Every Sunday at 

11:30 AM - Storytelling and performing 
arts in Plaza del Pavón, Tías. 

Papá Noel on the beach
Santa will visit the following beaches at 

12 noon on these dates:

Friday, December 14th. 
Matagorda.

Monday, December 17th.  
Pocillos.

Tuesday, December 18th.  
Playa Chica

Wednesday, December 19th. 
Playa Grande

To see the full programme go to 
www.ayuntamientodetias.es or visit Facebook

page Ayuntamiento de Tías and Puerto del Carmen
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You know it’s logical

Logic Financial Consultants is a trading style of Tourbillon Limited. Tourbillon Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission (Gibraltar).
Licence Number FSC1118B. Registered Address Trinity House, 1-3 Ocean Village Avenue, Ocean Village, Gibraltar.

Clear Independent Financial Advice

Guiding you to a future of �nancial security

With over 40 years experience, fully regulated 
Logic Financial Consultants o�er Clear Independent Financial Advice on:  
 • Modelo 720 ‘Asset declaration’   •  Cross Border Tax Planning   •  QROPS   •  QNUPS  
 •  Inheritance and Succession Tax  •  Pensions  • Investments

Email: info@logicfc.com      www.logic�nancialconsultants.com

Ian Whitby DipPFS 634 706 748
George Whitby DipPFS 618 905 560

Joe Whitby 965 020 444

Why not call for a free no-obligation consultation?

Joe, Ian and George

Who do you turn to 
to unravel the facts 

from the �ction? We wish you all a

Happy 
Christmas
& a Prosperous 

New Year

It could be you!
El Gordo, 
which takes 
place on 22nd 
D e c e m b e r , 
is the world’s 
biggest and 

second-oldest lottery, and an event 
that will be followed closely throughout 
Lanzarote and Spain.

“With 160 first prizes of €4 
million,and many more, 
El Gordo is immense.”

E l Gordo means “the fat one”, and it’s well 
named. The total amount of prize money 
totals €2.3 billion and the first prize amounts 

to a whopping €720 million. However, the real 
appeal of this national event is the fact that the 
prizes are shared so widely - not many will become 
millionaires, but thousands will receive an early 
Christmas present they only dreamed of. 

Every participant in El Gordo buys a €200 
ticket, or a tenth of a ticket (décimo) for €20. 
Each ticket is a five figure number, and there 
are 160 series throughout the country.  If the 
winning number is, for example, 12345, then 
the holders of that ticket in all 160 series will win 
€4 million, or €400,000 if they have a décimo. 

Ticket sellers often sell the same number from 
various series, meaning that the first prize often 
goes to everyone who’s bought that ticket in one 
Spanish village, town or suburb. On the afternoon 

of the 22nd, Spanish TV always shows scenes 
of jubilant winners spraying champagne and 
celebrating in the street. 

But before the celebrations comes the draw, which 
is one of the strangest rituals in Spain. Held in 

Madrid, it involves large cages full of wooden balls 
whirling around, which are then selected by well-
scrubbed children from the San Ildefonso school. 
The children then march across the stage singing 
the winning numbers out loud. This goes on all 

morning, and the sing-song chant of the children 
can be heard in bars and shops all over the country.  

Lottery sellers all over Spain sell tickets for El 
Gordo, but it’s also possible to buy particular 
“lucky” numbers online. The Catalonian town of 

Sort, whose name means “luck” has made 
a minor industry out of selling lottery tickets, 
and all over the country superstitions abound 
about winning numbers.    

Last year, a €400,000 décimo for the winning 
number was sold in the Deiland Shopping 
Centre in Lanzarote, and it’s not the first time 
Lanzarote’s seen a winner, although the island 
is still waiting for the sort of communal jackpot 

that hits the headlines on the 22nd. 

And if you don’t win, don’t worry – as millions of 
Spaniards with losing tickets say every year “It’s 
your health that’s important.” 

They only sing when you're winning
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ERARDO FERRER QUINTANA    Lawyer
�  Unfair Spanish mortgage clauses.
�  Mortgages “floor clauses”.
�  Refund mortgage costs.

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.es  •  www.lanzaroteabogados.es  • Arrecife – Calle Senador Rafael Stinga González, 2 - of. 2 • Tel. 928 816 513

� Family Law
� Criminal Law

� Conveyancing
� Official  Translations

On 11th November 1918, the guns fell silent and Europe prepared for peace. Last 
month, millions observed that anniversary, but here on Lanzarote another centenary 
took place, as Winifred Huc, who was born in Nottingham on Armistice Day, celebrated 
her 100th birthday. We went to visit Winifred and her dog Lucky. 

Congratulations!
Happy birthday, Winifred, and 
congratulations! Did you have a 
good day? 

I had a big surprise. I was only 
expecting a glass of wine and a 
bit of cake, but all of a sudden 
about 30 people came round to 
see me. Lots of old friends - one 
friend’s son even flew over all the 
way from Sweden. There was a 
banquet, and my goddaughter 
Renata brought a lovely dress 
for me. Even the staff from Las 
Colinas complex have been round 
to give me their best wishes. I 
was up and down answering the 
phone all day, so I was a bit tired 
by the end, but it’s been fantastic! 

Have you had your telegram 
from the Queen yet?

You have to apply for it! She can’t 
be expected to know how old 
everyone is, so you have to send 
her your photo and a copy of your 
birth certificate. I’m an ardent 
royalist, but I don’t really want her 
seeing my birth certificate.*

How do you find your health 
at 100?
I’m a bit deaf, but I’m not daft. 
I’ve still got it up here (taps head). 

I’ve had a few health problems 
recently, but I’m still here – I think 
St. Peter hasn’t got room for 
me up there just yet.  But I can’t 
complain – I’ve got a good life and 
I’ve enjoyed my 100 years. 

We journalists always ask 
centenarians the same 
question, so can you tell us to 
what you owe your long life to?
I haven’t a clue! I eat all sorts of 
things – Indian, Chinese, but nothing 
special, really. I am surrounded by 
lovely people, though. 

Did you get any good presents?
There were lots of flowers, but I 
also got a washing machine, a 
ceiling fan for my room and a 
gadget for my TV.

What are your most outstanding 
memories? 
Getting married in 1942 to my 
husband, who was a Polish pilot. 
Later we were thinking of buying 
a home on Cyprus but a friend 
told us to try Lanzarote – I’d never 
heard of it! But we came for three 
months and loved the place At 
this age I find I can remember 
things from when I was aged 
4 perfectly clearly - my nursery 

school teachers in Nottingham, Miss 
Long, Miss Green, Miss Prince and 
Miss Sexton, for example.  

How did you end up with Lucky?
He was found by the roadside in 
Macher and I ended up adopting him. 
I think I’ve been adopted by a few 
people, too. Pauline, Joan, Anna and 
Mark from downstairs, Renata from 
Santi’s restaurant, who we met on our 
very first day on the island. They all 
keep an eye on me. 

Thanks Winifred. 

*Two days after our interview, Winifred’s 
friends Pauline Dudley and Joan 
Challonier picked up Winifred’s letter 
from The Queen at Puerto del Carmen 
Post Office – another birthday surprise.  
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If you’re looking for a 
Christmas gift with an 
unmistakably Lanzarote 
touch, why not buy one 
of the traditional pieces of 
pottery from the island? 
At the Monumento al 
Campesino, we visited 
a craftsman who still 
creates ceramics in the 
ancient way.

There are very few remains of the Mahos - the ancient, 
pre-conquest natives who lived on Lanzarote – that 
can still be seen. Some enigmatic patterns carved 

in stone and the remains of a few of their stone dwellings 
are among the few relics, but pottery is perhaps the most 
important of their legacies.

Juan Jesús Brito works as a ceramicist at the Monumento 
al Campesino, demonstrating this ancient craft to hundreds 
of visitors who arrive each day.

Where did you learn pottery, Juan?
From my father, Juan Brito, who was responsible for 
continuing the tradition of ceramics on Lanzarote. I’ve been 
doing it for 40 years now.

Where do the raw materials come from?
Clay is a sedimentary rock, and on a volcanic island 
like Lanzarote it isn’t common, but there are areas 
where it can be found. The most important deposit is 
near the Ermita de Las Nieves on the cliffs of Famara 
– if you dig for a couple of metres you can find good 
quality clay deposits, and we later mix these with clay 
from other areas.

How do you prepare the clay?
Well first you have to dig it up and fetch it down. We 
pound the crumbly stone in a big mortar until it’s a fine 
powder, then we mix it with water until it reaches the 
right consistency. That’s when you can work with it. We 
use different blends depending on what the pot is for.  

Do you use a potter’s wheel?
No, and the reason is that this type of 
clay just isn’t suitable for throwing on a 
wheel. That’s one of the reasons why 
the old traditions have survived here – 
the Spanish brought potter’s wheels, 
but they couldn’t be used. Everything 
is worked by hand. For smaller bowls 
and pots I’ll just make a hole with my 
thumb, then round it out with a smooth 
stone. Later, when it’s dried out a bit, 
I’ll smooth it down, again with a wet 

Moulding
History

Juan Jesús Brito in his studio
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F E L I C I T A S   H O F A C K E R

AVDA. DR.  RAFAEL GONZÁLEZ 17,  1ºA (OPPOSITE THE GRAN HOTEL TA XI RANK) – 35500 ARRECIFE DE L ANZAROTE ISL AS CANARIAS
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Merry
Christmas
& a Happy
New Year

to all

stone, or add traditional decorations – making lines and notches with a sharp 
piece of bone or pressing seashells into the clay. I follow the engravings and 
patterns that have been found on ancient fragments of pottery.  

We fire the pottery in the ancient way, building an oven from stones and layers 
of firewood. The oven’s called a güijo - an ancient Lanzarote word that is also 
used for the stone enclosures where livestock was kept. We need to collect 
firewood and wait for the right weather before lighting the fire. 

The Novios del Mojón
The Novios del Mojón (Lovers 
of Mojón)  are a common sight 
in tourist shops on Lanzarote 
– generations of children have 
giggled at  the two ceramic figures 
of a man and a woman, each with 
outsized sexual organs.  

The original Lovers are to be found in the Archeological Museum in 
Arrecife and were found in an ancient site of archeological remains. A 
more recent pair, dating from the late 19th century, can be seen at the  
Museo Tanit in San Bartolomé. However, the statues owe their current 
popularity to one woman – Doña Dorotea de Armas Curbelo. Born in 
1899, Doña Dorotea learnt pottery at her mother’s side and later set 
up a workshop in El Mojón, where her pots and figures of the Lovers 
became popular.

According to tradition, lovers would give each other a figure to seal 
their engagement, but it’s also been claimed that women who reached 
a certain age without finding a husband would be sent a male figure as 
a sign of mockery.  

In the 1960s, Juan Brito contacted Doña Dorotea after discovering 
hundreds of pottery fragments at Zonzamas and deciding he wanted 
to learn this ancient craft. Dorotea was the only potter on the island at 
that time, but Juan learnt from her and later passed his skills on to his 
own son.

What’s the difference between 
aboriginal pottery and later ceramics?
Pots made by the natives usually have 
round bottoms. That’s because it’s difficult 
to make flat-bottoms from this clay. Natives 
would usually set their pots in the earth or 
stones to keep them upright – that’s why 
the decorations are only around the top of 
the pots.

Why do you do the job?
It’s not my only job. I also work with the 
Cabildo’s Heritage department. But what 
I do here isn’t about selling pots – you 
can buy them, of course, but the most 
important part is showing people how it's 
done. I take courses every morning for just 
€3 where I’ll show anyone the basics and 
let them have a go themselves – they can 
come and pick their own pot up later. 
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global voyages, the chandlery is an essential service.

This is one of the best times of year to sail on 
Lanzarote, and if that wasn’t enough to tempt you, 
Lava Charter are offering a special Christmas offer 
of 20% off all charter bookings during December, 
and Lava Resorts is offering a generous 15% to 
Gazette Life readers for all bookings for 2019 
made before the end of this year. Just quote 
LavaChristmas when booking. 

For more information go to 
www.lavacharter.com

W ith the largest permanent fleet of charter 
yachts in the Canaries, currently operating 
16 boats, Lava Charter is the first stop 

for any sailors wishing to experience the unique 
attractions that Lanzarote and the Canaries offer.

And those attractions are finally being recognised 
by sailors from all over Europe, as Lanzarote builds 
its reputation as a cruising destination.

“Lanzarote has everything,” says Mel Symes, 
marketing manager for the Lava group, “Fantastic 
anchorages, the best marinas in the Canaries, wind 
all year round, reliable forecasts, and an exciting 
sailing experience. This isn’t the Mediterranean – it’s 
the Atlantic Ocean, and you will definitely get to sail!”

Lava Charter offers several monohulls, with a 
multihull boat also available. Depending on your 

Lanzarote is steadily becoming one of the most popular sailing centres in the Atlantic, and Lava Charter, 
at Marina Lanzarote in Arrecife, is perhaps the most important operator in this fast-growing sector. 

charter, you can follow endlessly diverse routes 
around the islands, leaving the boat back at 
Lanzarote or in the company’s other base in Tenerife.

However, Lava Charter is just one of the three arms 
of the Lava group, which also runs Lava Resorts 
and Lava Chandlers. Lava Resorts offer stunning, 
traditional holiday homes for the perfect retreat, 
with enchanting properties such as the finca “La 
Picolísima” in Haría or the Casa Tahiche. Fully 
restored, with all the facilities you’d expect, these 
are outstanding properties offering a Lanzarote 
experience you’ll never forget.

Also just next to the Marina Office, Lava Chandlers 
is a typical boaters’ haunt, packed with all manner 
of boat-related products, parts and accessories. 
With Lanzarote’s increasing popularity as a sailing 
destination and a primary stopover on transatlantic or 

Sailing season all year round
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YOUR WAY
Christmas

Lanzarote is a breath 
of fresh air at Christmas. 
At this time of year, 
thousands of visitors 
will fly into the island 
to enjoy the festive 
season in exactly the 
way they want to.

the islands ancient observances 
and timeless customs, and 
Lanzarote’s unique beauty has 
awakened feelings of spirituality 
in thousands - but even if you’re 
not that interested in Christmas at all, 
you’ll find space to breathe. 

Whoever you are, and whatever your idea 
of Christmas, you’ll discover that the best 
way to discover it is by getting out and 
about. Whether it’s visiting charming, 
quiet rural villages and towns or enjoying 

shopping in bustling, buzzing streets and 
shopping centres; whether it’s jumping 
onto a boat or a plane for a brief excursion 
or climbing on a bike and heading off the 
beaten track, Lanzarote’s outdoor lifestyle 
gives you the chance to experience a 
different type of holiday, to do Christmas 
your way.

“Do what  
you want to  
do, be who  
you want  

to be”.

W armth, beauty and peace – Lanzarote 
offers all these things all year round, but 
somehow, at Christmas, they seem to be 

even more valued.  This is an island where Christmas 
is never overdone, but can be felt everywhere. 
There’s a sense of goodwill, conviviality and, if you 
want it, spirituality.

It’s a time to relax, a time to celebrate, a time to 
socialise; but it’s also a time when you can be who 
you want to be and perhaps start to  find answers 
to some of the more important questions in life. If 
you’re religious, you’ll find much to inspire you in 

reg. nº143

Experience & Commitment

YOUR LAWYER IN THE CANARY ISLANDS
Legal solutions on the Islands

www.canarianlawyers.com        Online legal services 

• INHERITANCE LAW 
• INHERITANCE TAXES 
• WILLS & PROBATE 
(collaborating with Solicitors, public 
notaries in different countries).

• FOREIGN INVESTMENT
• HOUSE PURCHASE

• CONTRACTS 

• CORPORATE BUSINESS 

• COMMERCIAL LAW • NIE

• LICENCES  

• ASSISTANCE WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES

• CONVEYANCING

• MEDIATOR: Civil / Mercantile / Family

• ZEC COMPANIES (legal-tax advice for ZEC entities)

Advising foreign investors in the Canary Islands since 1994
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Weekend Breaks

Lanzarote’s airport connects directly with 
several airports in Spain, and further 
afield, offering you the perfect chance for 
a weekend break where you can get some 
serious Christmas shopping done. Head 
for the bustling thrill of Madrid’s Gran Vía, 
Barcelona’s unforgettable Ramblas, or see 
how Christmas is done in Seville, Bilbao, 
Valencia or the holy city of Santiago de 
Compostela. Just pop into a travel agent 
and get your escape sorted by the experts. 

Unspoiled Retreats

If peace and tranquility are what you really want 
at Christmas time, then it's worth spending 
some time on La Graciosa. This island celebrates 
the festive season in its own charming manner, 
from a cactus bedecked with decorations to the 
arrival of the Three Kings by boat on January 5th. 

Enjoy delicious local food, the timeless 
atmosphere of a place where the streets are 
made of sand, and escape on foot or by bike to 
gorgeous, wild beaches where you can simply 
be yourself. It’s the perfect place. 

Island Hopping

Christmas is a great time to hop onto a ferry to 
Corralejo and see what this charming little resort 
has to offer.  And if you want, you can head further 
south in Fuerteventura to discover shopping 
opportunities in the capital of Puerto del Rosario.  

But that’s not the only island that’s easy to reach. 
Las Palmas in Gran Canaria is just a plane or 
boat trip away, and it’s main commercial areas, 
Avenida José Mesa y López and Calle Triana 
offer big city shopping mixed with a unique 
Canarian charm.  

Lanzarote may be an 
island, but it ’s far from 
insular. This is a place where 
you can sail or fly for a 
day’s Christmas shopping; 
a peaceful retreat or a 
festive weekend break. 
Make the most of it... 

A TRIP
Take

C/Juan Carlos I, Nº 35 (Next to Lidl). Puerto del Carmen
Tel: +34 928 510 510         636 80 91 69  •  ace@viajes-caravana.com

C/ Correillo, s/n 35570 Playa Blanca
Tel: +34 928 519 292        606 46 63 15  •  ace2@viajes-caravana.com

Viajes _   _   
Established since 1976 www.viajes-caravana.com

specialist in:
Long haul, Cruise, & Skiing holidays

Merry Christmas to all our clients & best wishes for 2019

       2      
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Sailing is an essential part of any Lanzarote holiday – cruising past 
spectacular shorelines and sandy beaches, the sun glittering on 
the waves, the wind in your hair and fresh sea breezes in your 
lungs. That’s the experience that has established Catlanza as 
one of Lanzarote’s most popular leisure experiences. 

Roisin and Wes have been running 
Catlanza SL out of the sleek luxury 
marina at Puerto Calero since 1995 and 
their son Shay, born and bred on the 
island is now also part of the company.

Wes and Roisin came to Lanzarote with a 
deep love of sailing, and this passion is the 
essence of their company - they want to 
share their favourite day out with others. 
Catlanza operate three catamarans, two 
in Puerto Calero and another based in 
Corralejo in Fuerteventura. 

Their latest catamaran, Catlanza VII, was 
launched in July last year - a 74-foot 
Ocean Voyager. 

A smaller catamaran is also available for 

Boat!

oriented outing, with pirate 
activities for children, and costs 
€59 for adults /€39 for children. 
The Platinum excursion is an 
adults-only affair for a more 
mature atmosphere and costs 
€64. These excursions head out 
twice a day in the summer, and 
once in the winter months. 

This year, Catlanza has also 
introduced the Amber cruise, a 
shorter trip in the warm, afternoon 
weather. From 3pm to 5pm, this 
excursion costs just €45, with 
tapas and drinks included. 

groups of up to 12, offering a more 
exclusive sailing experience with fine 
dining on board.

Sailing trips are the essence of what 
Catlanza do, and they offer various 
excursions that are tailor-made for 
everyone. Every excursion takes 
you from Puerto Calero, around 
the dramatic southern coastline of 
Lanzarote to the stunning beaches 
of Papagayo, where you can swim, 
snorkel and take a jet-ski ride or, if you 
prefer, just relax and enjoy a meal and 
a drink or two. There’s great music 
available and the chance to dance a 
little on the ocean waves.

The Gold excursion is a family-

Rock
th

e

But if you want your own special party, 
you can charter your very own Catamaran 
excursion with a group of friends, family 
or work colleagues. This works out at 
€39 per person with a minimum price of 
€780 for up to 20 people – the perfect 
opportunity for a very special celebration 
you’ll never forget. 

Engines off, sails up, rocking gently on 
the ocean waves, perfect views, a glass 
in your hand, laughter, chat, music – 
you know you want some of this. Just 
go to www.catlanza.com or call Roisin 
on 620383867 to arrange a bespoke 
Catlanza excursion.

ADVERTORIAL
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If there’s one thing you won’t regret on 
Lanzarote at Christmas, it ’s getting out 
and about and discovering the traditions 
and opportunities that the Christmas 
season provides. Here are a few of the 
places you can’t afford to miss...

Haría
The little town nestling among the 
northern hills is uniquely charming 
around Christmas time. The 
marketplace on Saturday mornings is 
always a hive of activity, and a place 
where you can find local produces, 
artisan gifts and much, much more. 

Don’t miss the nativity scene in the 
small Plaza de la Constitución, and 
it’s always worth heading up Calle 
Longuera to the indoor food market 
and the indoor craft workshop.

In the New Year, Haría also hosts 
Malabharía, the island’s only circus 
festival, with free open air shows in the 
marketplace and evening circuses in 
the sports pavilion.  

Teguise
Teguise Market on Sundays is, of 
course, a brilliant place to do some gift 

shopping, with hundreds of stalls offering 
an immense range of souvenirs, clothes 
and artworks. But it’s also worth visiting at 
other times, when the old town is quieter 
and much more peaceful, while many of 
the permanent shops and artists studios 
remain open. 

 
Arrecife
Arrecife buzzes in the run-up to Christmas, 
with the main shopping street, Calle 
Real, full of activity. The best time to go 
is probably Saturday morning, when the 
street market in the Plaza de San Ginés is 
open and ranchos (strolling bands of folk 
musicians) add to the festive atmosphere. 
In the evenings, the Charco de San Ginés 
is bound to buzzing with extra festive 
cheer, and the Three Kings parade on the 
5th January is always packed.  

Festive
FUN
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San Bartolomé
San Bartolomé is always worth a visit at 
Christmas – the small town offers the chance 
for some Christmas shopping that may surprise 
you, and it's also worth nipping down to the 
Monumento al Campesino to buy island wines 
and souvenirs. And don't forget Playa Honda, 
with its bustling Deiland shopping centre and 
plenty of smaller shopping streets.    

Yaiza
Yaiza is the site of the island’s most famous 
nativity scene – a large model of the island 
with most towns and landmarks clearly visible, 
several typical figures carrying out farmwork 

“There are 
Christmas events 
all over Lanzarote, 
Check your local 
Ayuntamiento for 
further details.¨

and fishing, and, of course, the Kings, Shepherds 
and Holy Family. It’s usually ready by about the 
10th December, and people come to Yaiza from 
all over to see it.   

Tías
Many of the events in Tías will take place in Puerto 
del Carmen, including celebrations of St. Lucia's 
Day and various visits by Santa Claus – culminating 
in the annual Santa Claus parade on the 20th 
December. There are  also terrific shopping 
opportunities at the Biosfera and elsewhere,  
but it's also worth heading up the hill to see the 
lights in Tías itself, and explore the shopping 
opportunities in this attractive little town.   

www.ntmlanzarote.org

Charity Reg. no.: G1/S1/13926-06/LZ
Niños del Tercer Mundo

Follow us on FaceBook : www.facebook.com/NinosDelTercerMundo/
General enquires, Secretary; info@ntmlanzarote.org
Membership secretary; membership@ntmlanzarote.org

Associate Membership
If you are not yet an Associate Member come

along and join us. For 30€ per year you will receive
regular newsletters, updates of fundraising events

and more importantly you’ll be making a difference
to the lives of children in the developing world. 

We have had some fantastic events this year and have raised over 4500€, excluding the Christmas Fayre. Kete Alaga
schools in Ethiopia are so thankful to all our supporters who have helped to improve their learning environment
in so many ways, as shown in the before and after pictures. Water pumps have been fitted enabling the pupils 

 to use clean water easily; desks,
benches, lockers, books to stock the
empty library, a new school bell and
not forgetting volleyballs and nets.

Thanks to everyone who helped
to make this happen!

Wishing you all a very
Happy Christmas and best

wishes for the New Year.

Look out for more details of our
Burns Supper in January.

Marinas
The island’s three marinas: Puerto Calero, Marina 
Rubicón in Playa Blanca and Marina Lanzarote in 
Arrecife, all offer some great designer shopping 
opportunities, and are a great place to just wander 
and soak up some stylish atmosphere in the run-up 
to Christmas.

Find out more
Each one of the island’s seven Ayuntamientos (Town 
Halls) will issue a calendar of Christmas events 
which should be available by the time you get this 
magazine. Just search the name of the municipality 
and Navidades to get results, or pop into your local 
Town Hall.
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Lanzarote is all about outdoor 
living – even at Christmas time – 
so grab the holidays with both 
hands and make the very most of 
them by discovering a bit more 
of this beautiful island.

Take a hike
There are some tough and rewarding longer 
walks on Lanzarote, and the cooler, fresher 
weather at this time of year makes this a great 
time to tackle them. The cliffside descent 
from Ye to the Playa del Risco, the northern 
coastal footpath in Timanfaya, the spectacular 
barranco from Femés to Playa Quemada – all 
these routes and many more will give you an 
unforgettable day out. 

Just remember to prepare well for a hike, 
and if the weather is too rainy or windy, as it 
occasionally is at this time of year, use your 
common sense and stick to safer areas – the 
island also has plenty of safer, less-challenging 
routes that are equally interesting. 

Pedal power
From the seaside promenades in the resorts 

to tough mountain trails, 
there are all sorts of cycling 
opportunities on this island, 
as well as expert businesses 
who’ll provide you with the 
right wheels to tackle them.  

Cycling on Lanzarote is pure 
joy – the fresh air in your 
face and hair, astonishing 
landscapes on either side and 
countless charming places 
to stop and see the sights or 
grab some refreshment. 

Take a tour
It’s not easy to get lost on Lanzarote, but there’s 
definitely a lot to be said for getting behind the 
wheel of a car and just seeing where the roads take 
you. This island is just over 60 kilometres in length, 
and 20 wide, so you’re never likely to be more than 

an hour or so from where you started. Whether 
you’re exploring volcano country, the strange 
landscapes of the north or heading into the 
hills, you’ll never be too far from some stunning 
scenery, a magnificent view and a place to pull 
over and explore on foot. 

OF FESTIVE AIR
A Breath
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Like everywhere else, Christmas in Spain starts earlier each year, with shops filling 
up with Christmas displays from October. But, for many, the holidays really begin on 
the 22nd December, when the draw for El Gordo – the world's largest lottery -  takes 
place. Everyone who's bought a €20 décimo (the tenth part of a ticket) will eagerly 
await the numbers that are sung by orphans on national TV.

Christmas Eve, known as Nochebuena (the good night) is when families gather for 
their Christmas meal. This is generally a lavish affair, and each family will choose 
something special. Seafood of various kinds is hugely popular, and sparkling drinks 
such as cava and sidra (cider) are customary. Catholics will often attend the Misa de 
Gallo (Cockerel Mass), which is held around 11pm in local churches. 

El Día de Navidad (Christmas Day) itself is a quiet affair, and as Spain has no 
equivalent of Boxing Day, many Spaniards will be straight back to work on the 26th, 
when Christmas sales also begin.

December 28th is the Día de los Santos Inocentes. (Day of the Holy Innocents). 
Originally meant to remember King Herod's child victims, the date has become 
the Spanish equivalent of April Fools Day, when kids play practical jokes and shout 
“Inocente, inocente” at their victims. 

New Year's Eve is called Nochevieja (Old Night) and Spaniards traditionally see it in 
by eating a grape for every midnight chime of the clock at Puerto del Sol in Madrid.  
January 1st is Año Nuevo, the New Year's Day public holiday.

But it isn't over yet. Spanish kids traditionally receive their presents on January 6th, 
and it's the Three Kings, not Santa, who brings them. On the evening before, Noche 
de los Reyes, kids will write letters to the Kings, and on Lanzarote the Kings will 
parade on camels all over the island.  January 6th is another public holiday, and after 
that Christmas is finally over.

Christmas Words

SHOP TILL YOU DROP
Here are some of the Spanish words and phrases you may 
come across during the long Christmas holiday.

Shop Assistants
Belén – A nativity scene. The word is the Spanish version of 
“Bethlehem” and is also a popular girl's name

¡Feliz Año! - Happy New Year! 

Feliz Navidad – Happy Christmas 

Felices fiestas – Happy holidays

¿Has sido bueno/a? - Have you been a a good boy/girl? 

Papá Noel – Santa Claus

Paz, salud y amor – Peace, health and love

Rebajas - Sales 

Los Reyes Magos – The Three Kings: Baltasar (who represents 
Africa) Gaspar (Europe) and Melchor (Asia)

Turrones – Almond and sugar sweetmeats eaten at Christmas
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ACROSS
1. & 7. down.  1946 Christmas film set 
in Bedfords Falls /Pottersville (3,1,9,4) 

8. Dickensian character played by 
Alistair Sim, Albert Finney and Michael 
Caine (7)

9. First name of “Mistletoe and Wine” 
singer (5) 

10. English version of Spanish
celebrity magazine “Hola” (5) 

12. American nickname for 
British people (6)

14. Norwegian playwright, author of A 
Doll's House and Ghosts (5)

15. A chipolata, a chorizo or a salami (7)

16. You can do it to a ball or a party (5)

18. George from 1 across's favourite
festive whisky liqueur? (7) 

19. Official approval (13) 

21. Captain James, the villainous 
pantomime pirate (4) 

22. 1988 Christmas film set in the 
Nakatomi Plaza skyscraper (3,4) 

DOWN
1. Do They Know .......?, asked Band 
Aid in 1985 (3,9)

2. Extra, leftover (7) 

3. Doctor played by Jodie Whittaker (3)

4. Christmas tree leaves (7) 

5. Expel from the Catholic 
church (13) 

6 & 11 down. 1987 Christmas song in 
which the boys from the NYPD Choir 
sing Galway Bay (9,2,3,4)

7. See 1 across

11. See 6 down

13. With salt, pepper, herbs and 
spices added (8) 

17. Proportion expressed as two 
numbers, e.g 3:1 (5)

18. A date with a stranger (5) 

20. India Pale Ale (1.1.1)

This month's prize crossword has a 
festive theme, so settle down with a 
glass of egg nog, roast some 
chestnuts and have yourself a 
merry little crossword. The first 
correct answer out of the hat will 
win a bottle of wine. Last month's 
winner was Maggie Adams. Well 
Done Maggie! C
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Last months answers:  Across:  1.Wilfred  5.Wound  8.Barrister  9.Ivy  10.Tykes  11.Oloroso  13.Puttees  15.Somme
16.Exhibits  18.Okra  21.Bancroft  22.Gallipoli  23.Ypres  24.Sassoon  Down:  1.Web  2.Lord Kitchener  3.Reissue

4.Ditto  5.War Horse  6.Uniform  7.Dry  10.Tipperary  12.Operation  14.Settles  17.Bogus  19.Kyoto  20.Pigs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11 12

13

14 15

16 17 18

21

19 20

21 22
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Lanzarote vet Jane Burke shares 
some Christmas Day animal 
emergencies and warns of the 
hidden dangers that the most 
wonderful time of the year can 
pose to family pets.

My first dog was a little Scottie cross called Keltie. 
My fondest memories of Christmas as a child are of 
us all on my parents’ bed; my brother and I taking 
turns to fetch a present for Keltie to rip open. She 
had no real interest in the contents, just gleeful terrier 
instincts to joyfully tear through tissue and ribbon.

I worked every Christmas Day from qualifying to 
several years after moving to Lanzarote. Inevitably 
the call outs on those days were always serious. 
The worst was possibly when Betty, my mother’s 
closest friend, called at lunchtime on Christmas 

hand stroking her tummy was 
sticky and wet! My husband 
helped me roll her over so 
we could have a proper look. 
She was producing milk and making pleading 
sounds. We gave her the kittens, who latched on 
with no difficulty at all, so she fed and cleaned 
them until they were weaned. 

Despite being purebred Birman kittens, they grew 
into massive, beautiful, snowy tabbies that barked 
when someone came to the door and played fetch 
- I kid you not! Gentle, loving and singularly strange, 
they filled the sad space their mother left in Betty’s 
heart with loud purrs and exceptional naughtiness.

During another Christmas I lost many hours 
dealing with a sweet six-month old Spaniel that 
was drooling and falling over. He had been sick 

Day, screaming hysterically that her Birman cat 
had torn itself open and her intestines were 
entwined in the chandelier. I hoped it was inebriated 
exaggeration, but no. 

Her cat hopped onto the dining table as dinner 
was served, her lovely fluffy tail caught fire on 
the Christmas candles and she leapt in pain and 
panic towards the huge chandelier. She got caught 
up in the sharp crystals and sliced herself open. 
The family held her, shocked and bleeding, in the 
middle of the table whilst I sedated her, rescued the 
innards and bundled her and them into a box before 
speeding off to the surgery. Despite our best efforts 
she died without regaining consciousness. 

I collected her orphaned kittens and went home 
to the cold remains of our Christmas dinner. I fed 
and put them in a basket near the fire and was sat 
in sorrow when my eldest English Setter started 
whizzling as if in pain. I suddenly realised that my 

It’s a Wonderful Life
Jane and KeltieJane and Keltie
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and we assumed he had eaten a toxic Christmas 
decoration. (I have seen pets desperately ill from 
eating mistletoe, ribbons, bones, Christmas 
pudding, brandy sauce, eggnog, tinsel etc. Dogs 
and cats will swallow them all!)

Blood tests and X-rays showed nothing, and 
after eight hours on a drip he seemed fully 
recovered. Sadly, he returned the next evening 
in a worse state. I sent him home on Christmas 
morning restored to normal, if a little thinner, with 
strict warnings to safeguard him from anything he 
could steal and swallow. But on Boxing Day he’s 
back and I think he is dying. He is readmitted, 

given another drip, hospitalised in a heat and 
humidity-controlled cage with 24-hour supervision. 
He has more X-rays, an ultrasound, blood tests, 
antibiotics, anti-emetics (to stop vomiting), anti-
inflammatories; you name it, I try everything, 
including hours on the phone with the poisons unit. 

After several days he’s gained weight and his eyes 
are bright and interested again. This time I take him 
home and invite myself to stay for the afternoon. 
I accompany him around the house, the garden, 
on his daily walk and after dinner we move into 
their lounge where I immediately smell something 
like paint. I comment on this and the husband tells 
me it isn’t paint, but that he has repeatedly had 
to re-varnish the wooden fire surround because 
the puppy keeps chewing it. We all look at him in 
horror. He goes pale and, right on cue, the dog 
starts to chew the damaged wood quietly. 

An Unlikely Addict
Alcohol poisoning is more common than you would 
think, as a surprising number of so-called animal 
lovers think it amusing to give their pets alcohol! 

The first stoned dog I saw however, was on 
Christmas Eve. My husband and I left a family party 

to examine a Standard Poodle that couldn’t stand 
up for falling sideways. Aside from his pupils and 
weird behaviour, I couldn’t find any health problems. 
My husband kept mithering me to speak alone for a 
moment, so eventually I exasperatedly followed him 
out of the consulting room. In hushed, urgent tones 
he said, “You know what it is; you’ve seen it before!”. 
“No I have not!” “Yes you have, when one of our 
friends has had a joint too many!” As soon as he said 
it, I knew he was right. 

I went back in and sternly asked them to be honest 
with me. The grandmother caved in immediately and 
told me the dog had stolen her son-in-law’s stash! 
Fortunately, marijuana has never been known to be 
fatal to dogs.

Please think twice about Christmas flowers and 
plants, take special care that decorations do not put 
your pets at risk and protect them from the idiots who 
want to share their Xmas pudding, New Year grapes 
or chocolate selection box with your furry family. 

I wish you all a happy, safe Christmas and a 
survivable New Year. Remember to keep their water 
bowls clean and full, and raise a glass with me to 
toast family and friends, especially our furry friends 
that make life so wonderful.

They filled the
sad space their mother 

left with loud purrs and 
exceptional naughtiness.”

“  
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Choose Chacón
Just like every Christmas, Chacón 
shops will be offering a wide range of 
ready-prepared dishes that you just 
need to pop into the oven. Seasoned 
joint of pork; leg of pork off the bone; 
leg of lamb seasoned and ready to 
roast; stuffed turkey breast, fresh 
turkeys and much more. 

As well as offering all types of fine 
quality meats, poultry, fish and 
seafood in Chacón's shops, you 
can also now purchase online and 
either pick your purchases up at the 
Chacón shop in Valterra, Arrecife or 
have it delivered to your home. Find 
out more at www.grupochacon.com 

On your Bike! 

Johan at Lanzarote Bike Sensations has just opened 
his third shop on the Avenida de las Playas in Puerto 
del Carmen

You'll now find unbeatable rental offers, cycle tours, 
new and second hand bikes, equipment and repairs 
available at number 49, number 51 and number 67 of 
the Avenida. 

If it's bike-related, you know where to go. Find out more 
at www.bikesensations.com.

La Rústica
Are you in Playa Blanca and fancy a pizza? 
Then La Rústica, the most famous artisan 
pizzeria in the south is your first stop. Now 
taking reservations for Christmas meals, 
now's your chance to enjoy a perfect pizza 
in great surroundings opposite the church 
on Playa Blanca main street.  But if you'd 
rather eat at home, La Rústica deliver free 
in Playa Blanca from 12.30pm  to 1.30am. 
Just call 928 349 390 or order online at 
www.restaurantelarustica.com 

Legal Help
RM Legal, based in Arrecife and Playa 
Blanca, is an established, fully-registered 
law office where English lawyer James 
Martin Gwynne, supported by a team 
of professional Spanish lawyers can 
deal efficiently and professionally 
with your legal issues. Family, labour, 
administration, divorce, wills, contracts, 
conveyancing and property purchases 
and assistance with local authorities – let 
RM Legal be your guide. 

'Tis the Season for San Simón
Muebles San Simón is the perfect place to pick up that 
very special Christmas present. From bedrooms to 
bathrooms, decorations to lighting, soft furnishings to 
electrical goods, San Simón is always worth a visit, but 
even more so at this time of year. And don't forget that 
all customers will be entered into a special Christmas 
prize draw for a 40” smart TV!

Christmas at Deiland
Deiland Shopping Centre always brings 
Christmas magic to the island, and this 
year is no exception. There'll be special 
childrens' workshops making snowballs, 
cribs, Christmas trees, carol singing by 
the Christmas Voices on 15th December 
at 7pm, and Papá Noel himself will be 
meeting children on Christmas Eve from 
11 am to 2 pm. But there's much, much 
more, so head down to Deiland.

Cook in Lanzarote
Cook In Lanzarote does exactly what it says on the tin – offers you the chance to learn cookery 
in the gorgeous surroundings of Uga. At the side of Chef Antonio Chicón, you can learn to make 
classic Spanish and Canarian dishes and tapas, with various one-off workshops specialising in 
fish, Indian cooking, homemade pasta, etc. Cook In Lanzarote are also offering gift vouchers 
so you can give a friend or loved one an experience they'll never forget. Just call 633 167 170.  
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JoyPeace,
Love &

Be good for
goodness' 

sake!

Papá Noel (Father 
Christmas) is coming 

to town, and he's 
not joking about 

all that being 
good stuff.  
We spoke 

to him as he 
prepares for his 

busiest time 
of year. 

prepared for that – I've been doing this for a 
long time, and I know how to deal with it.  

Some children are scared of Papá 
Noel. Is that a problem? 
Once in a while. For little children it's a very 
emotional event to meet Papá Noel. If they're 
shy or nervous, I don't make them do anything 
they don't want to.

Is there any professional competition 
with the Three Kings?
Not at all. One of the Kings is a fat man who 
wears red, too. We both do the same thing, 
really – we're on the side of good and on the 
side of the children. 
 

Lots of children leave a snack for 
Papá Noel. What do you prefer? 
Here in Lanzarote it's usually some milk and 
biscuits. I prefer that to wine or sherry because 
I've got a sleigh to drive. 

There aren't many chimneys on 
Lanzarote. Is that a problem?
I always find a way in. It's my job. 

Where are you going to touch down 
on Lanzarote this year, Papá Noel? 
I'll be everywhere, of course. But I'm a good 
friend of Tanausú at the Deiland Shopping 
Centre, and I'll be there on Christmas Eve 
from 11am to 2pm, taking letters and being 
photographed with children.  

What do you usually do on 
Lanzarote, Papá Noel?
I talk to children and take the letters that 
they've written to me. Sometimes they ask 
for things that their parents want, too, but 
they're too embarrassed to ask themselves.  I 
give out sweets and everyone likes to have a 
photo with me. 

What do you talk to the 
children about?
Each year I bring a different message. For 
example, last year I'd talk to children about 
forgiveness and learning how to forgive 
people. This year my message will be about 
violence and the need to respect others.

Do children tell you their problems?
All the time. Sometimes I have a chat with their 
parents, and remind them to spend more time 
playing with their children. I also tell children that 
they should trust their teachers and other people in 
charge, and that they should share their problems 
with those whose job it is to help others. 

Why do they trust you so much?
I'm Papá Noel – they know I'm always on the side 
of the children.  

What toys do you get asked for most? 
Game consoles and phones, mostly.

Do they ever ask you for new toys 
you've never heard of? 
I make the toys! However, I make so many 
that I can't always remember what they are, so 
sometimes I need a little reminder.

Do children always get what they 
ask for? 
I have to give presents to a lot of children, and 
some of them are poor and hardly get any presents 
at all. So I tell children I'll take a look at my list, but I 
can't make any promises.  

Isn't it a kind of blackmail to tell children 
they'll get presents if they're good?
No, because that's not what I tell them. Children are 
innocent, and all I do is remind them about helping 
other people and not fighting with each other.

Do naughty children ever try to pull
your beard?
Sometimes. They think it's not real. But I'm 
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When you’re a child Christmas is a thrilling 
cavalcade of colours, lights, scents, 
fragrances, noises and surprises. It’s 
endlessly new, wildly exciting and it’s over 
far too soon. 

When you get older, however, it’s more 
like settling back into a well-loved old 
armchair. There’s comfort in the old rituals 
and traditions, and the restful peace of the 
season becomes more and more valuable. 

JoyPeace,
Love &
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Eternal 
Magic
Christmas never 
quite loses the 
magic it held in 
our childhood. 

But we still 
remember 
t h e 
breathless anticipation of those childhood 
years, the magical atmosphere of Christmas 
Eve, the joy of the day itself, and the faces 
and friends that accompanied us.  

And, although Christmas inevitably brings a 
little sadness as the years pass and those faces 
change,  it’s never too late to recapture some 

of that pure and unadulterated 
childhood joy. 

Lanzarote is the perfect place to do 
it. Here you can celebrate Christmas 
in the old traditional way, but you 
can also find fascinating new ways 

to spend the holidays. It’s a time when the island’s 
locals and the holiday-makers who are visiting 
join together in the same celebrations. It’s a time 
to dress up and show off, it’s a time to eat, to 
drink and, above all, to be merry.

Over the following pages we show you the very 
best of Christmas living on Lanzarote.  
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Joy
Images of happiness are everywhere at Christmas, from 
Santa’s laughter to the smiling faces of children, but the 
happiness of Christmas is of a very special kind. 

We’re not talking about merely being content. That’s a 
passive kind of happiness. Christmas joy is a much more 
active emotion, something that surges from within and 
which we feel an urge to express.

It’s a feeling that arises from hope. Christmas takes place 
at the time of year when winter turns the corner, the days 
start getting longer and spring and summer are once 
more on the way.  And of course, in a religious sense it 
also arises from the simple joy of celebrating the birth of 
a child, and all the hope that goes along with that. 

JoyPeace,
Love &
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OF YEAR, BUT WHAT ARE THE EXACT 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ELEMENTS THAT 
MAKE UP THIS TIME OF YEAR. HERE’S 
A QUICK GUIDE TO THE EMOTIONAL 
ROLLERCOASTER THAT THE NEXT 
FEW WEEKS WILL BRING. 

Physiotherapy

Cita Previa: / For appointment call: (+34) 928 515 836  For å bestille tid ring: (+34) 620 269 179 

Physiotherapy – Rehabilitation – Acupuncture
• Deep tissue + triggerpoints • Relaxing • Lymphatic Drainage

C/ Janubio nº 1 - Puerto del Carmen - Los Mojones Near the Restaurant Arena
amaya_barr@hotmail.com

Massages:

Bi

na

Gift Vouchers Available1/2 hour
€20

Full hour
€40 Treat

you to a
new look this 

Christmas

Avda. de las Playas – C.C. Costa Luz loc. 49
Every Day Except Sundays  Tel. 928 514 348 – 663 955 144

UNISEX

�  Visit our
    new Unisex 
    Hairdressing Salon-Beautician 
    in Puerto del Carmen
� Bridal service
� Argan oil – Natural products
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Cheer
Cheer is a slightly different type of joy that 
is also known as conviviality. And that word, 
which comes from the Latin word for “living 
together” shows the difference. Cheer is 
something that we share with others.

To understand this feeling further, ask yourself 
why the word “merry” is saved for this time 
of year. Christmas is a time for celebration, 
and celebration is something we do with one 
another. It’s a social happiness that involves 
eating, drinking, singing and laughing.  

Gratitude
Gratitude is a strange emotion, but one that 
has a very special place at this time of year. 
Even though we’ll be saying plenty of “thank-
you's” and telling kids to write letters to Auntie 
Mary, it’s far more than a question of simple 
politeness -it’s also about feeling it deeply. 

Most of are luckier than we ever admit. We 
live in a world of plenty, with advantages that 
previous generations could only have dreamed 
of. At midwinter, we come together and feel 
thankful for another year, another new start, 
and the simple fact of what we have.

Melancholy
Sadness is an essential part of Christmas. 
Why else do we weep at Christmas films, love 
beautiful, sad carols and pause to remember 

“The ups, the downs, 
the joy, the tears.”

JoyPeace,
Love &

absent friends? Perhaps the reason is that 
endless happiness means nothing without 
contrast, the ups are meaningless without 
the downs. But there are also perfectly good 
reasons to feel sad at this time of year, when we 
gather together and remember faces and voices 
that are no longer with us, let nostalgia take over 
for a while and spare a thought for those who 
aren’t as lucky as us.

Reflection
We all know there’s a depth to Christmas that 
doesn’t exist at other celebrations. Shallow fun 
and socialising are all part of the season, but 
they mean nothing if we don’t take a moment to 
examine our feelings and what the time of year 
means to us. In the most popular Christmas film 
of all time, It’s A Wonderful Life, James Stewart 
gets the chance to see what the world would 
have been like without him and what his life 
has been worth. Perhaps we should all take a 
moment at Christmas to do the same. 

Forgiveness 
Forgiveness is one of the most important things 
we’ll feel at Christmas, the very essence of 
the peace that reigns. It’s a time to overlook 
the faults and misdemeanours of others and 
wipe the slate clean; a time for tolerance and 
understanding.  There’ll be plenty of time for 
anger, bitterness and blame in the future, but 
just for this moment, let’s try and live together.
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Short Cuts
Neat, demure shorter styles can also 
make a strong Christmas statement. 
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At Christmas you’ll want your hair to be versatile, 
low-maintenance and  stunning. The secret is to 
make a firm decision, get some professional help 
and work with the result!

Before Christmas comes, add a little extra time 
to your routine to give your hair some TLC. 
Conditioning, nourishing and pampering your 
locks will make sure that you’ve got the best 
possible raw material to work with.

Then book an appointment with your hairdresser 
just before the Christmas whirl begins in earnest 
– you may want to reserve more than one session, 
as the festive season here on Lanzarote spans at 
least two weeks. 

Whether you’re simply trimming and smartening 

up your existing style, or going for something 
completely new, make sure you’ve planned it 
and, above all, ask the advice of the experts. 
Don’t skimp on the care routine, either – a busy 
schedule of dyeing, blow-drying, and other 
treatments can really take the life out of your hair.

Don’t forget how effective a simple, chic up-do 
can be, and remember that Christmas is a time 
when accessories come into their own. Whether 
it’s a Princess-style tiara or just a pretty bow,  the 
right accessory can make all the difference. Hit 
the shops and plan yours right now. 

On Lanzarote, Christmas may be an outdoor 
affair, so consider practical, low-maintenance 
styles and never forget that a headscarf or a hat 

can keep your festive style protected from the 
worst damage of the elements. 

Guys Grooming
Men should also make an extra effort at 
Christmas. Christmas is a time when photos 
happen all the time, and you don’t want to be 
looking back on your scruffy haircut in 20 years 
time. A smart cut will also stand out during the 
festive party season. 

A fairly formal, smart look is best-suited to the 
season; easily adaptable, and low-maintenance, 
but if you’ve got what it takes for something a 
little more adventurous, why not go for it?

JoyPeace,
Love &

“Indoors or outdoors, at home or at a party, 
make sure your hair is ready for the season.”

Clip 
and Trim
Guys will kill 
it with a sharp 
Christmas cut.
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Sleek and Sparkly
Once your hair’s right, you 
can shimmer, shine and be 
the star of the evening. 
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CHRISTMAS ON LANZAROTE IS A SOCIAL 
WHIRL OF CELEBRATION WHEN YOU’LL 
WANT TO REALLY LOOK YOUR BEST. WITH 
MORE THAN TWO WEEKS OF PARTYING 
IN STORE FINDING A BALANCE BETWEEN 
PRACTICAL AND GORGEOUS IS IMPORTANT. 

Special events call for special 
preparation, but at Christmas the 
partying is so prolonged that it’s perfectly 
OK to choose a look that’s not so high-
maintenance. Those stilettos might just 
be bearable for one evening, but by the 
time the New Year’s chimes ring out you 

may be wishing you’d never set 
eyes on them.  So getting your 
look sorted early is important. 

First, call up your hairdresser and book an 
appointment. Reserve early, as calendars fill up 
fast at this time of year and, in the meantime, give 
your hair some TLC and think hard about the style 
you want. Remember that you may want to ring 
the changes with updos, twists or plaits, but you 
probably won’t want to be spending hours on your 
hair every evening. Keep things simple and versatile.

JoyPeace,
Love &
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Party Mood
Your Christmas look will 
need to survive plenty of wild 
evenings, and maybe the odd 
mistletoe encounter.  

JoyPeace,
Love &

Next, book a massage, a wrap or whatever your 
favourite beauty treatment is. This will not only 
get your skin zinging, but will also put you in 
exactly the right frame of mind for the season. To 
look good you also need to feel good.

Now it’s time to do a bit of research and think 
about make-up. Christmas is a wonderful time to 

debut a bold new look, so try and think outside 
the box. Glittery, sparkly effects are fine, but 
remember that Christmas is also about deep, rich 
colours and warm glows.  

Once you’ve got yourself sorted, it’s time for the 
really fun part – shopping for clothes. Remember 
that accessories and details are important at this 

time of year, and that the right piece of jewellery 
can really set off your Christmas look.

Finally, and this is the most important piece of 
advice, stick some of your favourite Christmas 
music on, watch a favourite film and get into the 
spirit of the season. Once you do, everything else 
will come so much more easily.
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Give Joy!
Whether it’s cutting-
edge sporting 
equipment or just a 
bit of well-deserved 
pampering, Christmas 
is a time when you can 
gift health and fitness to 
those you love. 

Your health and fitness is the greatest gift 
you’ll ever have at Christmas, so make the 
most of life on Lanzarote, where sunshine, 
fresh air and good health are a way of life.

Of course, there’ll be plenty of opportunities 
to succumb to temptation, and no one’s 
expecting you to remain in peak training over 
the festive period, but there’s also no reason 
to let things slide. On an island like this, 
keeping fit at Christmas will keep your energy 
levels high and ensure you feel fabulous at a 
time when it’ll count the most. 

This is an island with a deeply ingrained 
sporting culture – the month will start with 

Arrecife’s marathon, and there’ll 
be plenty more sporting events 
throughout the festive season. For 
many locals and visitors, fitness is a 
way of life, and there’s no reason why 
that should change at Christmas.

In fact, it offers the perfect opportunity 
for gift-buying: a surfboard, a wetsuit, a 
tennis racquet, a bike, a gym membership, 
physio treatment,  a few sessions with a 
personal trainer – all of these are likely to be 
gratefully received on Christmas Day, and 
there’s no shortage of places to go shopping 
for leisure gear or equipment.

Don’t forget that 
recent fitness 
research shows 
that warming up 
and winding down 
are being seen 
as increasingly 
important, and 
a massage is the 
perfect way to 
soothe aching 
limbs. Make sure, 
especially, to treat 
your feet and keep 
them happy. Your 

body is the greatest gift you’ll ever receive, and keeping 
it in perfect working order is always a sound investment. 

And even if you’re not in the best of shape now, there’s no 
better time to get started. Enjoy the crisp, cool mornings 
and the invigorating breezes, take a walk and explore the 
island; get wet; work up a sweat – you won’t regret it. 
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Home visits available or
anywhere you feel comfortable

Dynamic, Rewarding & Fun!Dynamic, Rewarding & Fun!
For anyone who needs an extra boost of motivation and support
to reach your weight, fitness goals and change your body shape!

Whatever Your
Age, Shape or
Fitness Level!

All at my 
exclusive &

private studio
gym & pool.

Advanced Instructor
Level 3

www.personaltrainerlanzarote.com
For more information call Mitch on 928 52 98 54 or mobile: 618 498 662

Personal Trainer Lanzarote

• Personal Training
Individual & group sessions
• Personal Training
Holidays & Fitness Breaks

• Personal customised fitness programmes • Stabilisation, balance and agility training  • Boxercise
• Enhanced self-defence techniques • Kick Box • Exercise in water • Nutritional advice • Kidz Fit  

 • Life & Health assessments • Stress & relaxation techniques  • Ante/Post Natal Fitness • Senior Fitness      
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Beach Cure 
Neuroscientists have 
recommended going to the 
beach as a unique way to 
reduce stress, boost creativity 
and combat depression. 

They believe the beach 
provides one of the fastest 
ways to achieve mental 
“blue space”, a state of mind 

which calms, soothes and inspires 
the mind.

The simple elements of a beach 
– soothing smells, soft winds, the 
hypnotic sounds of water and the 
ozone from the sea, combine to 
create a state of mind similar to 
that produced by meditation. 

So, if Christmas gets too much for 
you, you know where to head! 

Less Sleighbell 
Christmas music can damage 
your mental health, according to 
psychologists. 

The relentless ching, ching, ching 
of sleighbells and nonsense lyrics 
about Santa and Christmas trees has 
not only been shown to affect the 
concentration of shop workers who 
have to listen to the stuff all day; but it 

can also cause stress in the rest of us.  

“When we hear Christmas music, 
we know the countdown’s begun, 
which increases a feeling of stress,” 
said one expert. They also claim 
that being exposed to Christmas 
tunes can result in weariness, 
fatigue and a sense of anti-climax 
and disappointment when the day 
finally comes.   

Leap into 
Christmas!
When you’re 
in great shape 
c e l e b r a t i n g 
comes easily.
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Smartie 
Pants
A formal 
touch adds 
class and 
e legance 
at parties.

JoyPeace,
Love &
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Special occasions require a little more 
effort, and that’s truer than ever on 
Lanzarote.  Take time to shop around 
and choose an outfit or two that you 
know will look great at Christmas  - 
whether it’s a party dress for the ladies 

or a sleek shirt for the gents, you’ll not 
only attract the admiration  of others – 
you’ll also feel better yourself. 

Making sure kids look good is also 
well worth the effort. Young children 

are natural slobs, so it’s good to 
show them that there’s a time and a 
place to look your best. Don’t dress 
them up like dolls though – if you 
take them out and let them pick 
some items they like, you’ll not only 
have smart-looking kids, but you’ll 
also be encouraging them to start 
making their own style decisions. 
Kids love the rituals and traditions 
of Christmas, so help make it extra 
special for them.

Party 
Princess
Kids love a 
chance to 
sparkle at 
Christmas.

CHRISTMAS ISN’T JUST A TIME FOR GIFT SHOPPING. IT ALSO 
OFFERS YOU THE PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO SPLASH 
OUT ON SOMETHING THAT’LL MAKE YOU LOOK AND FEEL 
GREAT THROUGHOUT THE HOLIDAYS.

Spain’s love of style shows in its 
language - “estrenar” means 
wearing an item for the first time, 
while “lucir” literally means to 
shine in a stunning outfit. Here 
on Lanzarote, the warm weather 
means that what you wear 
isn’t likely to be hidden under 
jumpers, scarves and duffel 
coats. Dress how you want, and 
welcome a dash of latin style, 
colour and flair. 

Puerto del Carmen – C.C. Biosfera Plaza – 1st Floor  Tel. 928 51 45 79  
lanzarote7camicie@gmail.com            7 CAMICIE LANZAROTE

STYLE AND COMFORT
EVERY DAY OF

THE WEEK
Exclusive Italian Design
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Twinkle Toes
Step out in style over Christmas.  
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Whether it’s wrapping presents, setting the table 
or getting dressed up, Christmas is all about 
those perfect details – so take a little extra time 
and thought when choosing your accessories.

Spain is full of shoe shops – this is a country where 
smart, stylish footwear is always popular, and at 
Christmas that’s even more true. Footwear isn’t 
really a gift option, so treat yourself to something 
special that will make you walk tall this December.  
Looking good starts from the feet upwards, so 
get off to the best possible start. 

Jewellery is 
the perfect gift 
for someone 
special, but it’s 
also something 
that comes 
into its own 
at this time 
of year, when 
shimmering, glittery, sparkly things fill our homes 
with a feeling of opulent luxury.  There’s no need to 
overdo it – subtlety can be devastatingly effective - 

but if you want to deck yourself 
out like a Christmas tree, then 
go for it! 

Sunglasses are one of those 
things that you need all 
year round on Lanzarote – 
in summer the glare makes 
them indispensable, while in 
winter the lower angle of the 
sun means you’ll also need 

protection. They are also perfect Christmas 
gifts, with plenty of irresistible designer shades 
on offer in the resorts.

JoyPeace,
Love &

Throw 
some 
Shade
Sunglasses are 
L a n z a r o t e ’ s 
No.1 accessory 
this Christmas.
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Quality Food
Whether it’s brandy, 
chocolates or 
Spanish jamón, 
Christmas is the 
time to buy the best.

Christmas has always been associated with the 
very best in food and drink. It’s a time to splash 
out on something special and celebrate the 
good things in life with our nearest and dearest. 

It’s a time of year when all the senses are 
heightened, and flavours and aromas are all 

over the Christmas period. They will lift 
their glasses, joke, eat, praise the cook, and 
thoroughly enjoy themselves. But before they 
do so, there will be a brief moment of silent, 
joyful appreciation, and the knowledge that 
moments like this are what living life is all about.

around us. It’s a time of pleasure - when 
we indulge unashamedly in the things we 
like the best; as well as a time of sharing, 
laughing and wishing.  

Here on Lanzarote, thousands of couples, 
families and friends will sit down together 
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Pop a Cork!
Christmas is a special occasion; get into the spirit 
and you’re sure to enjoy it more.

JoyPeace,
Love &
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The Last 
Detail
Christmas is a 
time when it 
pays to get it 
exactly right.

Re
la

x in Style

A Christmas dinner with all the trimmings takes at 
least five hours to prepare, and that’s without the 
shopping and the washing up afterwards. Honestly, 

why bother, when you can pick up the 
phone and get someone else to do all 
that for you? 

Dining out at Christmas is always a 
special event, and even if you decide 
to stay at home for the main meal, 
there’ll be plenty of other times during 
the holidays when a real, luxurious sit-
down meal, perfectly-presented with 

attentive, welcoming service, is exactly 
what everyone needs.

But don’t forget that there are plenty of 
other people who are thinking exactly 
the same thing, so make sure you choose 
your venue, get on the phone and book 
your table well in advance. Then all you 
have to do is sit back and wait for your 
special day. 

Family 
Affair
On  Lanzarote, 
the table is 
the centre of 
family life.

for those submitting this ad. Not combinable with others.

New flavour 

THAI  
(with coconut  

milk)

l HEALTHY l FRESH
l FAST l PERSONALISED

10% off on Noodle box or 
Sushi +drink
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Get Set for Christmas
A beautifully laid table sets the scene...

There are so many venues to choose 
from, too, from luxury hotels to acclaimed 
restaurants; intimate establishments 
perfect for a dinner for two, or fresh, 
breezy places with an exhilarating 
view. You probably already have your 
Lanzarote favourites, but it’s never too 
late to discover somewhere new. 

If any 
members of 
your party 
have special dietary requirements, or if you 
want special Christmas accessories such as 
crackers, make sure you ask as well – crackers 
are unknown outside the the British isles, so 
you may have to bring your own. 

On the day, dress up for the 
occasion, and if you’re planning to 
imbibe during the meal, get in touch 
with a taxi. Then all that’s left is to 
raise your glass and enjoy!

That’s a
Cracker!
If you want 
C h r i s t m a s 
to go with 
a bang, be 
sure to ask.
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H O T E L  C O S TA  C A L E R O  TA L A S O  &  S PA
P U E R T O  C A L E R O  – B o o k i n g s :  9 2 8  8 4  9 5  9 5 

Emai l :  info@hotelcostaca lero.es   •   www.hotelcostaca lero.com

Christmas Gala 
25th December
including Gala

Buffet and drinks
Welcome Cocktail with drinks, canapes 
and live music in the Patio of  the Hotel 

Christmas Gala Buffet in the 

La Magdalena
Restaurant
including drinks

65,00€
per person

7 % I.G.I.C. included - Limited spaces

Festivity Package
31st December

2 nights in
a double room

Standard All Inclusive, unlimited access to the 
active pool, sauna & hammam of  Talaso & SPA 
Center of  the Hotel, Pre Gala Buffet Cocktail 
with live music in the Patio of  the Hotel. New 

Year’s Eve Gala Buffet in the
La Magdalena Restaurant
including drinks, Party and much more….

379,80€ per person
7 % I.G.I.C included - Limited spaces

New Year’s Eve 
Gala Buffet 

31st December
including Gala

Buffet and drinks
Held at the spectacular main Banqueting 

Hall. Enjoy our excellent buffet in our main 
restaurant

La Magdalena Restaurant
drinks included. Free bar, all night DJ  

and dancing until 4am.

105,00€ per person
7 % I.G.I.C included - Limited spaces
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Seek 
the Flavour
Whatever you 
fancy, Lanzarote’s 
probably got it. 
Taste sensations 
can be found 
everywhere.  
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On Lanzarote, Christmas traditions are up to 
you. You can enjoy time-honoured customs, or 
you can explore new, exciting opportunities that 
are every bit as festive and delicious.

The British Christmas dinner of turkey, sprouts, 
pigs in blankets, bread and cranberry sauces, 
pudding and brandy butter almost seems to be 
a commandment set in stone, a tradition that 

hardly changes 
from year to year. 
And there’s good reason for this – it’s not just 
traditional, it’s also delicious.

However, in Spain there’s no rule book. There’s 
likely to be seafood, but it could be anything 
from delicious grilled prawns to a baked salmon; 
the main course could be anything from turkey 

to roast lamb to beef 
– it depends entirely 
on what the family 
fancy. It’s a tradition 
that is different in every 
household, but one 
where flavour and sheer 
enjoyment of food rule.

On Lanzarote there’s the added bonus that the 
island depends on tourism, and is therefore full 
of restaurants where you can sit down and enjoy a 
lavish meal without having to worry about clearing 
up afterwards. And whether it’s a table for two or a 
family meal with children, you’re never far from the 
perfect venue.

JoyPeace,
Love &

FIND US AT PLAYA HONDA PROMENADE (AVENIDA MARITIMA) • OPEN FROM 13:00 - 16:30 & FROM 19:00 TILL 23:30 (CLOSED MON)

RELAX IN AN UNBEATABLE ATMOSPHERE WITH FANTASTIC SEA VIEWS

ASK FOR OUR ITALIAN TAPAS MENU

FREE DELIVERY - ORDER NOW ON 
                         928 833 086     

ICE CREAM - COFFEE SHOP - WIDE RANGE OF BEERS FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES 

Now accepted on Home deliveries

OVER 40 DIFFERENT PIZZAS - ITALIAN CUISINE - RESTAURANT

To Takeaway
Pick 2 dishes

from our menu
and get a

DRINK FREE

LUNCH MENU
1 Starter

+ 1 Main Dish
+ Dessert 
+ 1 Drink
€10.90

SEE OUR NEW WEBSITE
www.pizzeriaerik.com
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My True 
Love Gave
to Me...
There’s no more 
romantic island if 
you’re looking for 
that special meal 
for two.

JoyPeace,
Love &

If you want a turkey dinner with all the trimmings 
you won’t be disappointed, but here you can also 
sample plenty of other Christmas traditions from 
regions ranging from Scandinavia to Argentina. 

And then there are a wide range of Indian 
and Chinese restaurants where Christmas 
may not be on the menu, but fantastic, 
celebratory food definitely will be.

But time is drawing close, and there only a few sleeps 
left until the big day. To avoid disappointment make 
sure that you reserve a table at your favourite restaurant. 
Then all you have to do is wait and whet your appetite.  

Season 
in the Sun
Lanzarote’s warm 
climate brings a 
delightfully light, 
Mediterranean touch 
to Christmas dining.
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Custard and Cream
Chilled, a little boozy and utterly British, trifle is always 
a Christmas hit.Se
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Christmas is the sweetest time of the 
year, when sinful sugary treats are 
shared by everyone from Santa to 
the Three Kings, from tiny children 
to old grannies.  

In Britain it starts well before the 25th, 
with mince pies marking the run-up 
to Christmas, and the preparation of 
Christmas cakes and puddings for the big 
day. There’ll also be chocolates hanging 

from the tree and in our stockings and daily 
treats for anyone with an advent calendar.

In Spain, you’ll also find the shops full of 
chocolates as well as turrones - various nougat -

JoyPeace,
Love &

Shake it 
and Bake it!
Christmas baking 
is a glorious 
family tradition. 
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Sugar, 
Sugar
D r e a m i n g 
of a White 
Christmas? Just 
sprinkle away! 

style sweets made from almonds, eggs and 
sugar. There are also marzipan shapes and 
special treats such as brazo de gitano or 
the local Canarian truchas.  Then there are 
German specialties such as Christstollen and 
Italian panettone – all widely available on 
Lanzarote as well.  

Why do we love sugar so much at 
Christmas? In the past, it was a genuine 
luxury item, with the only sources of 
sweetness being honey or fruit. Later it 
became more widely available, but that 

hasn’t affected our fondness for it one bit. 

This is one time of year when you can 
really go to town on desserts, biscuits, 
cakes, trifles and anything sweet.  

JoyPeace,
Love &

Flaming 
Brilliant! 
Christmas pudding 
is the oldest British 
Christmas tradition.
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  Ingredients 
For the Passionfruit 
creme anglaise

300ml of whole milk

4 egg yolks

2 fresh passion fruits

Floating Islands

Method
Créme anglaise

Slice open your passion fruits and 
separate the juice from the seeds, 
discard the seeds and reserve the juice.

Mix 25 grams of sugar with the milk 
and the passion fruit juice, bring it to 
boil and once it boils, turn off the heat 
and let it infuse for a couple of minutes.

Pour the egg yolks and the rest of the 

sugar into a bowl and mix well using a whisk. 

Pour 3 to 4 tablespoons of the heated milk/
juice mixture onto the egg yolks, whisk well.

Add the rest of the milk and heat 
everything up to medium heat by placing 
the bowl in a pan of water on a low heat. 
Your créme anglaise should reach the 
temperature of 82 degrees Celsius, If you 
go above that temperature, you’ll cook 
your egg yolks (and your cream will be 
ruined!). Your crème anglaise should have 
a thick consistency. 

R E C I P E
o f  t h e
MONTH

Floating Islands is a delightful French dessert of 
meringues sailing on a sea of créme anglaise. This 
delicious version adds vanilla to the meringues and a fruity 
tang to the base, and is a perfect, show-stopping treat for 
Christmas on your own island paradise. 

50g of granulated sugar

Thermometer

Salt

For the Meringue ‘islands’

4 egg whites 

40g of sugar 

1 vanilla pod

For the Vanilla 
meringue islands

Heat the oven to 180°.

Open the vanilla pod and 
empty the seeds into a bowl. 
Add the sugar and the egg whites. 
Whisk the egg whites until they form peaks. Use a mould to get a 
half-sphere form or use 2 spoons to get a quenelle form. Bake the 
meringue for 4 minutes in the oven on greaseproof paper.

Pour the passion fruit creme anglaise into a serving bowl and 
finish it by placing a meringue on top.

Chef’s Tip:
You can replace the 

vanilla pod with some 
cinnamon powder and 

some cardamom for a more 
exotic meringue. Also for the 
creme anglaise you can add 

some other fruit juices as 
mango or papaya - the 

combinations are 
endless!
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only if you want 

THE ONLY INDIAN OWNED RESTAURANTS IN PUERTO DEL CARMEN

• Tandoori Specialties
• Children Menus
• Gluten-free food 
• Unique vegetarian dishes

INDIAN
ZAFFRAN

INDIAN
AROMA BOLLYWOOD

Pto. Del Carmen Avenida de las Playas 67 
Tel. 928 511 532

Near Sam Perfumes
Open daily 11.30am  - 11.30pm

 

Pto. Del Carmen Avda de las Playas14, 
C.C. Las Tabaibas  Tel. 928 528 405  
Near Sunset Beach Bar & Tito’s Bar
Open daily 11.30am  - 11.30pm

Pto. del Carmen C/Juan Carlos I, 25 – 
C.C. Olivin    Tel. 928 512 747 

Near the Biosfera Commercial Center
Open daily 5pm  - 11.30pm 

Lunch 
Menu at 
€5,95
12-16.30

HOME DELIVERY
ANYWHERE
(CONSULT MIN. ORDER)

CALL 676 229 497
OR 928 512 747

FREE

20 OFF
%

FOR RESIDENTS & FOR
THOSE SUBMITTING THIS AD

BEFORE REQUESTING THE BILL
(Not on home deliveries, not
combinable with other offers)

D
EC

EM
B

ER

We opened in 1999 and are still around, trying

to preach the gospel that there really is no food

as wonderful as Indian food. Now, almost sixteen years later

we have converted several connoisseurs; some forcefully, but

mostly by offering our seductive cuisine. The critics themselves

think we are great and have even given us awards now and

then. Some guests have even invited us over to feed their

friends, which we do with pleasure. Some just ask us to drop it

off and leave, but we watch them through the windows and see

them hungrily devour our creations. We have even married a few

of our customers off; weddings from 50 to 60 guests. We love

to see everybody here, because this is our social life. We never

leave our restaurant night or day, we cut and chop  and boil

and bake, stir and shake just for you, our dear guests,  because

we want you back with your friends even dragging them in 

by force if you have to - we will be gentle with them. If you

 throw a party, call us.  We'll cater it and it will be the talk of

the town for quite a while. Food has always been a passionate

subject for us. We love it here – Lanzarote is really our home

away from home – but most of all we love you, our dear

guests. So enjoy, and if there is anything we can do to make

your experience more pleasurable, do not hesitate to ask.

Dear Guests

Authentic Indian food?

Imagine India
PLAYA BLANCA

Avda Maritima No. 23
Near Pandora Shop & Yum Yum

Tel. 928 518 715
Open daily 12.15 - 23.00

IMAGINE INDIA
AUTHENTIC INDIAN CUISINE

At itsBest

Lunch 
Menu at 
€5,95

                       • Children Menus
            • Gluten-free food 
• Unique vegetarian dishes

Quality & Service since 1999

Quality & Service since 1999

20 OFF%
FOR RESID

ENTS &
 FOR

THOSE SUBMITTIN
G THIS AD

BEFORE REQUESTIN
G THE BILL

(Not combinable 

with
 other o

ffers)

DECEMBER

WE SERVE WHAT WE EAT,
HEALTHY FOOD

SINCE 1999

WE SERVE WHAT WE EAT, HEALTHY FOOD

Season’s Greetings 
to all our diners

SEASON´S GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR CLIENTS
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What’son
ENSEMBLE KEGELSTATT 
1st December @ 8pm 
Festival de Música de la Cueva de los Verdes
Cueva de los Verdes. Entry: 20€

MUSIC

COLLIE FARRELL BAND
22nd December @ 4:30pm
Old Town, Puerto del Carmen, Mulligans. Entry 5€. 

MENUDOS TIMPLISTAS
16th December @ 12am
Teguise, Casa Museo del Timple

LOS SALVAPANTALLAS
22nd December @ 11:30pm
Arrecife, Gran Hotel

EXHIBITIONS
WORLD PRESS PHOTOS
Until 21st December
Arrecife, Casa de la Cultura Agustín de la Hoz.

VAGANDI MOS
Until 12th December
Obras de Nuria Vidal, Arrecife, El Almacén.

ARRÓN GÓMEZ
TODO ES NUEVO/
EVERYTHING IS NEW
13th December @ 8:30pm
Arrecife, Teatro El Salinero 
Entry: 10€

THEATRE

JOSHUA NELSON & THE NEW 
YORKERS GOSPEL PROJECT
1st December @ 8:30pm
Gospel Canarias Festival. Arrecife, 
Teatro El Salinero.  Entry: 20€

ÁNGARO
23rd & 30th December @ 12:30h
Jameos del Agua

LOS MÓVILES Y EL DIBUJO
Until 12th December
Obras de Laura Mesa
Arrecife, El Almacén

HANSEL Y GRETEL
15th December @ 18pm
Theatre for children.
Arrecife, Teatro El Salinero.
Entry: 6€

MERY POMPAS
15th December @ 6pm
Theatre for children
Tías, Teatro.  Entry: 10€

RAPUNZEL
22nd December @ 5:30pm
Tías, Teatro.  Entry: 8€

EVITA (MUSICAL)
1st December @ 8:30pm
Tías, Teatro. Entry: 20/22€

FALLA ENSEMBLE
1st December @ 9pm
Classical Music Cycle. Jameos del Agua. Entry: 20€

GRAN CANARIA WIND ORCHESTRA
4th December @ 8pm
35th International Music Festival of the Canary 
Islands. Arrecife, Teatro El Salinero.  Free entry.
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MARKETS/SALES
ORIGINAL PALS CAR BOOT SALE
Every Sunday @ 9am
Lanzarote A Caballo. Sellers arrive 8-8.30am.
No booking required. Price per stall €10.

GREAT KENNEL KLUB SALE
1st December 10 am – 2 pm
This month and the first Saturday every month.
Terraza Concord, C/Mástil 71, Playa Honda.

CAR BOOT SALE IN AID OF
SARA ANIMAL CENTRE
8th December, 9.30 am – 12.30 pm
Tahiche Garden Centre. Call 646 838 749 for info 
or to volunteer.

...EVERY MONDAY...
9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta

de Sebo, La Graciosa 

...EVERY TUESDAY...
9am - 2pm: Farmers Market,

Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise
 

9am - 2pm: Market, Puerto Calero

9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

7.30pm: Jameos Nights, Dinner and 
Live Music, Jameos del Agua

Entry: 39,90€ (concert only: 11,50€)

 

...EVERY WEDNESDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,

Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón 

9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

6pm - 10pm: Handicraft Market, 
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

...EVERY THURSDAY...
9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta

de Sebo, La Graciosa

...EVERY FRIDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market, Puerto Calero

9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

10am - 2pm: Market, Old Town, 
Puerto del Carmen

5 - 10pm: Market,
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

2nd Friday every month: 
10pm: Toñin Corujo, 

Arrecife Gran Hotel and Spa

...EVERY SATURDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,

Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón

9am - 2pm: Market, Arrecife,
Plaza Iglesia de San Ginés

9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

9.30am - 1.30pm: Market, Uga 

10am - 2.30pm: Market & 
Handicraft Market, Haría, Plaza

7.30pm: Jameos Nights, Dinner and 
Live Music, Jameos del Agua

Entry: 39,90€ (concert only: 11,50€)

10pm: Asadero Macher,
International Live Music, 

Mompas Duet

Last Saturday every month: 
10pm: Lanzarote Big Band,
Arrecife Gran Hotel and Spa

...EVERY SUNDAY...
9am - 2pm:  Market, Teguise

9am - 2pm: Farmers & Handicraft 
Market, Mancha Blanca, Tinajo

9am - 2 pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

1 - 5pm: Cuban music, 
El Patio Creperie, Teguise

3 - 5pm: Jazz session at the Crafty 
Cow, Puerto del Carmen

8am - 2pm: Lanzarote 
A Caballo Car Boot Sale

IX ENCUENTRO DE SENDERISMO
1st to 9th December
25 free walking excursions. Lanzarote.

OTHERS

MOVIES
LAS MANOS /THE HANDS
2nd, 9th & 16th December @ 12:30am
Documentary about the construction of the CACT
Jameos del Agua, Auditorio. Free entry when 
visiting Jameos del Agua.
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JoyPeace,
Love &

Class in
a Glass
Lanzarote tintos (red 
wines) are well worth 
a try, but you’ll also 
find great Spanish 
vintages everywhere.

Lanzarote’s wine tradition is both unique 
and ancient. From the sweet,  fortified wines 
that were so prized by Elizabethan England 
to the crisp, fresh young whites of today, 
celebration has always gone hand in hand 
with a glass of Canarian cheer. 

But there are plenty more 
vintages on offer from the 
Spanish mainland and further 
afield. Why not take a voyage of 
discovery, in the most pleasant 
company imaginable.

There’s no better time of year to 
discover what Lanzarote has to offer, 
from dry whites to sweet dessert wines - 
perfect with a mince pie; from tasty reds 
to sparkling cava-style bubbly – you’ll 
soon find a favourite. 
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Raise your 
Glass!
A brindis (toast) 
is just as much a 
Spanish tradition 
as it is elsewhere. 
¡Salud!

Paseo Maritimo S/N | Costa Teguise - Lanzarote  
Tel: +34 928 59 05 51

|

Wishing all our clients a
Merry Christmas

14 
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Lanzarote is full of stunning landscapes and a deep-rooted popular culture, where 
the local cuisine, craftwork and traditions have been passed on through generations.

The Art, Culture and Tourism Centres of the Cabildo of 
Lanzarote are organising the  Sustainable Local Market at 
the Monumento al Campesino from 17th December. 

MAS Campesino is a place where you can experience 
local craftwork alongside local artisans skilled in traditional 
techniques such as the roseta (decorative rosettes), 
empleita, (palm weaving), traditional ceramics, telar (frame 
weaving), making mojo sauce and gofio, These hands-on 
workshops allow you to make the most of a visit to such 
emblematic spot right at the heart of Lanzarote.

What is the main focus
of MAS Campesino?
MAS Campesino offers produce and experiences that 
represent the cultural heritage of Lanzarote.

- LOCAL PRODUCE: 100% quality guarantee on all 
products made with raw materials from Lanzarote.

- SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS: Quality guarantee on 
all sustainable products that are friendly towards the 
environment and the economy of the island.

- LOCAL EXPERIENCE: Guarantee of experiences that 
are true to the local traditions from Lanzarote.

A Gateway to the Real Lanzarote

the pella de gofio made with maize.

AREA 4: AGRICULTURE
AND THE LANDSCAPE.
The farming traditions of the island as 
well as how to interpret the agricultural 
landscape of Lanzarote will all be 
represented in MAS Campesino. We will 
find out about cultivation techniques such 
as the natural enarenados and jable crops.

Getting to know a destination is the main 
reason for travelling, and CACT Lanzarote  
would like to help all our visitors have 
unforgettable memories of their visit to 
our island.

What areas can we enjoy in 
Monumento al Campesino from 
17th December?
AREA 1: TRADITIONAL HANDCRAFTS
FROM LANZAROTE.
The rediscovery and dissemination of the different 
methods of traditional craftwork is one of the main 
aims of MAS Campesino.

AREA 2: AGRICULTURE AND HANDCRAFTS.
Handicrafts have always been directly linked to 
the natural resources and agricultural cycles of 
the Canary Islands. Some of these examples of 
craftwork adapted to the landscape are the natural 
dyes derived from cochineal as well as soap made 
out of barilla (soapwort).

AREA 3: AGRICULTURE AND GASTRONOMY.
Developing a farming culture without water was 
possible thanks to the resourceful natives of 
Lanzarote,who devised one of the most spectacular 
environment adaptation systems ever seen.

At MAS Campesino, there will be traditional recipes 
made with raw materials from Lanzarote, such as 

Customer Services: 901 200 300

“We must take and learn from our own surroundings in order to 
create, without any preconceived ideas. This has been the essence 
that has strengthened the character of Lanzarote.”  César Manrique
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Crazy for Christmas
Various Dates

César Manrique didn’t change Lanzarote on his own. 
His return to Lanzarote in the mid-60s was the result of a 
visionary campaign by local politicians to transform a poor, 
remote island into a premier tourist destination, and once 
Manrique’s ideas were formed they required a small army 
of craftsmen, skilled workers and experts to become reality.

Las Manos is a fascinating documentary that tells the story of this 
inspiring process, interviewing many of the surviving craftsmen who 
put their hands to the task.  Stonemasons, electricians, gardeners 
– all of them brought their experience, traditional skill and love to 
the task of turning Lanzarote into “the eighth wonder of the world”

Las Manos can be seen in the stunning auditorium of Jameos 
de Agua at 12.30pm on the 2nd, 9th and 16th of December. 
Entrance is free for visitors to Los Jameos. 

Christmas celebrations will be taking place all over Lanzarote 
not only in the run-up to the 25th, but also afterwards until 5th 
January. At the time of going to press we’ve received no Christmas 
agendas from the island’s Ayuntamientos, so keep an eye on your 
local town hall for up-to date information on concerts and events.

This is a time of year when local folk groups can be seen performing 
concerts or strolling around and playing as they walk. As well as the 
parrandas (folk groups) who perform all year round, you’ll also see 
ranchos - Christmas groups who sing songs in praise of Jesus and 
Mary. On Christmas Eve, the ranchos perform ancient, medieval music 
and songs at the Misa del Gallo (Midnight Mass) at the local church. 
The most famous of these Misas takes place in Teguise old town, but 
check your local church for more information.  

Hands-on
 2nd, 9th and 16th December

Photo: Sabrina Suppers

The Gaida folk group from La Asomada
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World’s Best
Throughout December 

The Casa de la Cultura Agustín de la Hoz is a gallery and exhibition 
centre that takes pride of place on Arrecife’s seafront. Derelict and 
run-down for years, it was finally reopened in 2017 and offers visitors 
the chance to see various exhibitions and original murals by César 
Manrique, as well as admire one of the best examples of 19th century 
colonial architecture in the capital. 

This month, the Casa de la Cultura will host the return of the World Press 
Photo exhibition, which was usually held in early summer but has been moved 
to the winter months this year.  Always an unmissable experience, the World 
Press Photo exhibition gathers together some of the finest photographs of 
2017, mixing powerful and sometimes shocking image of the world’s leading 
news stories with exciting sports photos and beautiful images of nature.

The Perfect Princess
Various Dates

Santa Claus and the Three Kings aren’t the only fabulous characters you 
can find on Lanzarote this Christmas. Harriet Jelley will also bring various 
Disney Princesses to the island. Tinkerbell will twinkle on Christmas Eve, 
7pm at Costa Sal, Matagorda; Elsa and Anna will grace El Mirador in Playa 
Blanca from 12.30pm to 2.30pm on Boxing Day, while Elsa will also appear 
at Rooftop Entertainment, C.C Biosfera, PDC at 6pm on the same day, 
returning on January 2nd. 

Princess Moana will be at Hotel Beatriz, Costa Teguise at 5pm on the 27th 
and at the Galeon Playa, Costa Teguise at 9.30pm on the 30th, and Elsa will 
see in the New Year at Costa Sal, 6pm on January 1st.

If you have a favourite Princess and would like a scattering of Disney magic 
at meet & greets or parties, you can contact Harriet via the ad on page 71 - 
and don’t forget Spiderman is now available too!

Opposition protestor in Venezuela, 2017.
Photo Ronaldo Schemidt: Agence France Presse/WPF. 
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Fariones Hotel
end, corner of
C/Timanfaya 1st floor
Tel: 928 514 931

BOTH ENDS OF PUERTO DEL CARMEN

Hotel San
Antonio end,

C.C Costa Luz - A6
Tel: 928 513 563

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand 
• Up to 50% trade-in on our returns • Greeting Cards,

Party Goods • Stationery, Kids Books 
• Fax & Photocopying Service +Boarding cards BS II.

Mon - Fri 9.30 - 6.00 & Sat 9.30 - 2.00  Closed Sundays   •   Mon - Fri 9.30 - 5.00 & Sat 9.30 - 1.30  Closed Sundays

BOOKSWOPS
1000´ f B k N & S d H d

SEASON´S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

Fariones Late Night Opening
Last two weeks in December till 8pm

 C
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Puerto del Carmen
Old Town
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Avda de las Playas 19
Puerto del Carmen.
Tel. 928 51 40 27 

RUTA 66
Great atmosphere, good music and the latest videoclips.
Only a few meters from the beach.
The best fun to be had - day and night in Puerto del Carmen

3

MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN
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1 2
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Veterinary services Puerto Del Carmen

Calle Juan Carlos 1, 33
(in front of Hiperdino)

Tel. 928 070 421 • 603 649 020
Find us in        Smile Vet

• Diagnosis • Treatments • Vaccinations 
• Microchips • Surgery, etc.  
• Dog and Cat Grooming • Pet shop • Home visits www.smilevet.es

Mon. Wed. Thu. Fri. 10am – 2pm  &  5pm – 8pm  |  Tue. 10am - 8pm  |  Sat. 10am – 1pm
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Matagorda

• General Practitioner  
• 24 hr ambulance  
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician  
• Orthopaedic Surgeon  
• Laboratory

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.

NEW in Playa Blanca  see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen
67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

English speaking doctors 
trained in England, 
experienced with the NHS.

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553
Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

We accept all British 
Travel Insurances

6

7

2

Authentic
Indian Cuisine

Tandoori specialties
Over 200 dishes

Indian Zaffran
Indian Aromadi rn oom

Bollywood

THE ZAFFRAN GROUP OF INDIAN RESTAURANTS

Children
Menus

Indian Zaffran
Pto. del Carmen – C/Juan
Carlos I, 25 – C.C. Olivin – 
Tel. 928 512 747.  Near the
Biosfera Commercial Center

Indian Aroma
Pto. Del Carmen – Avenida
de las Playas 14 – C.C. Las
Tabaibas – Tel. 928 528 405
Near Tito’s Bar

Bollywood
Pto. Del Carmen – 
Avenida de las Playas 67 –
Tel. 928 511 532
Near Sam Perfumes

We cook to
your taste,
mild or hot

Gluten-free dishes
also available

4 5 6

7
8

10

MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN

Av. de las Playas, 55
C.C La Penita - Puerto del Carmen
Tel: 928 962 230 or 627 661 125
shivasaru@hotmail.com

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL 1pm to 5pm
N E P A L I - I N D I A N - C U I S I N E

Opening hours: 1pm till 11.30pm
� Restaurant & Takeaway � Tandoories � Curries � Bhajies � Naans

Try our sister
restaurant

EVEREST
Tel : 928 511 181

10

2012
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Find us in Tias 
opposite the Ally shop 

C/ Matorral Nº 5.
Mobile: 659 88 54 51

We carry out all mechanical services including:
• Pre - ITV • Diagnosis
• Car wash • Fast service
• We sell and fit Tyres for all vehicles.

Open from 8am till 4pm

Qualified mechanics at your service in Tías.

Visit us and check 
our special prices

ITV DUE?
We supply a complete ITV service

• Pre - ITV Check Up
• We will take your car to the ITV

Visit us and check 
our special prices

We wish all our clients the very best for Christmas
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MAP - TÍAS
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Check Exhaust System + Emissions,
Brake Balance, Tyres, Steering & Suspension

Check Levels, Check Seat Belts
 Plus Electrics - From 90 Euros

COURTESY CAR subject to availability

COMPLETE

SERVICE
ITV

Tel. / Fax: 928 833 581 
Mobile : 646 479 316

info@uk-autos.com 
www.uk-autos.com

Calle El Matorral, 
No.8 (off Calle Luchada) Tías

CAR HIRE  •  REPAIRS & SERVICING  •  SALES  •  VEHICLE IMPORTS 
Opening hours: Monday to Friday from 8:00am till 4:00pm  

Car, Home & Travel Insurance
SEASON´S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

1

We speak Spanish, English, German & Italian

GP, Certificates
Surgery, Laboratory, Microchip, 
Passport, Check ups, Vaccinations, 
Ophthalmology, Cardiology... 
Dog and Cat Grooming. 

Tias – Calle Fraternidad, 23 
Tel. 928 833 990 - 629 356 514
veterinariatiaslanzarote@gmail.com
www.veterinariatias.com

Open Mon-Fri 
9am to 7pm  

Sat 10am to 1.30pm
by appointment

Since 1990Always improving
      Dr. Margarita Azcorra

Cat Friendly 
Clinic

Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year to a�
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BRITISH
DENTAL CLINIC

TEL: 928 83 35 73
Dr. Chris Albery 
BDS Sheffield UK 

Dr. Leo Bardales Carreño 
LCD Madrid

We accept           &

� Established 1996
� Orthodontics
� Friendly and welcoming family practice
� Cosmetic dentistry  
� Teeth whitening
� Crown and bridgework  
� Latest types of ceramic crowns 
    and veneers
� Implants
� Dentures 
� Gum disease prevention 
� Ample on site parking
� Emergency cover weekends and fiestas

Call for an Appointment
Mon - Fri  9.15am - 1pm & 2pm - 5pm

www.lanzarotedentist.com  �  Camino Los Aljibes 20, 35572 Tias (ex Calle Los Topes)

Emergency Tel no:
660 251 788

Phone between 10am-12pm midday
Weekends & Fiestas

 Free Pick-up service for tourists

Tel: 928 833 338
or 626 326 195
piscinasdirect@hotmail.com
www.piscinasdirect.es

� Pool lining (with 10 year guaranteed)
� Aljibe lining  � Solar panels  � Heat pumps
� Pool covers: Manufacturing of three types of
materials available  � Salt water Chlorinators
� Automatic pool cover and Enclosures Find us on Facebook

www.piscinasdirect.es

5

4

5

6

6

Season´s Greetings 
To All our Clients
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MAP - PUERTO CALERO
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LA PAPPARDELLA
Welcoming and friendly restaurant serving authentic
Italian cuisine. Only a few meters from the sea.  
Tel: 928 51 29 11
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Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400

BARRIO PECHIGUERA
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C. la Corvina
Rd. opp. Church
Tel/Fax: 928 349 420

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand • Stationery • Greeting Cards
• Party Goods • Helium balloons  • Personalised mugs • Kids Books
• Photocopying Service • Boarding passes printed

+

Monday to Friday - 9.30am - 5.30pm Saturday - 9.30am - 2.30pm Sunday - Closed

BOOKSWOPS SEASON´S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

BARRIO PECHIGUERA
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• General Practitioner  
• 24 hr ambulance  
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician  
• Orthopaedic Surgeon  
• Laboratory

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.

NEW in Playa Blanca  see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen
67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

English speaking doctors 
trained in England, 
experienced with the NHS.

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553
Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

We accept all British 
Travel Insurances

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors 

medical examinations
and treatment

General Medicine
Surgery
Urology

Dermatology

Our doctors are friendly, knowledgeable and approachable making 

any visit to the practice comfortable and efficient.  

We offer a comprehensive range of services and medical facilities.  

All our team members are very experienced and highly qualified in 

their respective fields. 

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Costa Teguise
e-mail: info@lanzamedic.com

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors

Tel: 928 512 611
emergency phone: 

649 973 366
www.lanzamedic.com

•  Internal Medicine
•  Gynaecology
•  Allergology 
•  Pediatrics

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Costa Teguise
Tel: 928 512 611

emergency phone: 649 973 366
info@lanzamedic.com

•  Physiotherapy
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Avda. de Las Palmeras
Complex Los Molinos
COSTA TEGUISEOpen every day 9.00am – Late

Monday Live Music
Tuesday Bingo Night   Wednesday Live Music

Saturday Live Music Sunday Quiz Night

Food 
Served
all day

RESTAURANT & BAR

SERVING: BREAKFAST, SNACKS, LUNCH
& EVENING MEALS (WITH DAILY SPECIALS)

REAL ALES – Come and try from our bottled selection!

Tripadvisor
recommended

ALL SPORTS SHOWN
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Avda. Islas Canarias - Costa Teguise       Happyhighlander2015@outlook.com

Good Quality Food All Day Long
Open 9am - Late

Live Music 7 Days A Week
Famous Fish & Chips

Bingo Mon - Fri 4 - 6pm - BIG JACKPOT 

Merry Christmas & a 
Happy New Year to all our customersChristmas 

Dinner Bookings 
being taken now!

Tel: (0034) 928 827 257 
www.location-lanzarote.com
info@location-lanzarote.com
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Hotel Beatriz Costa & Spa
Calle Atalaya 3, Costa Teguise 
(for more information 
Tel: 630 175 810)

RELAXED & INFORMAL
Come as you are, but do come.
See the map reference to find us.
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 PRoperty 
shorts

Heir hunters

“Heir-hunting” agencies who track down unclaimed 
inheritances could mean 12 long-term households being turfed 
out, in a fascinating recent case in Barceloneta, a sought-after 
area of Barcelona.  

When the property owner died in 1973, he left no descendants. 
Tenants asked lawyers what they should do, and followed advice 

to maintain and renovate the 
property and pay all relevant taxes. 
Otherwise, they lived rent-free, as 
there was no one to pay it to. Over 
the years, flats have been passed 
on within families, and the most 
recent tenants have lived there for 
ten years. 

However, last year tenants received 
a letter from two people claiming to 
be the owners and asking them to 
vacate the premises. It is believed 
the claimants were tracked down 
by an “heir hunting” agency, who 
track down relatives and inform 
them of their rights in exchange for 
a commission. 

The tenants intend to claim 
ownership rights, having lived 
in the properties for over 30 
years “peacefully, publicly and 
continuously.”

40,000 more homes
A recent report has claimed that the Canaries 
requires 40,000 more new-build homes, and 
that if construction continues at its current 
sluggish rate, that number will rise to 140,000 
by 2031.

The report, by the Disa Foundation and 
Corporacion 5, was recently presented in Gran 
Canaria by Disa chairman Raimundo Baroja, 
who stated that “housing is not just a right and 
a human necessity, it also affects the financial 
situation and the spending power of citizens, 
which has a direct result on the economy.”

The report states that the new housing is 
required to tackle the problem of increasing 
property prices on the islands, and especially 
the issue of rent, which has soared recently. 

Both of these factors mean that increasing 
numbers of Canarians are having difficulty in 
getting onto the property ladder or finding decent 
long-term rental accommodation.

A0869 – Puerto Calero
1 Bedroom apartment with 

excellent Marina and sea views.

Price: 169.000€

  

H1673 – Puerto Calero
High standard front line property with 

stunning Marina and sea views. 

Price: 1.200.000€

Raimundo Baroja

Barceloneta
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Benvenuto!
Italian buyers have bought the most property in the Canary 
Islands in the last two years, making up 23% of buyers. 

In fact, since 2015, Italians seem to have swopped places with 
the British, who remain a strong and currently improving market. 

At the start of 2015, Italians 
bought 18% of Canarian 
properties, with Brits at 
24%, now those figures are 
23% and 17% respectively. 

Tenerife’s capital, Santa Cruz 
and southern Tenerife and 
Gran Canaria are the most 
popular locations for Italian 
buyers, but their presence 
has been seen all over the 
islands. Elderly Italians who 
benefitted from pension 
reforms in 2011 are one of 
the most important markets, 
while younger Italians 
who are looking for better 
opportunities than exist in 
their home economy are 
also flocking to the Canaries.  

Brits get in before Brexit
British interest in Spanish property has picked up 
recently, and experts in the sector believe it has to 
do with Brexit. 

The referendum result in 2016 led to a drop in interest 
from British buyers, and the related weakness of 
Sterling against the Euro has also created a situation in 
which British buyers haven’t had things going their way.

Nevertheless, the dream of owning a place in the sun 
is still widespread, and many British buyers seem to 
be taking the leap before the scheduled Brexit date 
of March 29th next year, in the belief that sorting out 
residency and other matters will be easier.

Others are taking a more relaxed approach and using 
the end of the transition period date, December 31st 
2020, as their cut-off date. However, given the utter 
uncertainty about what Brexit will bring, or even whether 
it will happen at all, all buyers are rolling a dice.
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Noise

Lanzarote airport’s measures to deal 
with noise pollution are “unrealistic” 
and based on insufficient facts, claim 
two of the islands councils.

I
n early October, Spain’s airport authority AENA 
published a “noise plan” for Lanzarote Airport – 
a document that is intended to identify problems 

of noise pollution in the residential areas near the 
airport and take appropriate measures.

The plan immediately drew criticism from the 
Ayuntamiento of San Bartolomé, who have formally 
lodged several objections to the plan. According 
to San Bartolomé Public Works Councillor 
Alexis Tejera, AENA has “based its estimates on 
unrealistic calculations.” 

AENA’s plan identified 8,500 residents, in Playa 

a
nnoys

Alexis Tejera said AENA’s plan, which was 
undertaken by the Civil Aviation authority 
“lacks rigour, because Arrecife Airport does 
not have a noise-monitoring system, such 
as other Spanish airports do. The plan 
is unrealistic and does not answer Playa 
Honda’s requirements. If Civil Aviation do 
not address our objections, we’ll take them 
to court. The quality of life of Playa Honda 
residents must not rely on a noise map that 
bears no relation to the real situation.” 

Shortly afterwards, Arrecife Council also 
voted unanimously to demand that AENA 
soundproof every home in the capital city 
that has been identified in AENA’s plan. 
Tías Ayuntamiento, which is in charge of 
Matagorda – one of the worst - affected 
areas - has not made any comment yet.

Honda, Matagorda and Arrecife, who are regularly 
exposed to noise levels of more than 55 decibels by 
aeroplanes passing overhead. Of these, 300 people in 
Playa Honda and another 100 in Matagorda suffer noise 
levels of between 65-75 decibels. According to the World 
Health Organisation, the ”tolerable” limits of noise pollution 
are 65 decibels during the daytime and 55 db at night.  

However, the main bone of contention is AENA’s 
estimate of the amount of properties that will require 
sound-proofing. This work will be the responsibility of 
the airport authority, and its plan identifies 100 properties 
that require changes of doors and windows, as well as 
sound insulation treatments in roofs. 

However, San Bartolomé claim that 1,800 properties 
require these measures, and that the studies carried out 
by AENA were not accurate as sound levels were not 
monitored officially over periods of time, as has been the 
case in other airport noise pollution plans.
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POOR JUDGEMENT

The Spanish government has announced that it will change the law 
relating to Stamp Duty following a debacle in the Supreme Court that 
has severely damaged the reputation of the Spanish justice system.

The controversy arose following a series of court 
decisions relating to Stamp Duty – the tax paid 
for official approval of legal documents. Earlier 
this year, the civil division of the Supreme Court 
clearly stated that consumers should pay this 
tax; however a decision in the Contentious-
Administrative division on October 18th reversed 
this, ruling that banks should pay the tax. 

The response to this judgement was 
unprecedented. The banks immediately lost 
millions on the stock market and, within 24 
hours, the President of the Supreme Court 
division called a meeting for November 5th 
to clarify the matter – the first time in Spanish 
history that a judge has called for a Supreme 
Court meeting immediately following a decision. 

The meeting commenced on November 5th, 
with angry protestors chanting outside. When a 
judge leaving the court was told by journalists 
that there was a lot of anger in the streets, she 
nodded back at the court building and said “In 
there, too.” On the following day the Supreme 
Court confirmed, by 15 votes to 13, that the 
client must pay Stamp Duty. 

This about-turn was furiously criticised by 
consumer groups and several political parties. 
Podemos leader Pablo Iglesias said “The banks 
have won and the citizens have lost”, while the 
President of the PP in Catalonia described the 
decision as a “grave error with unpredictable 
social consequences.” Even the President of 

the Supreme Court, Carlos Lesmes, admitted “We 
haven’t managed this well,” and apologised to 
citizens. 

On November 7th, Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez 
announced that the government was drawing up a 
White Paper to amend the law so that banks pay 
Stamp Duty. In reality, the banks are likely to simply 
raise mortgage costs as a result of this. 

In any case, who will pay is no longer the key 
issue in an affair that has been deeply damaging 
for the Spanish justice system, whose claims to be 
independent of pressures from the banking sector 
are no longer believed by millions of Spaniards, 
and whose conflicting rulings have caused chaos.

What is Stamp Duty?
Stamp duty is a tax levied on the official approval 
(or stamping) of legal documents necessary for  the 
transfer of a property. It was developed in Spain 
centuries ago, and has since been adopted by 
many other countries.

In the UK, Stamp Duty was abolished on property 
transactions in 2003, although a land transfer tax 
bearing the name Stamp Duty Land Tax still exists. 
The tax is also absent from the USA,  Germany and 
Holland, while Stamp Duties in Italy, Portugal and 
France are much lower than the rate of 0.5 -1.5% 
in Spain. The Stamp Duty tax currently stands at 
1% in the Canary Islands.

Carlos Lesmes, President 
of the Supreme Court Calle Juan Carlos I, 25D

Puer to del Carmen 
T: (+34) 928 072 149

Ref: GJ1093
ONE BEDROOM BUNGALOW 

FOR SALE IN PUERTO DEL 
CARMEN
€137,500  

DO YOU NEED A MORTGAGE..?
THEN SPEAK TO OUR BROKER 

FOR ADVICE

WE BUY PROPERTIES FOR CASH
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
TO SEE ALL OUR PROPERTIES

T: (+34) 928 072 149 
www.gjestates.com

Ref: GJ1091
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR 

SALE IN PUERTO DEL CARMEN
€165,000

EXCLUSIVE TO GJ ESTATES!

EXCLUSIVE TO GJ ESTATES!
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‘We can help you with every aspect of buying a property in Lanzarote, offering honest advice and an unrivalled after-sales service. 
We offer building and design services, holiday rental and property management/maintenance.’

Ref. 375 - PUERTO CALERO

Stunning  3 bed 3 bath planned 
properties on exclusive development 
in Puerto Calero Old Town. Modern, 
high quality, choice of finishes.

PRICE: from 750.000€

Ref. 240 - PLAYA BLANCA

Ref. 432 - YAIZA

2 bed 1 bath top floor apartment in 
Marcastell, only 10 minutes walk 
to Dorada Beach. With south facing 
balcony.

4 bed 4 bath detached villa in village 
of Yaiza. Offering private pool, garage, 
separate annexe/games room, large 
plot

PRICE: 170.000€

PRICE: 395.000€

Ref. 327 - PLAYA BLANCA

A spacious detached villa with direct 
access to the sea front promenade.  
3 bed 2 bathrooms, private pool, roof 
terrace, exclusive area. Priced to sell.

PRICE: 525.000€

Ref. 308 - PLAYA BLANCA

Ref. 101 - PLAYA BLANCA

1 bed town centre apartment with 
huge south facing terrace offering 
views across the town to the sea.

PRICE: 129.000€

Ref. 370 - PLAYA BLANCA

A well-presented detached 3 bed 2 
bath property in Playa Real. With large 
plot, garage, roof terrace and superb 
sea views. 

PRICE: 550.000€

Ref. 347

Ref. 299 - PLAYA BLANCA

3 bed 2 bath detached villa in modern 
style with driveway, large private pool, 
900m+ plot. In gated community.

Stunning 2 bed 2 bath detached villa 
in Faro Park. With jacuzzi terrace and 
access to communal pool. Move in 
and enjoy!

PRICE: 395.000€

PRICE: 299.000€

Ref. 407 - PLAYA BLANCA

A detached villa located first line to 
the sea and offering uninterrupted 
sea views. 4 beds, 3 baths, private 
pool.  

Ref. 312

Ref. 395 - PLAYA BLANCA

3 bed 2 bath town house in Marina/
Coloradas area offering small private 
pool, off street parking and great sea 
views.

Detached, spacious, well-presented 
villa on good sized plot. With private 
pool, 3 bedrooms & 2 bathrooms and 
air conditioning. 

PRICE: 249.000€

PRICE: 410.000€

  www.optimaestate.com             info@optimaestate.com
Calle Varadero No4, Playa Blanca, Yaiza, Lanzarote. 35580 / Mobile: +34 620 803 510 Phone: +34 928 519 383

Please scan to 
visit our website

Find us : 
OptimaEstateLanzarote

PRICE: 745.000€

CENTRAL

MODERN NEW BUILD

Immaculate semi-detached newly 
refurbished villa offering 3 beds, 1 
bath, private pool, off road parking and 
modern interior.

PRICE: 285.000€

SEA VIEWS

FRONT LINE

FRONT LINE

NEW TO MARKET

DETACHED

SEA VIEWS

DETACHED

IMMACULATE

CENTRAL

LARGE PLOT

Happy Christmas to all our
Customers Past & Present

Wishing all our clients a
Merry Christmas

Merry Christmas &
a Happy New Year

SEASON´S
GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR CLIENTS

Me�y
         Christmas

TO ALL

WISHING 
A

Optima Estate would like to wish all clients a Happy Christmas and a Properous New Year.  Best wishes from all at Optima.
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‘We can help you with every aspect of buying a property in Lanzarote, offering honest advice and an unrivalled after-sales service. 
We offer building and design services, holiday rental and property management/maintenance.’

Optima Estate would like to wish all clients a Happy Christmas and a Properous New Year.  Best wishes from all at Optima.

Outstanding customer service since 2001 has made us Playa Blanca´s 
longest established and trusted villa sales, rental and management company

Find us : 
Optimavillas

Villa cleaning, preparation
and inspection service,

including Egyptian cotton sheets
and towels (inc. beach towels)...

... plus our efficient 24 hour
emergency service means

your valued guests will
spend more time enjoying

their holiday.

*** New from July 2018 *** 
 

Passport data collection
service now available. 

 
Fully compliant with

Guardia Civil requirements
and European Data

protection laws

  www.optimavillaslanzarote.com             sales@optimavillas.com
Central Office: C/Don Jaime Quesada El Maestro 4, Playa Blanca, Yaiza, 35580

Warehouse and Stores: C/Macedonia 8, Playa Blanca, Yaiza. 35580
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LOCATION
Is your property is intended for holiday use, longer term 
visits, or do you intend to live here year round? Your choice 
of location should take your needs into account, such as 
schools, medical services and recreational outlets.

RESEARCH
You need to know a great deal more about your property 
than you would if you were just spending a couple of 
weeks there. If there is a community association, ask your 
neighbours if it is well run. Ask about the community fees 
- don’t forget that if you are in a Community you are legally 
obliged to pay these.

BUYING THE PROPERTY
First, make sure that the person selling you the property 
is entitled to do so. Your agent will be able to supply you 
with a list of suitable lawyers to act on your behalf, or the 
British Consulate in Las Palmas can provide a suitable list 
on request. Your lawyer needs to check out your intended 
property thoroughly. 

A check of legal title will be made through a search in the 
local Land Registry Office, which will also indicate if there 
are any mortgages or charges against the property. If you 
are buying a plot of land, the lawyer will also check if you can 
obtain permission to build on the land, and what size and 
type of property you can build. Once you have been assured 
by your lawyer that all is in order, you will need to sign a 

C o n t r a c t 
of Purchase 

raised by a lawyer, 
and pay a deposit 

which is usually 10% of 
the intended purchase price; 

this deposit is normally held 
by the lawyer who h a s 

been appointed to 
arrange the signing 

of the Title Deed. 

The contract will state 
the terms and conditions 
of the sale and will state a 
specific time for completion 
of the transaction. If you 
decide, up to this completion 
time, that you cannot proceed 
with the purchase, you will forfeit 
the deposit paid, but if the seller 
changes his mind, he must return the 
deposit to you in full, plus a compensation 
payment for damages. 

The next step is to complete the 
transaction by making the outstanding 
balance of payment and signing the 
title deed, which is known in Spain as 
the Escritura. This must be done in the 
Notary’s Office. The Notary’s task is to 
ensure that all of the legal documentation 
is correct. He will also carry out a search 
in the Land Registry Office on the 

day of signing to check the current status of 
the property or land (and will require the last 
annual rates receipt from the council in which 
the property is situated), that this is up to date 
as well. It is essential to ensure that your lawyer 
has current receipts for all other payments such 
as water, electric and community charges, 
as debts such as these in Spain are levied 
against the property and not 
the owner. N o t a r i e s 
now also 

This article is a general guide to buying real estate in The Canary 
Islands. It has been compiled from the knowledge and experience 
of a number of professionals involved in the selling, buying 
and conveyancing of property in Spain, but it should not be 
taken as a substitute for proper legal advice. 

PROPERTY BUYERS GUIDE
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demand an Energy Performance Certificate. When in 
the Notary’s Office, you will be asked to produce your 
passport as evidence of identification. You will also be 
advised to obtain a NIF number, which your lawyer can 
arrange for you. 

MONEY MATTERS
If you are not resident in Spain and are buying property 
or land it is advisable to bring money from abroad 
to complete the purchase. It is simple to open a non-
resident account in a local bank, and your estate agent 
will normally help you with this. You can then transfer 
your funds from your own bank in the UK to this new 
account. On the signing of the new Title Deed your 
cheques for payment will be shown to the Notary 
and included as part of the documentation of 
the deed. 

They must be inscripted with details of 
the property of land to be purchased, 
or have an investment certificate 
from the issuing bank 
attached. The Notary will 
also require you to sign 
a Spanish ministry 
form, declaring that 
the investment has been 
made. It is also possible when 
purchasing from a non-Spanish 
resident to pay the completion 
funds abroad in any currency. In this 
case, the deed will state an equivalent 
amount in Euros, as this gives the value in 
which the transmission tax (stamp duty) is 
calculated. You will have to produce more than 
one cheque as you must also pay a capital gains tax 
retention. In this situation, a sum of 3% calculated against 
the value declared in the title deed is retained and paid to 
the Spanish Tax Authorities to cover the seller’s liability.  

Estate Agent’s fees are normally paid by the vendor 
and the details of the specific percentage to be paid will 
normally be noted in the Purchase Contract. 

Some unscrupulous illegal agents have been known 
to charge the purchaser as well as the vendor for 
their fees, so ensure this is not the case. You may 
well also find that the price of your title deed is not 
exactly the same as the cost of the purchase, as 
some sellers prefer to treat the furnishings and 
fittings, if they are included, as a separate item. 

REGISTERING
THE PURCHASE

To complete the transaction you must 
register the deeds at the Registro 

de la Propiedad (Property 
Registry). When the deeds 

are taken to the Registro, 
the purchase tax of 

6.5% of the value 
of the property 

must be 
paid.  

L a t e r 
t h e 

R e g i s t r o 
will request a 

second payment 
to cover their charges. 

In addition, a tax to the 
Local Authority, based on the 

increase of values of land in their 
area since the property last changed 

hands (known as ‘Plus Valía’) is payable. 

This is often negotiated between the vendor and 
purchaser. Your Lawyer can get an estimate in 
advance of the purchase, so that you have the 

funds ready.  At the same time, a form should 
be entered to the local authority, advising 
them of the change of ownership. You should 
remind whoever is doing your paperwork 
about this, as it is often forgotten.

Residents must also be tax registered in order 
to sell property and avoid retentions, even if 
they pay no tax. 

OTHER COSTS 
Other costs include the Transmission Tax, 
the Notary’s bill, the fees from the Registro 
and your lawyer’s fee. These and previously 
mentioned costs  should total about 10% of 
the purchase price. 

Your Lawyer will ask for these funds to be 
placed with him before the work is done as 
clients have often disappeared leaving these 
bills unpaid. 

Non-residents will be liable for property tax, 
while residents will pay the IBI assessed by the 
local council. 

OUTSTANDING BILLS
When you buy a property you become liable for 
any outstanding bills for water, electricity, local 
rates and community fees. Both the Electricity 
Board (UNELCO) and the Water Company 
(CANAL GESTION) have forms which you and 
the seller must sign, to transfer the bills into 
your name.  When you go to do this check that 
all payments are up to date. 

Local rates are payable at the Town Hall. You 
or your representative will need to visit the 
‘Oficina de Recaudacion’ at the Town Hall to 
complete the form changing the rates into your 
name, and again, checking that all payments 
are up to date.  As bills are not sent out for 
the rates, property owners often forget to pay 
them, and they can soon mount up.

The Community of Owners is a Spanish institution 
affecting any property owners who enjoy shared facilities and 

services, such as lifts, swimming pools, gardens and communal 
garages. Information about your Association must be freely 

available to you, as do the accounts which have to be 
published to the members every year. You should 

check before you buy that your Community 
Association is functioning well, how 

much the monthly payment is, 
and whether the payments 

for your intended 
property are up 

to date. 

THE 
COMMUNITY 
OF OWNERS

• www.RealEstateLanzarote.com   • mobile: 650 436 964 or 828 609 001
Avenida de las Playas 77 Puerto Del Carmen   • Office Hours: Monday - Friday  9:00 - 19:00 Sat 9:30 - 13:30   • info@realestatelanzarote.com

Matagorda - Price  375,000 euros
Reference MGD1341

Type Villa | Bedrooms 4 
Plot 750.00 m² | Built 240.00 m²

Costa Teguise - Price 136,000 euros
Reference CTG1332

Type Villa | Bedrooms 1 | Bathrooms 1
Plot 63.00 m² | Built 73.00 m²

Tias - Price 475,000 euros
Reference TAS1333

Type Finca | Bedrooms 5 | Bathrooms 5
Plot 1400.00 m² | Built 216.00 m²

Puerto del Carmen - Price 950,000 euros
Reference PDC1339

Type Villa | Bedrooms 3 | Bathrooms 3
Plot 500.00 m² | Built 200.00 m²

Credited  Company   TV ch4 Place in the Sun  2018

Fantastic Finca in Masdache, in the heart of the wine 
growing area. This Finca has been renovated to the 

highest standard of finish , taste and design.

A Fantastic opportunity to acquire a detached 4 
bedroomed villa with private heated pool. This house 
has a fantastic proven record as a great holiday base . 

Close to all amenities. 

This Exclusive modern villa has the most 
breathtaking views to the ocean and harbor of the 

old town PDC. Protected gated community and 
has private heated pool and parking.

SANDS BEACH TOURIST RESORT: An exclusive 
variety of private owned villas on various plazas and 
the beach front. Highly recommended and must be 

viewed to appreciate the potential.
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This is an island of contrasts; of bold, stark colours 
and striking natural beauty. It’s also a place where 
human beings have lived in innovative harmony with 
their surroundings for centuries, from the ancient 
aborigines to César Manrique.

It’s an island that has absorbed influences from 
Spain, Portugal, Africa, Latin America and, more 

Whether you’re decorating your home for a fantastic Christmas 
holiday, doing some gift shopping or just dropping hints for items 
you’d like to find under the tree, Lanzarote inspires you to take 
risks that could just change your life. 

recently, other, further-flung cultures; and it’s a 
place where living comfortably and stylishly has 
always been valued. 

This means that you can afford to be 
adventurous and make a statement, and that’s 
exactly what homeowners all over the island do. 
And Christmas is traditionally a time when local 

shops fill up with the very best in interior design, 
decor and ornaments.

This is the time to explore Aladdin’s caves 
of exotic furniture and decorations; design 
shops where style, elegance and individuality 
are the keywords; garden centres where vivid 
greenery, bold colours and heady fragrances 
can transform your home; or hunt down original 
artworks by creators who distil the essence of 
this wild, weird and gorgeous place.

So make the most of the holidays, let yourself 
be inspired and dare to turn your home into the 
place you always wanted it to be.

Dreamto

Da
re “Take inspiration from César 

Manrique and live your vision”
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One of the advantages of Lanzarote interiors is 
their simplicity. With no carpets, fireplaces and 
thick curtains, interiors here may seem more 
spartan and simple, but that’s also something you 
can work with.

If you have a tree, think about decorating it in a 
single colour scheme, with white, silver or gold 
dominating. This colour scheme can be repeated 
with candles and ornaments placed strategically 
around the home, and a bit of well-planned lighting 

Christmas doesn’t 
have to be all about  
lurid, garish flashing 
lights, Santas yukking 
it up and Mariah Carey 
vs Noddy Holder.  
Here on Lanzarote, 
it’s altogether a more 
civilised and subtle 
affair, and a more 
minimal approach to 
Christmas decoration 
can really fit in with 
local style.

is the icing on 
the cake.

But trees aren’t 
necessary here. The poinsettia is the plant of 
choice in this part of the world, but don’t forget 
laurel wreaths, magnolia garlands, olive branches 
and, of course, palm fronds. Any of these, simply 
adorned with a ribbon or piece of tinsel, will make 
a perfect festive centrepiece whose impact lies in 
its simplicity. 

Just as with presents, it’s 
the thought that counts with 
decorations. A simple bowl of 
glittering beads, metallic baubles or 
a selection of beautifully presented 
candles can transform a room 

with minimal outlay and effort, and the use of rich 
festive reds and golds can be twice as effective if 
you tone it down. 

And don’t forget the classic Spanish centrepiece 
of a nativity scene. This doesn’t have to be lavish 
or detailed, but it’s an element that kids will always 
love and be happy to help with.

ChristmasMinimal

C/ San Simón, 44 - San Bartolomé   Tel.: 928 520 405        699 677 687   info@mueblessansimon.com   www.mueblessansimon.com

We Speak English

Monday to Friday 9am till 8pm
Saturday 10am till 2pm

Find us in the heart of San Bartolome, 
only a few steps from the Town Hall

No obligation
Quotes

Delivery & 
Professional Fitting

Bedrooms - Mattresses - Tables & Chairs - Kitchens & Wardrobes
Sofas - Home Textiles - Electrical Appliances - Curtains

Winter home textil and heaters available at the best prices!!!

@mueblessansimon

SINCE 1985
FAMILY RUN BUSINESS

Just like every Christmas you will be entered free into our prize draw for a 40” smart TV with every purchase

Wishing Merry Christmas to all Gazette Life readers
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We Speak English
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Saturday 10am till 2pm
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only a few steps from the Town Hall
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Quotes

Delivery & 
Professional Fitting

Bedrooms - Mattresses - Tables & Chairs - Kitchens & Wardrobes
Sofas - Home Textiles - Electrical Appliances - Curtains

Winter home textil and heaters available at the best prices!!!

@mueblessansimon

SINCE 1985
FAMILY RUN BUSINESS

Just like every Christmas you will be entered free into our prize draw for a 40” smart TV with every purchase

Wishing Merry Christmas to all Gazette Life readers
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Decorating your home takes on special 
significance at Christmas. It’s a chance 
to reconnect with your home, and on 
Lanzarote, it can allow you to express 
yourself exactly how you wish.

If you’re a newcomer to interior decorating, 
Christmas decorations offer a really good way 
to get your head around what’s decorating 
involves, and how your imagination and a bit of 
work can create fantastic surroundings.

That’s because, like all decorating, 
Christmas is about setting a mood. The 
keynotes of that mood, for most people, 
are celebration, opulence and cosiness. 
Celebration means we can try things 

we wouldn’t normally consider – Christmas decorations are 
always temporary – and we’ll want the elements to choose to 
communicate joy and pleasure. That means bright colours and 
bold shapes.  

Opulence is another key element of Christmas, and the reason 
why rich, luxurious deep shades and sparkling metallic shades 
are so popular.  All that glitters may not be gold, but it certainly 
puts us in mind of valuable, precious things. We’re looking for 
sparkle and glimmer, without being too flashy. There’s a reason 
why the soft shimmer of tinsel is so popular. 

Cosiness is the other key festive element. Christmas is a time 
to relax and feel comfortable in our own place, and we should 
never allow Christmas decorations to affect the practical use of 
our homes.  

Christmas on Lanzarote, however, is different from the festivities 
you may be used to. 

the HallsDeck
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Open Air 
Christmas

Traditional homes on Lanzarote still 
have snug, cosy interiors that were 
often kept darkened during the sunny 
daylight hours. However, the arrival 
of new building materials and air 
conditioning means that most modern 
flats and apartments are much more 
airy, spacious and open to the daylight. 

And this light, fresh atmosphere offers 
a new option for Christmas decoration, 
allowing you play with paler shades 
and natural materials and avoid the 
heavier aspects of Christmas decor 
that can seem suffocating here.  

They also offer the chance for fun 

On Lanzarote, you have the 
freedom to Christmas up your home 

in any way you wish!
On this island, the climate is 
so kind that we never feel the 
contrast between icy, snowy 
cold outdoors and a snug, 
warm home. Roaring fires are 
a rarity when there’s sunlight  
to warm your home, and 

>>> Cont. from p.98 

� Personal Attention � Realistic Prices and Discounts
Océano Ártico 2, Arrecife, next to Ikea

At Ensueños we
       are all welcome...

�e Best Mattress in Spain

Immediate delivery available in
9 sizes and models of mattresses

www.colchoneslanzarote.es

Merry 
Christmas 

and Happy 
New Year 

2019

Long lasting high quality gifts 
� Mattresses and pillows
 
High quality fabrics:
� Hungarian goose-down duvet
� Blankets, mattress protector and towels

snowmen, robins, holly and fir 
trees are a distant rumour here. 

You can still buy real Christmas 
trees here, but many choose 
to go artificial instead, and this 
option can really allow you to 

express yourself. But don’t 
forget that there are many 
imaginative variations on the 
Christmas tree, and other 
trees or shrubs, or even just 
individual branches, can be 
used to fantastic effect.

– Lanzarote life is about 
waking up to a fresh, 
sunny morning each day 
and enjoying yourself 
to the maximum. It’s 
about laughter, quirky 
individualism and living life 
exactly the way you want, 
without being held down 
by tradition.  

Make the most of this 
opportunity by playing 
with delightful paper 
ornaments, exploring  
decorative elements from 
other cultures – Christmas 
is all about bringing exotic 
things into your home – 
and keeping things joyful 
and delightful.

the HallsDeck
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In cloudy, dark Britain the only star most people 
will get to see at Christmas is the one on the top of 
their tree, but here on Lanzarote there’ll be a star 
shining on us almost every day – it’s called the sun. 

P

Lanzarote´s year-round summer climate means that white Christmases, 
roaring fires and frosty windowpanes are, simply, not going to happen. 
So, instead of trying to recreate a Christmas at home by huddling 

indoors, why not get outside and make the most of it?

That´s what millions of people in places such as Australia, New Zealand, South 
Africa, Florida and California do year after year.  Hot weather doesn´t mean that 
Christmas can´t be celebrated, and we shouldn´t forget that Joseph, Mary, the 
Three Kings and the shepherds are highly unlikely to have ever seen snow, 
robins, fir trees or holly. 

atio
hristmas

Take it Outdoors
It is a genuine treat and privilege to 
be able to celebrate Christmas out of 
doors, and if you have the opportunity 
to do so, you should seize it. 

But bear in mind that an outdoor 
Christmas may benefit from a few 
changes in the way that you would 
celebrate back in the chilly north.

The traditional Christmas dinner, for 
example, is a hearty winter meal 
prepared in an indoor kitchen.  In 
Australia, though, open air barbecues 
are much more popular. An Aussie is 
far happier popping another shrimp 
on the barbie in the open air than 
carving a turkey indoors.

on
 th

e

C
A barbecue is perfectly possible here 
on Lanzarote, too, and you´ll find plenty 
of shrimps and seafood in local shops, 
as well as wonderful meats, sausages 
and other sizzling treats.

Start by assessing your outdoor space 
and estimating what you can and can´t 
do there. If you´re planning a Christmas 
barbecue, be realistic about the 
amount of guests you can fit in your 
space, and the equipment you´ll need.

Seating will be more important for a 
Christmas feast than it would be for the 
usual barbecue, so make sure you give 
people plenty of space to relax and 
enjoy their meal, and given the extent 
of the feast, you’ll have to plan table 
space and barbecuing facilities as well. 

• Marble • Granite 
• Natural & Volcanic stone

All available and cut to size.

 Free estimates English speaking staff

Bathroom fixtures, 
sanitary ware, taps, 

ferreteria & large DIY section

Open all day Mon to Fri 08:00 to 19:30 Sat 08:00 to 13:00  •  Ctra. De las Playas  km 0.200  •  www.indelasa.com   
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•  Tel: 928 52 42 33  •  Fax: 928 83 35 75  •
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ighten
UP!

At Christmas, 
you’ll want to feel 
snug and cosy 
in your home.

T

Shelter is one of the basic human needs, and no matter 
how important decor and comfort are to you, the first 
and most important job of your home is to protect you 
from the elements. 

On Lanzarote those elements  are mainly of three kinds 
– sunshine, wind and rain. This is a subtropical island 
where you’ll never have to worry about frost, ice or 
snow, but the weather that the Atlantic can throw at any 
property is still something you need to take seriously.

summertime. This is usually achieved by 
building with thick stone or breeze blocks, 
while the island’s white colour scheme also 
has the effect of reflecting heat off homes 
(if you don’t believe this, choose a hot 
sunny day and walk on a black sand beach 
followed by a pale, golden one, and see 
which is hotter.) 

Heat is also kept out by the use of shutters 
and blinds, which simply block radiation heat 
from the home and also allow you to control 
ventilation in your interior – an important 
consideration in preventing damp, as well.  

Blowing up
Wind is predominantly from the north-east 
here, the famous alisio wind that brings 
fine weather and constant light breezes. 
But serious winds can and do happen, and 
when they do you’ll want everything to be 
battened down and secure. 

Winds also bring another problem – reddish 
dust from the Sahara which can often give the 

Let the sun shine
Sunshine is, of course, the reason why so many 
choose to move here – it’s warmth providing a 
climate that’s almost always clement. But Lanzarote 
sunshine can also be relentless and, if you don’t take 
care, destructive. 

It’s important that homes are insulated well enough 
to prevent them heating up uncomfortably in the 

◆ Rob +34 683 335 147    ◆ Lloyd +34 659 179 792 
◆  +44 7736251730   ◆  +34 928 51 86 87   

email: info@futuroroof.com  ◆  www.futuroroof.com

POLYURETHANE MEMBRANE
liquid polyurethane membrane that 
seamlessly seals your roof with a UV 
protected top coat to give you 
peace of mind.

20 YEAR GUARANTEE
Our waterproof roof coating provides a 
watertight commercial and industrial 
roo�ng solution, warranted to be leak 
free for 20 years with NO discolouration. 
Only from FuturoRoof Installers.

FREE CONSULTATION
While we understand the techniques 
and materials that work best in our 
climate, we know that one size never 
�ts all so we can always provide 
bespoke solutions

ROOF COATINGS
FuturoRoof has full service roof protection 
expertise, we are equipped with the right 
tools and materials to handle projects 
of all sizes. Guaranteeing high quality works

See our display in Naturally �oors showroom - Puerto Del Carmen

Exclusive 
Canarian installers of
Permaroof 500 
Liquid Polyurethane Membrane

◆     Waterproofing and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully rain resistant   

◆     Fully UV Resistant 

◆     No discolouring

◆     Resistant to high 
         temperatures   

◆     BBA and CE certified

Exclusive 
Canarian installers of
Permaroof 500 
Liquid Polyurethane Membrane

◆     Waterproofing and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully rain resistant   

◆     Fully UV Resistant 

◆     No discolouring

◆     Resistant to high 
         temperatures   

◆     BBA and CE certified

This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

@futuroroof 

Merry
 Christmas
& a Happy
New year

Promotional
O�er
Mention 

Gazette Life for 
Great Discounts

This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.
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Batten down the 
hatches and stay
snug and warm.

island a hazy, oppressive atmosphere for a day or two. These 
calimas are a way of life, but you’ll need to be able to shut that 
dust out of your home while they last, and you’ll also value 
roofs and facades that can be easily washed off, to avoid 
leaving dirty, reddish streaks and stains caused by dust. 

heavy rain is on its way.  

And, unfortunately, it’s during these deluges 
that you’re likely to notice that your home 
is leaking. Rain can cause serious damage 
to interiors, and will also do your home no 
favours when it comes to damp, so it’s 
best to prepare for it in advance. 

Protection   
Fortunately, it’s easy to protect your 
home against all the elements. It’s simply 
a question of getting your roof and walls 
completely water - and airtight, so that 
leaks and draughts are a thing of the past.  
This means ensuring your doors and 
windows are in good order, easily locked 
and sealed against the outdoors; ensuring 
your walls and roofs are solid and sealed 
against any possible leaks, and, of course, 
taking the right actions at the right time. 

It’s an investment that you’ll be grateful for 
in years to come.

>>>Cont. from p.104

Rain, rain...
Finally – rain. There are years when it barely rains 
at all on Lanzarote, but then there are years which 

see several heavy instances of rainfall.  Locals 
know what to look out for – when the wind 
changes to a southerly or south-westerly and the 
planes start landing at the airport from the land 
side rather than the ocean, there’s a chance that 
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On Lanzarote water has always been precious, and waterproofing has 
always been in demand to ensure that you don’t lose it and can control 
it efficiently.  And Piscinas y Solar La Concha are the experts.

Piscinas y Solar La Concha is the 
new name of S&W Pools and Solar, 
and this company – with over 18 
years of experience in plumbing and 
waterproofing on Lanzarote – is now 
based permanently at their office/
showroom in Costa Teguise.  

For almost two decades, Sean Fuller 
and his team have offered a range of 
waterproofing and plumbing services 
of the highest standard. As well as 
offering a full range of plumbing 
services, from emergency call-outs to 
full-scale installations, the company 
has also becoem reference for 
waterproofing on Lanzarote. 

Piscinas y Solar La Concha are 
advanced, recognised suppliers of 
Alkorplan swimming pool liners. What 
this means is that a representative of 
the supplier regularly visits and inspects 
the company, and their approval allows 
Piscinas y Solar La Concha to offer  an 
unprecedented 15-year certificated 
guarantee on material strength. 

AD
VE

RT
O

RI
AL

To find out more, visit the new showroom at Urbanizacion El Palmeral no 
9, Avenida de las Palmeras, Costa Teguise or use the following contacts. 

Email: piscinasysolarlaconcha@outlook.com
FB: Piscina y Solar La Concha Website: www.piscinasysolarlaconcha.com

That’s important on an island 
where pools not only get a lot of 
use all year round, but where the 
earth can shift and move due to 
volcanic and seismic movement. 
It doesn’t matter what type of 
pool it is – concrete, panel or 
resin – the lining can be applied to 
any pool, and the company have 
long experience of working with 
hotels and owners’ communities, 
as well as individual owners. 

Put simply, you can say goodbye 
to leaks. The PVC laminate used 
comes in variety of colours, 
and colour retention is also 
guaranteed for three years. 

But it’s not just swimming pools – aljibes 
(water tanks) and roofs can also be lined, 
with a 10-year guarantee. If you’ve got a 
leak, simply contact Piscinas y Solar La 
Concha and they’ll detect, locate and deal 
with the problem with the utmost expertise, 
skill and experience. All jobs are completed 
from start to finish  without subcontractors, 
by experienced, qualified professionals.

Piscinas y Solar La Concha are also 
authorised suppliers and installers for 
Roth domestic hot water systems, and 
can provide and install solar panels as 
well as offering an annual maintenance 
programme for solar heating systems. 
In addition, all usual plumbing services 
are offered.

Goodbye, 
Leaks!

They said it! 
“Sean and his boys did a great 
job renovating our smelly old pool 
to a sparkling, perfectly working 
swimming pool. Thank you, 
Piscinas y Solar!” Bella Bayliss

“We are very pleased with the 
outcome of the pool. The quality 
and finish is excellent. Sean and 
his team delivered on every point 
- professional, clean, tidy and 
friendly. I would not hesitate to 
recommend them.” David and 
Juliet Barfoot

“Sean did a brilliant job for me 
making a terrace into a bathroom. 
I’d recommend them to all. Thanks 
to the boys!” Ken Longworth 

Tel: Office 828 907 072  Mobile 689 271 705 / 669 399 403
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Open Monday to Friday: 10:00am till 6:30pm
Saturday: 10:00am till 2:00pm

Visit us on Facebook: 
Flower Power Jardines

Tel: 928 51 05 62
Mobile : 619 60 95 18

•  www.flowerpower-lanzarote.es
•  info@flowerpower-lanzarote.es  

The main road LZ2 - Macher - Playa Blanca - Tías

Thank you for a fantastic year and 
merry Christmas to all our clients 

from the Flower Power team!

Thanks to our great team from Chris and Rita.

Nacho, Nico and Abian for  
building beautiful gardens.

Carlos, Dani and Patxi for maintaining 
them and our garden center 
staff Sandra, Tim and Jaime.

Professional  Service
Healthy Plants - Delivery Service
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In the UK, you can pretty much forget your garden at Christmas. 
If it isn’t frozen solid, it ’ll be muddy wasteland with only a few 
vegetables worth worrying about. But on Lanzarote, you won’t 
have that excuse. This is a time of growth and preparation. 

Shape up forChristmas

With Christmas just around the corner, it’s the perfect time to get 

your outdoor area ready for family and friends to enjoy. The holiday 

break also provides a great opportunity to tackle all those jobs you’ve 

been meaning to do and give your outdoor area a quick, easy and 

inexpensive facelift.

Mulch garden beds
Mulching garden beds is a cheap and easy investment in your garden. It is 

vital for retaining moisture and stabilising the soil temperature and is great for 

keeping weeds at bay. It will instantly improve the overall aesthetic appeal of the 

garden and bring it back to life.

No.1 artificial grass company in the Canaries
Payment option available, & any written like for like quote will be matched

THE LAWN SPECIALIST

• Product & Service Second to None  • Specialist Unique Installation • Can be applied to any surface  • Great around pools & Spas to avoid slipping

GreenAsGrass

Please contact Lucy on 696 270 282 or Peter on 625 946 159  Office 928 854 759  -  gagcanaries@hotmail.com

10 year guarantee

Artificial
Grass

Please find us on FacebookPlease find us on Facebook

Established 10 years

d pools & Spas to avoid slipping

guarantee

s

Please find us on FacebookPlease find us on FacebookPlease find us on Facebook

DIY grass 
available. 28 euros 

per sqm, supply only. 
High quality, natural looking. 

10yr warranty.

Merry Christmas & a
Happy New Year
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Install garden edging
Garden edging is perfect for giving the garden a cleaner look and creating definition 
between the lawn and garden beds, not to mention making maintenance a breeze. 
This is a relatively simple project with little set up required. There are lots of different 
shapes and styles of garden edge to choose to complement the character of your 
garden. A great tip when choosing the right solution is to try and match the colour 
of your trim on your home. 

Build a garden path
Building a stepping stone path is a great way to bring wasted space back to life. 
Choose stone carefully and separate with decorative pebbles for great effect. 
Remember to space steppers correctly, a good tip is to walk normally and “step out” 
the path, marking each place your feet land – this is where you should place your 
pavers (although think again if kids are around).

• Maintenance for communities, hotels, private homes, etc.
• Design, creation and maintenance of all types of garden 
   (small and large)
• Swimming pools maintenance

www.mandragoragarden.com  •  mandragoragarden@yahoo.es  •  Tel.: 659 81 27 53

• Tree and palm pruning
• Installation of automatic watering system
• Low maintenance gardens
      • Cleaning of fincas and garden maintenance
            • Construction and design of barbeques,  
                  Thai beds, benches, paths, entrances, 
                     fountains, terraces, etc.

• NEW - Natural or artificial grass

A happy 
New Year 

to All

 Merry 
Xmas 
  and
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Cullinan
ROLLS ROYCE

A Rolls Royce off-roader? It’s  an idea that’s hard to 
get your head round and, at a quarter of a million 
quid, it’s probably going to be even harder to 
get your wallet round. But Christmas is a time to 

dream, and there isn’t a driver on Lanzarote who 
wouldn’t fancy purring down to Papagayo in the 

world’s most luxurious 4X4. 

DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
Named after the world’s largest diamond, the Cullinan 
is a luxury SUV that’s designed to do “anything a Range 
Rover can do” and will be on the market by the time you 
read this.  Advance reports suggest that RR’s claims are 
justified – not only does it outperform the Range Rover 
and Bentley Bentayga, but it does so in classic Rolls 
Royce style, with a smooth, virtually silent ride and level 
of luxury that leaves competitors in the ditch. If there 
are any niggles, they probably relate to the difficulty of 
translating the classic RR design to an off-roader – it 
doesn’t quite look like a Roller. 

And when you think of what Rolls buyers like to get up 
to – shooting, skiing and dropping their kids off at the 
school gates in fine style you might ask why Rolls Royce 
didn’t come up with the idea sooner. 

Our highly qualified staff 
together with the latest 
technology, makes 
ITV Playa Honda 
the perfect centre for your 
next vehicle inspection.

Opening hours:  Mon-Fri  8:30 - 18:30
Saturdays: 8:30 - 13:00

Visit us - www.itvplayahonda.com  C/ Canto El Jable 7  
Industrial Area of Playa Honda
Tel.- 928 58 25 55

SERVICE
TIMES:

 10%
 

DISCOUNT

by bringing in this Ad!

*valid till the end of September 2019

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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The UK government has warned that British 
driving licences may no longer be valid in Spain 
following a “no deal” Brexit. 

If the UK crashes out of the EU without an 
agreement, it is likely that British visitors to 
Spain would have to apply for an International 
Driving Permit. It seems likely that ex-pats still 

driving on a UK licence 
would immediately find 
themselves without legal 
documentation too. 

The government also 
claimed that the current 
possibility of changing 
a British licence for a 
Spanish one is likely to be 
unavailable unless a deal 
is reached. In the worst 
case scenario, this could 
involve British drivers 
being required to pass a 
Spanish driving test. 

Spain’s Traffic Department is 
considering making speed-limiting 
technology obligatory in all newly-
manufactured cars in a bid to reduce 
crash deaths on roads.

The director of Tráfico (DGT), Pere 
Navarro, claims that systems 

preventing a car from travelling above 
the speed limit – which already exist 
– could prevent up to 400 fatalities a 
year by cutting serious accidents by 
at least 20%.

But whether or not this technology 
becomes compulsory for new 
vehicles, Navarro says it is ‘probably 
a good idea’ to review and increase 
the number of speed limit signs, 
since it is not always clear what the 
permitted maximum is.

The ‘smart-speed’ system, 
according to the DGT boss, was 
the subject of a research project in 
Norway in 2014 and found to be the 
‘most efficient’ at saving lives.

MOST WANTED

Most British drivers demand 
air-con, parking sensors and 
electric windows in their next car, 

ROAD SAFETY WORSENS 
Lanzarote has seen another worrying rise in traffic accidents 
and fatalities in the year so far. Accidents have increased by 
almost 25% from January to August compared to 2017, while 
there have been eight deaths on the island’s roads in the 
same period, compared to six the previous year.

The trend has been rising for a couple of years now, after 
accidents saw a marked decrease following the introduction 
of a points-based licence system.   The majority of accidents 
involve speeding, while drink and drugs are involved in roughly 
a third of incidents.

BREXIT RISKS FOR DRIVERS

according to a survey by Hyundai. The survey also 
discovered the 37% of drivers believe that they will 
never own their dream car. 

Among the top 20 features that drivers regard 
as essential in a new car, air con came top, while 
a cup holder came in a No. 17. The list also 
features several items that would not be classed 
as essential on Lanzarote, such as demisting 
mirrors (No. 7), heated seats (9) and a heated 
steering wheel (18). In fact, plenty of drivers here 
would undoubtedly prefer cooled steering wheels. 
Sat-nav, the fourth most popular choice, is also 
not in high demand outside the hire-car sector.

SPEED SMART

•   Car servicing
•   Hassle free I.T.V. service
    (includes a thorough pre-check
    over and taken to test centre)
•   Car diagnostics
•   Free price quotes and free car  
     check for car purchase
•   Batteries

We would like to wish our customers old and new a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year and thank them for their support during the last year

In CARMEN AUTOS 
you will get:

Honest Advice, Friendly 
Service and Professional 
Workmanship with no 

gimmicks or hidden extras; 
AFFORDABLE prices to 

keep your car on the road.

Have your car 
looked after by 

FULLY QUALIFIED 
and EXPERIENCED 

STAFF
8am to 3pm

•   Brakes & clutches
•   Car electrics
•   Timing Belt Replacement
•   Engine reconditioning
•   Exhaust systems
•   Audio Fitting
•   Emission Testing
•   Pick up and drop off  
     service from Costa Teguise

SERVICING AND REPAIRS ON ALL
MAKES AND MODELS OF VEHICLES

Pere Navarro
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COSTA TEGUISE

POINTS
PUERTO DEL CARMEN

PUERTO CALERO

PLAYA HONDA

TÍAS

DEILAND

PLAYA BLANCA

OUTLYING AREAS

• Newsagent & Bookshop
• La Caixa Bank
• Tourist Office
• Location
• Dr Mager
• Shamrock Irish Bar
• Red Lion
• The Mill
• Moonlight
• Hotel Coronas Playa
• Black Bull
• Motown
• Cutty Shark
• The Swan Inn
• Sunset Sport Bar
• British Cafe
• Cactus Jacks
• Golf Course
• La Esquina
• Chemists
• Coronas Apts
• Lottery shop
• Post office
• Playa Bastián Apartments
• Los Amigos
• Viajes Las Caletas
• Hollywood Bar
• Vet Los Charcos
• Ferretería Costa Teguise
• Teguise Broker
• Doctorlanz
• Highlander Bar

• Gazette Life Office
• Bookswop I
• Bookswop II
• Smartie Pants
• Tourist Office
• Post Office
• Overseas Supermarket
• First Choice / Tui
• Casino
• Oficopi                 
• Colegio Hispano Británico
• Gee Gee´s
• Lanis Suites
• Las Calas            
• Real Estate Lanzarote 
• Mucky Duck
• Lili´s Cafe
• The Tavern 
• The Galeon
• Keanes
• E.B.F.
• Clásicos Café
• Hospiten
• Old Town Sports Bar
• Chemists
• Lanzarote Investments
• Rest. Sapporo
• The Nags Head
• Iberoservice
• Health Centre
• Hotel Lanza Playa
• Rancho Texas
• Mario´s Restaurant
• Kinsale 
• Crafty Cow Bar
• Viajes Caravana 
• Indelasa
• Golf Club
• Lanzameat
• British Surgery
• Music Hall Tavern
• The Codfather
• The Hot Spot
• The Cavern
• House Lanzarote 

• Pappardella
• Parafarmacia
• Le Parisien
• Sol y Arte
• Amura
• Puerto Calero Offices
• Submarine Safaris

• Overseas Supermarket
• Imprenta Minerva
• Chemist 
• Lolita
• Erik.it
• Terraza Concorde
• Aquadreams
• Orvecame

 

• British Dental Clinic
• Chemists
• Kuchen Kitchens
• Zafiro Tours
• La Caixa
• Galerias Laura
• Chacón
• Colorworks
• La Ermita
• Tienda Verde
• Cuco
• Health Centre
• A Little Bit Bazar
• Veterinaria Tías

• Lolita                    
• Liquid                   
• Worten                   
• Chemist

• Bookswop III
• C.C. Rubicon - Shop & Fun
• Chemist
• Il Nuovo Gelato
• The Big Blue Sea
• Tourist Office
• La Caixa Bank
• Irish Anvil
• Kirsty Hairdresser
• Optima Estates
• Walk - Fundgrube
• Jon W. Olsen
• Viajes Caravana
• Snug Bar
• Home Zentrum
• Port of Call
• Café 34
• Lanzasur
• Ursula Falcón
• Sandra’s Cafe
• Freedom Properties
• Dr. Mager
• Las Brisas
• Las Casitas
• Casas del Sol
• Fundgrube
• Property Solutions
• Lanzarote Investments
• Santo Zumo
• Plaice in the Sun
• Post Office
• Imagine India
• C.C. El Pueblo
• Mioptica
• Interval Marketing
• Overseas Supermarket

ARRECIFE
• Tourist Office  • Nortysur
• Arrecife Gran Hotel
FAMARA
• Tertulia
HARIA
• Chemist  • Rest. El Mirador de Haría
LA GERIA
• Handicraft Centre
LA SANTA
• Club La Santa
MÁCHER
• Asadero Mácher  • Flower Power
MALA
• Chemist
SAN BARTOLOMÉ
• San Simón • Chemist  • Health Centre
TAHICHE
• British School  • Bakery  • Chemist
TEGUISE
• Chemist  • Bankia 
• Emporium  • Tourist Office
• La Cantina  • Bakery
TINAJO
• Bakery  • Chemist
UGA
• Ahumadería de Uga
YAIZA
• Ayuntamiento
• Chemist

Available throughout the island, at the premises of all our 
advertisers and at over 500 selected distribution points, 
also at our office at Montaña Tropical, Puerto del Carmen. 

Also for sale at main media outlets including the airport.

email: distribution@gazettelife.com

Available also from our office in Puerto del Carmen at Calle Toscón S/N C.C.Montaña Tropical, Unit 30-32 
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Available throughout the island, at the premises of all our 
advertisers and at over 500 selected distribution points, 
also at our office at Montaña Tropical, Puerto del Carmen. 
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email: distribution@gazettelife.com
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28TH LANZAROTE INTERNATIONAL 
MARATHON 
8th December
The oldest marathon race in the Canaries 
takes place along the seafront between Costa 
Teguise and Puerto Del Carmen, and is always 
a hugely popular event, with various distances 
and thousands of competitors. Some roads 
are likely to be closed between Arrecife 
and Costa Teguise, but as this race takes 
place along the seafront, traffic disruption is 
usually minimal. Marathon (44 kms) and Ultra  
(94 kms) modes are available.

Our monthly Sport Diary will be a regular feature of the magazine from now on, and is open to all events.  
If you have a sporting event you’d like to publicise FREE get in touch with us at editorial@gazettelife.com   

Despite perfect sporting weather, there’s not a great deal happening on the 
island in December – mainly due to the Christmas break. Still, it’s the perfect 
time of year to book a round of golf, catch a wave at Famara, and the year 
finishes with some fun traditional runs around the island.

UNION SUR YAIZA VS. TENERIFE B
2nd December
Football at the Municipal Stadium, Yaiza.

UD LANZAROTE VS ATLÉTICO 
TACARONTE 
9th December
Football at the Ciudad Deportiva de 
Arrecife, 12 noon (confirm in advance)  

UNION SUR YAIZA VS. IBARRA
16th December
Football at the Municipal Stadium, Yaiza. 

SAN SILVESTRE CITY RACE, 
ARRECIFE
31st December 
San Silvestre (New Year’s Eve) races 
are now common throughout Spain. 
Arrecife’s  starts at 6pm, and offers 
various distances for runners of all ages. 
Terrific fun! 

XIX SAN SILVESTRE CONEJERO 
RACE, PUERTO DEL CARMEN.
31st December 
Race with various distances up to 5km, 
starting from the Plaza de las Naciones 
in Puerto del Carmen. The departure 
of the children will be at 11am and the 
adults at 12 midday.

QUEMAO CLASS 2018
Dates variable
The Quemao Class tournament is a 
spectacular display of surfing and 
bodyboarding at the legendary El 
Quemao beach in La Santa. It will take 
place at some date between now and 
20th December, depending on when the 
waves are at their best. Watch Facebook 
for updates.

UD LANZAROTE VS LAS ZOCAS
23rd December 
Football at the Ciudad Deportiva de Arrecife, 12 
noon (confirm in advance) 

UNION SUR YAIZA VS. TENISCA
30th December
Football at the Municipal Stadium,Yaiza. 

BE BRAVE AND RUN 
30th December
The Princesa Yaiza Hotel in Playa Blanca’s 
annual Be Brave & Run charity race offers 
distances ranging from 200m for the very 
youngest to 5 kms for adults. All proceeds go 
to Creciendo Yaiza and Aspercan, the Canarian 
Aspergers Syndrome association. 

FINAL: LANZAROTE GOLF TOUR
14th December
At Costa Teguise Golf 

VII TOURNAMENT GRAND TEGUISE 
PLAYA
15th December 
At Costa Teguise Golf
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November saw a combined 
English and Dutch over-40 squad 
visit Lanzarote for their fifth annual 
tour. The Lanzarote XI were keen 
to build on the Spanish national 

team’s recent success in Denmark. 

The first game was a 35-over 
per side affair. The tourists won 
the toss and elected to bat. 
Lanzarote were quickly out of 

WIN SOME, LOSE SOME...
David Smith reports on a recent tour, with 
Lanzarote welcoming a mixed-English/
Dutch team who gave them a couple of 
games to remember.  

Sponsors of the 
Lanzarote Cricket League

T: (+34) 928 072 149 
www.gjestates.comestate agents

the blocks, taking the key wicket 
of Jon Thornton early on. Buoyed 
up by this early success the home 
bowlers exerted constant pressure 
resulting in the visitors being 
dismissed within 30 overs for 179. 

Lanzarote batted with purpose 
and magnificent partnership of 130 
between Adam French and Jamie 
R o g e r s o n 
saw the 
home side 
cruise to a 
comfortable 
victory. 

The second 
and most 
i m p o r t a n t 
game was a timed match and was 
to prove a much harder day at the 
office for the local boys. The toss 
was again won by the visitors and 
they opted to field. 

Lanzarote once again started 
positively and quickly reached 50 
without loss, but the introduction 
of Daniel Eldering and John 
Hartley turned the game on its 
head. Hartley picked up 5 for 
30 in a superb display of off-spin 
bowling. The home batsmen all 

got themselves in but we’re unable 
to convert starts into a high score 
resulting in them being dismissed 
for 161. 

The tourists were determined not 
to crumble as they had the day 
before. Jon Thornton carried his 
bat for a magnificent 96, standing 
up to everything Lanzarote threw 

at him. 
Despite our 
best efforts 
the tourists 
strolled to 
victory. 

I am 
delighted to 
say that a 

wonderful weekend was had, the 
cricket was played in a magnificent 
spirit and not only were old 
friendships renewed, but new ones 
also forged. 

On a personal note I would like 
to thank everyone who played, 
umpired, made lunches and scored. 

We are now in the closed season 
but will be back playing in January. 
Happy Christmas and new year to 
you all. 

The visitors 
gave Lanzarote 
a very bad day 
at the office.
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BACK ON TRACK 

The Rojillos (The Reds) have had a stop - start beginning 
to this season. After 12 games they are in 10th position, 
trailing a playoff place by six points and a further three 
points off the top spot in the Tercera Division (fourth tier). 
Ian Lane reports on UD Lanzarote’s recent fortunes. 

As we all know, when things don’t 
run right for you it can be difficult to 
turn the situation around. Two defeats 
in extra time in recent matches have 
drained confidence in the players.

On the 11th of November, Lanzarote 
were at home to 9th-placed side CF 
Unión Viera and after two successive 
defeats the Rojillos were determined 
to put in a good display.

The first half ended goalless but both 
sides played entertaining, attacking 
football. In the second period 

Lanzarote came alive and a superb 
hat-trick from Lanzarote captain 
Rosmen helped ensure a 4-0 win.

The 38 year-old striker is playing as 
though he is a teenager. He retired 
two seasons ago but then realised he 
still had plenty to offer. This season 
he is currently the league’s top scorer 
with eight goals, and with his ability 
and attitude I am positive he will help 
turn the tide as Lanzarote battle for a 
playoff finish come May.

The foreign fan contingent continues 

to grow and this is welcomed by all at 
the club, especially the local fans. It is 
incredibly easy to get to home games 
as the ground is 100 yards from Arrecife 
central bus station and bus number 3 
goes to and from Costa Teguise and 
Puerto Del Carmen every 30 minutes.

Come along and enjoy. Entrance is 
cheap and children 18 years and 
under are admitted free of charge. 
Inside the ground a small beer is just 
one Euro and a steak or gammon roll 
is only two Euros.

For all the information go to  
www.lanzarotefootball.com or 
Facebook: Lanzarote Football Club 
or contact Ian on 0034 649 963 943,  
info@mercancialanzarote.com

Official club shirts and merchandise 

FORTHCOMING 
HOME GAMES

(Ciudad Deportiva 
Arrecife stadium)

9th December
 Lanzarote v 

Atlético Tacoronte

23rd December
Lanzarote v

UD Las Zocas

Rosmen: Lanzarote´s veteran Captain and the league’s top scorer

The Rojillos most famous fan, 
the legendary Antonio.

are on sale with Ian at the 
clubs stall at Teguise market 
every Sunday (near the public 
toilets) and also at the Puerto 
Del Carmen Old Town market 
every Friday. At Playa Blanca 
on the Rubicon Wednesday and 
Saturday market. All markets are 
from 10am to 2pm.

The Rojillos most famous fan, 
the legendary Antonio.

Rosmen: Lanzarote´s veteran Captain and the league’s top scorer
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MARKETPLACE

626 492 701 - 928 524 013
www.lanzaroteblinds.com   

info@solysom.net Sun & Shade Blinds

Call Louise for a visit and design ideas

We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window blinds

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE 

BLINDS

SHOWER ENCLOSURES

Closed

from 24th of 

December

till 2nd of 

January

New in our showroom 
an elegante selection of shower screens 
Duscholux / Showerlux

MOSQUITO BLINDS

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

ADVISORS

STARLIGHT
• Do you need a carer?

• Do you need a home help?
• Do you need a babysitter?

We have a team of quali�ed carers.
Reasonable rates.

CARE & BABY 
SITTING SERVICES

For a free assessment 
with no obligation

This is a registered 
company G35794155

Please 
contact us on

636 582 076
Email: starlightservicesscp@yahoo.com

CARE SERVICES SECURITY SERVICES

PAVING SERVICES

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

SCOOTERS, WHEELCHAIRS 
powered or self propelled, 

HYDROLIC HOISTS, 
BATH & TOILET AIDS.

For further information or to hire any of these appliances.
DELIVERY & COLLECTION INCLUDED

PLEASE CONTACT ROY on
ENG - 606 75 43 42 / ESP - 650 257 097

www.mobilityaids-lanzarote.com
E-mail:enquiries@mobilityaids-lanzarote.com

Mobility Aids
Lanzarote 

S.L.

MOBILITY AIDS BUILDING SERVICES

THE COMPLETE BUILDING 
& MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional 

Specialised Trades 
with 30 yrs experience. 

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

DALY
BUILDING SERVICES THE COMPLETE 

BUILDING & 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades 

with 30 yrs experience. 
The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly 
678 802 666

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com
Visit our website to view our work

www.dalybuildingservices.com 

DALY BUILDING SERVICES

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

THE COMPLETE 
BUILDING & MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades with 30 yrs experience. 

The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

Email:dbslanzarote@gmail.com

DALY

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

BUILDING 
SERVICES

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com

Visit our website to view our work
dalybuildingservices.com 

SECURITY SERVICES

IS YOUR HOUSE SAFE?
For Ornate Doors,

Iron Garden Gates,
Window Grills

Call
696 125 597

ARNOLD S.L.
www.schlossereiarnold.weebly.com

WATCH TV!
UK and 

WORLDWIDE 

Simple plug and play 
devices

Call Mark 

Mob +34 679 321 823
O�ce +928 346 834

TV SERVICES

As easy as 1, 2, 3

and enjoy your FREE CLASSIFIED

1  Click on Classified 
2  Login or Register    3  Place your Ad

PLUMBING & POOL SERVICES
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MARKETPLACE

UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

CALL Cathy or Paul on 628 835 174

Professional cleaning 
services using injection / 
extraction machine. 
More than 22 years 
experience.

Perfect for all upholstery
• CARPETS  •  RUGS  
•  SOFAS  •  MATTRESES etc.
               Crystal Clear

CLEANING SERVICES ENTERTAINMENT

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Tel: 628 272 993 or 608 594 870 or Phone 928 836 868
Email: lanzadecor@yahoo.com  •  www.lanzadecor.com

Reliable and Professional

Painter and Decorator

City and Guilds Qualified

Over 30 years of experience

•  Painting Interior and Exterior  •  Wallpapering

• Restaining and varnishing woodwork

•  Also available for any household maintenance

•  References can be supplied

Quality finish at affordable pricesQuality finish at affordable prices

•  All Areas Covered

PAINTING

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

29 YEARS EXPERIENCE in Property 
Restoration, Renovations and Refurbishments.

• Kitchens • Bathrooms 
• Fincas and Apartments

• Tiling • Plastering • Decorating 
• Piedra Stone Installations • Patios 

• Landscaping • Pool Fibreing 
• Tiling and Pebble Tec Finishing.
Maintenance and Management.

Contact julian 637 832 982
Or visit www.lanzarote-builders.com

BUILDING SERVICES ROOFING SERVICES

FREE 
WRITTEN 

QUOTATIONS

in all types of
ROOF WORK & MAINTENANCE

SPECIALISTS

20+ years UK experience.
radleyroofsolutions@gmail.com  •  Find us on

www.radleyroofsolutions.com
Call  648 046 890 now 

for a professional service at an affordable price.
Calle del Catamaran, 6.  35508 Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY TO ALL RESORTS
• Curtains • Carpets • Sofa Covers • Blankets • 1 day 

Turnaround • Duvets - Vac Packed & fresh for next season 
 • Take all your holiday clothes home clean. 3€ per kilo - Washed 

- Dried - Folded   • Contract work for villas and apartments 
15For location, please look at Gazette Life Puerto del Carmen map Nº

Calle Los Sabandeños, 47 - Puerto Del Carmen
Tel: 928 512 440  •  smartpm@hotmail.co.uk

DRY CLEANING & LAUNDERETTE TRANSPORT SERVICE

BAR FOR SALE
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MARKETPLACE

B.E. Welding Services
bill.etchells@hotmail.com Over 30 years experience

Phone Billy for a free quote.  Prompt reliable service

Tel.: 639 916 557Tel.: 639 916 557

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

B.E. Welding Services

WELDING SERVICES

PEBBLE TEC
POOL FINISHES

•  Range of colours
•  Stain resistant
•  Non slip texture
•  Over 160 completed pools in
    Lanzarote & Fuerteventura
•  Skilled installers 
    with 10 yrs experience

Telephone Chris:
667 906 214

www.aquadreamspools.com

POOL SERVICES

TEL/FAX: 928 519 252

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

TEL: 928 518 663

Installers of uPVC 
Aluminium & Wood windows, doors, 

conservatories, atrium roofs, 
patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOWS - DOORS - CONSERVATORIES

MASSAGE NEW AND REPLACEMENT LOCKS CARPENTRY AND JOINERY

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Carpentry & Joinery

Kitchen design
and installation
Kitchen design
and installation   • Kitchens • Bathrooms 

• Bedrooms • Pergolas
• Gates • Shutters 

• Internal & external doors 
• Windows 

• Bespoke furniture

Over 30 years experience 

• Refurbishment 
• Property maintenance

Please visit our website 

www.geminiserviceslanzarote.com - Contact Adam on 0034 689775058 
Email : adam@geminiserviceslanzarote.com

Lock systems with non copiable keys 
Need a safe for your valuables? Call us - we can supply and �t
            Digital locks, window locks, door locks, 
                 patio door locks, padlocks - 

                LANZ LOCKS for anything lock related

For a professional locksmith service 
contact Brian on 

620 896 185 or 928 845 886
www.lanzlocks.com    info@lanzlocks.com

The Lock People

MOBILE KEY
CUTTING SERVICE 

Want 1 key for all your locks?

SPANISH PAPERWORK
MAKING YOUR LIFE EASIER

By Handling 
     All Your Spanish Dilemmas!
ByByByByByByByB HHHHHHHHanananananananddldldldldldd ininiinininng g g g gg
    AAAAAAAAllllllllllll YYYYYYYouououououur r r r rrr SpSpSpSpSpSpSpSpanananananananiisisisisisisshh h h h hh DiDiDiDiDiDiDilelelelelelemmmmmmmmmmmmmasasasasasasas!!!!
By Handling 
     All Your Spanish Dilemmas!

• Residencias • NIE’s 
• Electric/Water 
• Social Security
• Registrations at Town Halls
        ••••• And much more…

British/Spanish speaking 
with 15 years experience

(0034) 628 015 322
info@spanishpaperwork.com
www.spanishpaperwork.com

SPANISH PAPERWORK

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Lanzarote Drain Services
• Drains Unblocked
  • High Pressure Water Jetting
    • Camera Surveys & Reports
      • Sonar Drain Tracing
        • Excavations & Repairs
          • New Installations

call NOBBY  628 104 752

DRAIN SERVICES

CATERING EQUIPMENT
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MARKETPLACE
GRAPHIC DESIGN DECORATING

From 15€ per month - 100 UK TV channels, including RTE 1/2 TV3 TG4
7 day catch up - upto 13000 additional recordings of latest movies and box sets..
ALL SPORTS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BARS AND RESIDIENTIAL CLIENTS!!

CALL ROSSI FOR FREE ADVICE ON the above channels and much much more!!!!: 679 316 036
EMAIL ME ON : - santororossi1974@gmail.com

FREESAT Lanzarotes leading satellite & internet TV supplier for over 15 years 

From 15€ per month - 100 UK TV channels, including RTE 1/2 TV3 TG4
7 day catch up - upto 13000 additional recordings of latest movies and box sets..

ALL SPORTS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BARS AND RESIDIENTIAL CLIENTS!!
CALL ROSSI FOR FREE ADVICE ON the above channels and much much more!!!!: 

679 316 036  or  EMAIL ME ON : - santororossi1974@gmail.com
FREESAT Lanzarotes leading satellite & internet TV supplier for over 15 years 

TV SERVICES

PAINTING SERVICES MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
City & Guilds qualified

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
 All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience

CWS Maintenance 
& Construction

 info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Call Mike for a quote
636 828 031

City & Guilds qualified

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
 All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience

CWS Maintenance 
& Construction

 info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

ALUMINIUM
DESIGN

& BUILDING SERVICES
Design to your speci�cation at a�ordable 

prices, doors, windows, pergolas, etc. 
Free planning and advice service. 

25 years experience 
of renovating property in Lanzarote.

aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
Email: aluminiumdesignlanzarote@yahoo.es

Tel: 679 955 950

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

www.aguaclara.eu
Call Ray : 661 041 155

All the fresh water you need 
for drinking and cooking for 

only 3 cents a litre. 
Domestic and commercial

WATER 
FILTER

WATER FILTERS DANCE CLASSES PEST CONTROL

GRILLS AND GATES PHOTO & PRINTING SERVICES
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For Sale

Art, Decor, Antiques, 
Home, Wear, Gifts, Yurts. 
Come and visit us on C/
Notas 15 -Villa de Teguise
928 845 069
www.emporium.es

PIC -V.A.

FOR ALL YOUR
POOL & SPA NEEDS
* Helicol Solar Panels 
* Heat Pumps 
* Salt Chlorinators
* Elite Solar Pool Cover 
* Pool Safety & 
Enclosures. 
Visit our showroom in 
Playa Honda 
(next to the Deiland 
Shopping Centre)
www.aquadreams.eu
Shop:  

928 822 057
Mobile:  

661 960 307
PIC-R.N.

Motors

Tuition & Translation

Health & Beauty

PALM TREES
5 years. 12€. 
Drago trees - 2 years
Arnold: 

696 125 597
L-.JF. 

CARS FOR SALE
*Mercedes Benz SL 500 
year 1995
*Porsche Cayenne 
year 2008
*Yamaha Midnight 
Special 1200cc year 
2010 New
Tel: 607 528 977

L-R.N. (03.15)

CARS WANTED
Any condition. 
MOT failers. 
Cash paid
Tel Alan:

689 693 728
L-10.18

SPANISH PAPERWORK
Making your life easier 
by handling all your 
Spanish Dilemas!
Residencias, NIE’s, 
Electric/water, Social 
Security, Registrations at 
Town Halls, and much 
more
  +34 628 015 322
L- R.N

Beautiful sound.
Call Arnold:

696 125 597
PIC-V.A.

HANDMADE 
GONG

ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS
Los Lirios recovery group
Website:
www.aaloslirios.org
Telephone: 

+34 655 835 411
L-12.18

Music & Entertainment

MOBILE CHIROPODIST
Fully qualified
10% Discount with this 
advert.
Call Kirsty on: 

605 153 137
www.kdfootsteps.com
L-01.19

VW POLO 1.9
TDI. Year 2006. 
240,000 km  
Price: 3,000€
Call: 616 408 178
PIC-R.N.

MUEBLES SAN SIMON
High quality furniture. 
Everything for your home. 
Personalised service.
Delivery & Assembly
No obligation quote
Telephone:  

928 520 405
info@mueblessansimon.com

L-V.A. (04.18)

MADERAS LANZAROTE
Kitchens from 2,000€
Wood & panels
Marine woodply
Carpentry & hardware
928 820 046
L-V.A. (04.18)

A-Z PAPERWORK
What paperwork 
problems? From 
residencias, buying cars, 
NIEs, translating bank 
letters to police reports.
Tel Guy on

676 455 282
L-R.N. (04.18)

MACASSAR
Wide range of furniture 
from Asia, teak and 
mango wood items, 
colonial style
Telephone:   

928 816 396
L-N.K. (04.18)

SEVE MOTOR
Qualified mechanics at 
your service in Tías.
We carry out all 
mechanical services 
including Pre-ITV, 
Diagnosis, Car Wash.
Telephone:

659 885 451
L-V.A. (04.18)

SPOTLIGHT 
Part time contract 
employment agency. 
Musicians, singers, 
dancers, DJS  & more! 
Call Lez Barber: 

+34 690 964 520
L-12.18

WEYLAND DENTAL 
CLINIC
General dentistry
Periodontics
Orthodontics
Implantology
Oral Surgery
Prothesis
Telephone: 

928 524 147
618 973 043
L-V.A. (04.18)

MOBILITY AIDS
Scooters, wheelchairs 
powered or self propelled, 
hydrolic hoists, bath & 
toilet aids. Delivery & 
collection included
Please contact Roy on: 

606 754 342 
L-J.F. (05.18)

Personal

LANZAROTE 
FREEMASONS
Are you a freemason or 
ever thought of being 
one?
Please contact

+34 674 485 957
alan.g.harper@btinternet.com

B-05.19 BRITISH SURGERY
General practitioner
24 h ambulance
E.C.G, Peditrician
Orthopaedic surgeon
Laboratory
24 h Telephone 

928 514 274
L-R.N. (04.18)

Classifieds

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & 
CONSERVATORY 
SPECIALISTS
Installer of uPVC
Alluminium & wood 
windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium 
roofs, patio & French 
doors. Complete with 
toughened DG units. All 
colours available
928 518 663
PIC-R.N.

General Services

DR. MAGER
General medicine
Internal medicine
Surgery
Gynaecology
Allergology
Dermatology
Pediatrics
Physiotherapy
Telephone: 
928 512 611
info@lanzamedic.com
L- V.A. (04.18)

Physiotherapy Centre

Physiotherapy, 
Rehabilitation, 
Exercise programmes, 
Stretching, Acupuncture.
Massages: 
Deep tissue + 
triggerpoints, Relaxing, 
Aromatherapy, 
Lymphatic Drainage. 
Half hour 20€
Full hour 40€
Gift vouchers available
For appointment call

928 515 836
amayafisioterapia@hotmail.com

PIC-B.F.

Sewing services in 
Lanzarote. Curtains & 
cushion covers made 
to order. Alterations to 
curtains and any item of 
clothing. Specialising in 
alterations to Bridalwear 
& Mens tailored suits

Give me a call:

630 490 441
for free quote
PIC-R.N. (08.18)

SPANISH LESSONS
Learn Spanish in your 
place in the Canaries and 
back home. 
Speak Spanish fluently & 
confidently. 
Qualified teacher with 
over 16 years teaching 
experience.
www.spanishinthecanaries.com

L- V.A.

KIA CARNIVAL
7 Seater, 2.9 Diesel. 
2006. One owner last 
10 years. 95K km only. 
New ITV. 3,985€ for a 
quick sale
Call: 645 523 168
PIC-V.A. (11.18)

HOMEMADE
jams, traditional and 
Indian, and Indian 
chutneys.
Phone Lavinia on:   

669 895 779
L-12.18

Situartion Vacant

GAZETTE LIFE
The leading English 
language publication on 
Lanzarote is looking for 
a motivated, conscien-
tious distributor to join 
our team.
Must have own van and 
driving licence. 
Spanish language would 
be highly valued
Please send your CV to:

info@gazettelife.com

B-JF
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Sovereign Property 
Management

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

Cleaning

WINDOW CLEANER
Since 1999
1st clean = 1/2 Price
Tel Bob
630 338 887
B-03.18

Property Management

UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING
professional cleaning 
services using 
injection/extraction 
machine - perfect for 
upholstery, sofas, rugs, 
car interiors, bar stools, 
etc.
Call Crystal Clear on:

628 835 174
L- 11.18

GENERAL 
PLUMBING SERVICES
Hot water thermos, 
pumps repaired & 
replaced. All your 
plumbing requirements 
catered for. Swimming 
pool maintenance & 
cleaning. Aljibe and 
swimming pool laminate 
lining. Domestic water 
and swimming pool leak 
detection and repairs.
Tel Sean:

669 399 403
B-J.F.

Pools/Jacuzzis

Plumbing

PLUMBER
UK QUALIFIED

All plumbing works 
Heaters & pumps 
repaired + property 
maintenance. 
No job too small
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-11.18

Lanzarote Drain 
Services

BLOCKED?
Toilets, baths/showers, 
sinks, drains, etc. 
Unblocked Fast
Call Nobby: 

628 104 752
PIC-10.18

PLUMB CRAZY 
PLUMBER & POOL 
ENGINEER
Over 30 yrs experience in
* Domestic plumbing
* Bathrooms conversions
* Kitchen fitting
* Tiling 
* Small building works 
* Painting 
* Pool & Spa maintenance
Reliable service.
No call out too small.
Call Steve Thacker:

669 663 602
928 520 640
L-12.18

Property management, 
administration and legal
www.lanzaservice.com
info@lanzaservice.com

Telephone:

+34 928 513 867
PIC-V.A. (12.17)

FOR ALL YOUR 
SWIMMING POOL 
NEEDS INCL CHEMICALS
Piscinas Direct are the 
elite team in pool lining 
and Aljibe lining, all our 
lining comes with a 10 
year guarrante. 
We can also offer you a 
choice of three different 
types of cover material 
for your pool, including 
the most sought after 
bubble weave 600 micro. 
Installers of Automatic 
pool covers and 
Enclosures, Heat pumps 
and solar systems  
928 833 338
piscinasdirect@hotmail.com
PIC-V.A

DOULTON WATER 
FILTER
All the fresh water you 
need for drinking and 
cooking for only 3 cents 
a litre. Domestic and 
commercial
www.aguaclara.eu
661 041 155
L- 12.18

PEST CONTROL
Offers professional 
services from residential 
and commercial pest 
control. All work is 
guaranteed
Call Alex on

689 085 508
www.alexcontrol.com

B-12.18

INTERNET TV!!! 
UK and Worldwide
Simple plug and play 
and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob: 
+34 679 321 823
Office:  
+34 928 346 834
P-12.18

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & 
CONSERVATORY 
SPECIALISTS
Installer of uPVC
Alluminium & wood 
windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium 
roofs, patio & French 
doors. Complete with 
toughened DG units. All 
colours available 
928 518 663
PIC-R.N.

SATELLITE SERVICES
For all TV viewing. 
Over 16 years on the 
island. For free advice 
all Dave
Office: 
+34 928 845 386
Mob:  
+34 629 161 263

Email:  

dave@diigitaldave.es
PIC-R.N.

TOTAL DEVELOPMENTS
Professional cleaning 
services
Telephone:

628 354 887
L- J.F

SMARTIE PANTS
Dry Cleaning and 
Launderette
Free pick up & delivery 
to all resorts
Contract work for villas 
and apartments
Call:  

928 512 440
B-J.F. (04.18)

FUTURO ROOF
Exclusive Canarian 
Supplier of Permaroof 
500
Polyurethane membrane
20 year guarantee
Free consultation
Roof coatings
Rob: 
+34 683 335 147
Lloyd: 
+34 659 179 792
info@futuroroof.com
L- V.A. (04.18)

OPTIMA VILLAS
Villa cleaning, preparation 
and inspection service, 
including Egyptian cotton 
sheets and towels (incl. 
beach towels)
24 hr emergency service.
For more details visit:
www.optimavillaslanzarote.com

L- V.A. (05.18)

Contracted work for 
villas and restaurants 
same day return on 
personal clothing duvet, 
curtains, rugs and sofas 
professionally cleaned.
Free collection

Telephone:

+34 928 093 399
thelaundryroom@gmail.com
PIC-V.A. (07.18)

We offer a professional 
cleaning & maintenance 
service for your property. 
We design packages to 
suit all types of property
Telephone:

+ 34 928 093 399
+34 674 092 555
PIC-V.A. (07.18)

PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
Full property management 
service. 
Vacation guest passport 
registration
In house laundry
Competitively priced.
Call now:  

928 519 719
L- V.A.

No pool too big or small
For free quotation
Call Graham on:

676 010 200
B-04.19

WINDOW CLEANING
Best prices for domestic 
and commercial 
premises. Fully 
experienced. Quick, clean 
and reliable. References 
available. For a free quote
Phone:  

680 317 766
L- 01.19

CARMEN PROPERTY 
CARE
Painting Internal/External
Gardening
Small maintenance jobs
Telephone:  

639 665 250 
L- 01.19

Security

PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY
from your phone. Gives 
you security superpowers 
- so you can relax more. 
Alarms & cameras 
controlled via apps from 
your mobile. Low cost. 2 
yrs warranty. No monthly 
fee. 24/7 Service.
Call today for a free quote: 

+34 683 465 786
Email: 
3securit@gmail.com

L- J.F. (06.18)
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TEGUISE
BROKER

Building Allied Trades

General insurances
Call Emily & Gabriella
Telephone:

928 590 623
619 641 164 
teguisebroker@gmail.com
www.teguisebroker.com
PIC-B.F.

Insurance

Financial Services

Painter/Handyman

HANDY TANDY
Tiling, interior & exterior, 
painting, joinery work, 
flat packs assembled. 
Property maintenance. 
Any odd jobs large or 
small
Call Richard

638 734 491
L- 12.18

QUALIFIED PAINTER 
& DECORATOR
Playa Blanca
All aspects covered. 
Fully qualified NVQ 
level 1, 2, 3 painter and 
decorator 
Lee Womersley
655 781 735
leewomersley@yahoo.co.uk
L- 12.18

WE MANUFACTURE, 
SUPPLY & INSTALL
powder coated 
aluminium windows, 
doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets. 
Fast - Efficient & Reliable 
Service.
theallyshop@gmx.com
Tel:  928 524 597
Fax: 928 833 378
Mob:  679 568 700
PIC-V.A

B.E WELDING
Is your home secure?
* Customized window 
grills
* Security door grills
* Iron gates & railings
* All made to your design
Tel: 639 916 557 
Facebook:
B.E. Welding Services

L- J.F

FLOORCARE 
LANZAROTE

MAURIZIO PIETROBON

HARD FLOOR SPECIALIST
Are your ceramic floor 
tiles and grout looking 
tired and dirty? Deep 
cleaning of tiles and 
grout can make a huge 
difference. We can 
transform dull marble 
floors to a mirror shine. 
Re-polish and 
protection.. seal kitchen 
tops and bathroom vanity 
tops. Marble craftsman
Ceramic tile cleaner for 
homes/patios/pool areas
Repairs and sealing
Free quote prices 
per sqm
Tel: 642 170 866
www.floorcarelanzarote.com
PIC-04.19

F E L I C I T A S   H O F A C K E R
R E C H T S A N W Ä L T I N

Main area:
* Spanish wills and 
advice on German & 
English wills
* Inheritance tax
* Death duty
* Precautionary power of 
a attorney
* House purchase
* Defects in construction
Telephone:

928 801 351
info@kanzleihofacker.com
P-N.K. 

GESTION ASG
Fiscal, labour, social 
security. Inheritance and 
non-resident tax. Tax 
returns, Annual account
Admin support (NIE, 
Residencias...)
Telephone:
(0034) 928 806 363
fiscal@asginterconsulting.es

L- V.A. (04.18)

ROSENOV & QUINTERO
Tax, accounting, social 
security and legal 
advisors.
Tel: 606 887 489
 609 290 317
L- J.F. (05.18)

insurance
928 517 709 
678 451 168
www.fia-lanzarote.com
PIC-R.N.

ALUMINIUM DESIGN & 
BUILDING SERVICES

Design to your 
specification at 
affordable prices; doors, 
windows, pergolas, 
conservatories, etc. 
Free planning & advice 
service. 25 years 
experience of renovating 
property in Lanzarote.
Tel:  679 955 950
aluminiumdesignlanzarote@
yahoo.es
aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
P-J.F. 

Classifieds

YOUR HOME AND 
BUSINESS PROTECTED
in an efficient and 
economic way. 
No connection fee. 
No maintenance 
payments 
24 Hrs connection & 
control via mobile. 
WiFi Sat (Residents, 
Villas & Complexes)
For free quotation call: 

686 375 523
info.cmtelecom@gmail.com
PIC-J.F.

TIAS TILING
Complete tiling services 
and benches at 
competitive rates
Call:
606 419 334
Billy
L- 09.18

TIME FOR TAX:
The new online tax 
declaration service 
provides an easy-to-use 
system to calculate your 
non-resident taxes and 
pay online in a matter of 
minutes. This is Tax Made 
Simple.
www.taxesinspain.com
L- 12.18

INSURANCE
Best prices ever for your 
car, house, health & 
commercial insurance. 
No claims bonus 
respected.

Veronica on

928 801 985
928 801 929
676 217 329
After 2.00 pm
928 845 348
B-03.19

CLEAR INDEPENDENT 
FINANCIAL ADVICE
on: Modelo 720 
‘Asset declaration, 
Cross Border Tax 
Planning, QROPS, 
QNUPS, Inheritance 
and Succession Tax, 
Pensions, Investments.
For free consultation 
contact
Ian Whitby:
634 706 748
George Whitby:
965 020 444
Email: info@logicfc.com
www.logicfinancialconsultants.
com
PIC-R.N.

WE CAN FIND 
A SOLUTION
to get rid of your tax and 
paperwork headaches 
for residents & 
non-residents. A 
professional service from 
a  simple NIF application 
to setting up a company 
with tax declarations.
Tel: 928 513 311
928 513 300
www.ebfconsulting.com
PIC-R.N.

CURRENCIES DIRECT
Don’t lose out on your 
overseas transfers.
- Bank-beating exchange 
rates
- Fee-free transfers on 
over 60 currencies
-Expert guidance and 
tailored transfer services
Contact us today to start 
making great savings:
+34 922 971 781
L- V.A. (05.18)

ELECTRICIAN
English-born Spanish 
qualified. No job too 
small. Fault finding, extra 
sockets to full rewire. 
Bulletins. Free quotations
Sean

615 179 233
L- 12.18

RELIABLE 
PROFESSIONAL 
PAINTER/DECORATOR
City & guids qualified with 
30 years experience. 
Also available for 
maintenance jobs etc. 
References can be 
supplied. Prompt and 
reasonable. 
Contact me for free quote
Keith: 

628 272 993
608 594 870
Email: 
lanzadecor@yahoo.com
L- 12.18

TILING - PLUMBING
Painting & refurbishment
Call Kay

636 384 397
L- 12.18

ELECTRICIAN
UK QUALIFIED
NICEIC + 17th Edition 
Installation & repairs, 
heaters & pumps 
repaired. No job too 
small.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-11.18

Locks opened, windows 
& doors repaired. + 
property maintenance.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-11.18

LOCKSMITH 
UK REGISTERED

Locksmith

Door opening. Lock 
replacement and repair. 
UK security products 
available.
Call Brian: 
928 845 886
620 896 185
PIC-J.F.

Electrician

CORGI GAS/PLUMBER
UK qualified. All works 
undertaken Heaters and 
pumps repaired. 
+ property maintenance.
Call Peter:
636 611 408
B-08.18

Gas
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Legal Services

ASG LAWYERS
Premier legal firm for 
EU residents, ex-pats 
and investors. 25 yrs 
experience, bilingual 
staff, qualified and reliable 
professionals at your 
service.
Telephone:
(0034) 928 806 363
info@asginterconsulting.es
L- V.A. (04.18)

IZQUIERDO Y DE LA 
CUEVA LAWYERS
Spanish wills and advice 
on English wills
Conveyancing and 
transfers of lease. 
Personal liability. 
Litigation. Family law. 
Specialists in Holiday 
letting laws
Telephone:
(0034) 928 815 262

info@lanzarotelawyers.com

L- V.A. (04.18)

LANZAROTE ABOGADOS
*Unfair Spanish mortgage 
clauses
*Mortgages “floor 
clauses”
*Refund mortgage costs
*Family law
*Criminal law
*Conveyancing
*Official translations
Tel: 928 816 513

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.com

L- V.A. (10.18)

RM-LEGAL ABOGADOS
Your English lawyer on 
Lanzarote
We can attend you at any 
of our offices in: Arrecife - 
Playa Blanca.
Call for your appointment
928 349 761

info@rm-legal.es

L- V.A. (10.18)

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

PUERTO DEL CARMEN
Bungalow for sale 
opposite San Antonio 
Hotel with seaviews 72 
sqm, 2 bedrooms, full 
kitchen, car driveway, 
community pools, 
community garden.
For info please call:
607 528 977
L-R.N (03.15)

Computing

SICK COMPUTER?
Call the doctor! 
Virus removal, repairs and 
upgrades. Systems built 
to order. Web design and 
hosting. All credit cards 
accepted
Phone:  

696 473 446
Web:  

compdoc.es
L-11.18

Pets

NEED TO FLY YOUR 
PET/S BACK TO THE 
UK?
Speak to Annette from 
Woodside Cargo S.L. 
She can book the 
flight, handle the 
documentation and ‘hold 
your hand’ through the 
procedures leading up 
to departure - ensuring 
all goes smoothly on the 
day! 
Contact
+34 928 344 580
+34 666 504 625
B-R.N.

INTERNET TV!!! UK and 
Worldwide. Simple plug 
and play and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob:  
+34 679 321 823
Office:  
+34 928 346 834
P-12.18

MAN WITH A VAN
Large van for removals, 
deliveries and 
collections. Any size of 
load.
Tel Brian:  
928 514 497
606 823 718
B-11.18

Wanted

APARTMENT ON THE 
WATER FOR SALE
Marina Rubicon, 
Playa Blanca. 
Livingroom, 2 bedrooms, 
shower, full kitchen, TV, 
toilet, washing machine, 
AC, heating, terrace. 
Owner lived 8 years as a 
resident on the boat. 
Oh yes, the hatteras 45 
C has 2 huge engines, 
built 1973, fiberglass, 
and is in excellent 
condition. Ready to 
fish or dive. Oktober 
antifauling done. Berth is 
also available.
Price 65,000
Tel:  928 110 535
or email
wjbswart@hotmail.com
for more information, 
photos and try out stay. 
It is a real exclusive and 
affordable apartment on 
Lanzarote, lots of privacy 
and a 360 seaview!
B-01.19

Transport/Hire

Express door to door 
service, all customs 
formalities adhered to
Contact Woodside Cargo S.L 

(Transportes Internacionales) 

Tel/Fax:  

928 344 580
Mob:  

+34 666 504 625
Website
www.woodsidecargosl.com
Facebook:
Woodside Cargo S.L.
PIC-R.N.

GARAGE PARKING
space in Arrecifre.
For info please call: 
606 446 550
B-S.A. (10.18)

Property for Sale

www.RealEstateLanzarote.com
We are looking for 
properties. Call us if you 
wish to market your 
property.
650 436 964
828 609 001
info@realestatelanzarote.com  

PIC-V.A

MANDRAGORA 
GARDEN
Natural and artificial 
grass. Garden design.
Tel: 659 812 753
L-N.K. (04.18)

FLOWER POWER 
GARDEN CENTRE
Professional service
Healthy plants  
Delivery service. 
Decoration for events + 
plant rental, landscaping. 
Moais, fountains and 
lots more for your garden.
www.flowerpower-lanzarote.es

Tel:  928 510 562
Mob:  619 609 518
L- V.A (09.17)

GARDEN SPECIALISTS
* Palm Trimming
*Swimming pool 
maintenance
* Available for 
Communities  Hotels  
Private Villas
The best quality service 
at the best prices
All types of painting, 
waterproofing
Contact us on 

678 239 912
Facebook: Costa Garden  

PIC-V.A

GARDENGARDENCosta

Home & Garden

PROFESSIONAL 
PALM TREE 
MAINTENANCE
Certified with licence 
Nº 1803. 
For free advice and quotations 

call Estif & Raul, Mon - Fri on

686 846 958
655 683 272
or visit my website

www.palmtreespecialist.com
L- 11.18

WANTED
Gardener/Help required 
to manage private 
garden in “Alegranza”, 
Playa Blanca. No lifting, 
just garden manage-
ment. 2-3 hrs per wk. 
Suit retired person
Telephone:  
677 023 825
B-R.N.

HOUSE IN MACHER
150 sqm built on a 
massive plot of 3100 m 
with terrace. 
Great central location. 
Price: 330,000€
Telephone: 

696 125 597  

PIC-V.A

FOR SALE IN 
LAS BREÑAS
Building plots between 
1191 m2 and 1796 m2.
Price: 80€/m2
sales@jonwolsen.com
+34 608 722 440
L- 12.18

PREMISES
C.C Costa Luz 1st floor
Seaviews. 
200 sqm.
For info please call: 
607 528 977
B-R.N. (04.18)

LOCK UP GARAGE OR
car port to rent or buy 
within 1 mile of casino.
Phone or WhatsApp
0035 3879026006
L- 11.18

SAFE 
(CAJA FUERTE)
about 1 metre high in 
good condition. 
Delivery can be arrange.
Phone or WhatsApp
0035 3879026006
L- 11.18

Business Opportunity

ESTABLISHED AND
successful hair and 
beauty salon for sale. 
Fully licensed with busy 
client base.
For more information call
609 330 940
L- B.F.

NEWLY REFURBISHED
to a high specification 
live music bar in Puerto 
del Carmen. Great 
opportunity for individuals 
and couples alike.
For more details please 
contact
0044 7599980074
martynspenser1948@gmail.com

L- J.F.

WE BUY HOUSEHOLD
Furniture, bric a brac, 
tools, etc
Tel Alan: 

689 693 728
B-10.18
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Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597    Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm  

Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

 email : theallyshop@gmx.com  •  www.theallyshop.com

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Interior & Exterior
   Factory produced - 

        powder coating

We manufacture, supply & install 
powder coated aluminium windows, 

doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets

Also fly screen doors

NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS 
NOW AVAILABLE: 

UPVC WINDOWS 
AND DOORS

       
PLEASE CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER 

INFORMATION

FAST 
EFFICIENT 

& RELIABLE 
SERVICE

Find us 
in the 

Tias Map 
No. 1

Merry Christmas 
& a Prosperous 
New Year to all
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L: 01:51     1.1
H: 08:07    2.4
L:  14:40     0.8
H: 20:58     2.3
L: 03:06  1.0
H: 09:18   2.5
L: 15:44   0.7
H: 21:59   2.4
L: 04:07  0.8
H: 10:16   2.6
L:  16:37   0.6
H: 22:49   2.6

L:  04:59     0.7
H: 11:06     2.6
L:  17:21     0.5
H: 23:32     2.7
L: 05:43 0.6
H: 11:49  2.7
L: 18:01   0.5

H:  00:11   2.8
L:  06:23   0.5
H: 12:29   2.7
L: 18:38   0.5

H: 00:47  2.8
L: 07:01   0.5
H: 13:05   2.7
L:  19:12    0.5
H: 01:22 2.8
L: 07:37  0.5
H: 13:41  2.6
L:  19:46   0.6
H:  01:56  2.8
L:  08:13  0.5
H: 14:17    2.5
L: 20:20  0.6
H: 02:30   2.7
L: 08:49    0.6
H: 14:53   2.4
L: 20:55  0.8

H: 03:06    2.6
L:  09:27   0.7
H: 15:31   2.3
L: 21:32     0.9
H:  03:45     2.5
L: 10:08    0.8
H: 16:13  2.2
L: 22:14   1.0
H: 04:28   2.4
L:  10:54   1.0
H:  17:01    2.1
L:  23:03 1.1

H: 05:19   2.2
L: 11:49  1.1
H: 18:00   2.0

L: 00:03   1.2
H: 06:20   2.1
L:  12:54  1.1
H:  19:08  2.0

L: 01:14   1.2
H:  07:30   2.1
L:  14:02   1.1
H: 20:18 2.0

17

18

19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26

27

28
29

30

31

L: 02:25   1.2
H: 08:37   2.2
L: 15:04   1.0
H:  21:19  2.2
L: 03:28   1.0
H: 09:37  2.3
L: 15:57   0.8
H:  22:10  2.4
L:  04:21   0.9
H: 10:29   2.4
L: 16:45   0.7
H: 22:57   2.6
L: 05:09  0.7
H: 11:16 2.6
L: 17:29  0.5
H: 23:40  2.7

L:  05:55  0.5
H:  12:01   2.7
L: 18:12 0.4

H: 00:23     2.9
L: 06:39     0.3
H: 12:46     2.8
L:  18:55     0.3
H: 01:06  3.0
L:  07:24  0.2
H:  13:31  2.9
L:  19:39 0.3
H: 01:50    3.1
L: 08:10     0.2
H:  14:17     2.8
L:  20:24     0.3
H: 02:36   3.0
L: 08:57  0.2
H:  15:05    2.7
L: 21:11  0.4
H: 03:24  2.9
L: 09:47  0.3
H: 15:56  2.6
L: 22:02  0.6
H: 04:16  2.8
L: 10:42   0.5
H: 16:52    2.4
L:  22:57  0.7

H: 05:13  2.6
L: 11:43   0.7
H: 17:56  2.3

L: 00:01  0.9
H:  06:18 2.5
L:  12:50   0.8
H:  19:07    2.2
L: 01:15 1.0
H: 07:31 2.3
L: 14:03   0.8
H:  20:21   2.2
L:  02:31     1.0
H:  08:45     2.3
L:  15:12   0.8
H:  21:29   2.3

Day Hour Metres  Day Hour Metres

Tide Tables for Arrecife, Lanzarote. Units are in metres. 
(Times may vary by a few minutes around the island)

December 2018

H=High Tide   L=Low Tide

Tide Times

Last
Quarter Moon

New 
Moon

Full 
Moon

First
Quarter Moon

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

When you take a course at one of 
Lanzarote’s surf schools, all you’re 
basically doing is learning how 
– picking up the skills, tips and 
practice you’ll need from experts. 
Once you’ve managed it, you may 
never need another lesson.

However, other activities, such as 
scuba diving and boating require 
basic qualifications before you 
can go ahead and enjoy them 
regularly. And once you’ve got those 
certificates, there may be further 
levels you want to go for. 

Having these qualifications doesn’t 
just allow you to have fun – it may give 
you the edge you need to land a job 
or train for a position in which these 
skills will come in handy.  And on an 

Water-based activities on Lanzarote aren’t just for fun – 
they also offer a great opportunity to get qualifications 
and perhaps advance your career prospects.

island surrounded by water, that’s not as 
uncommon as you might think. 

Another option is when you decide that 
you enjoy your hobby so much that you’d 
like to try and make a living teaching it. In 
most cases, this will also require training 
for a special instructor’s certificate.

On Lanzarote, there are all sorts of 
places that offer qualifications. It’s a 
basic part of what dive schools do, and 
you’ll also find sailing clubs that will train 
you to various levels. 

The Escuela de Pesca in Arrecife, 
meanwhile, offers several professional 
courses for skippers and sailors, and 
even if the sport or pastime you love 
doesn’t require qualifications, they’ll still 
look good on your CV. 

Get Certified

Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597    Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm  

Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

 email : theallyshop@gmx.com  •  www.theallyshop.com

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Interior & Exterior
   Factory produced - 

        powder coating

We manufacture, supply & install 
powder coated aluminium windows, 

doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets

Also fly screen doors

NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS 
NOW AVAILABLE: 

UPVC WINDOWS 
AND DOORS

       
PLEASE CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER 

INFORMATION

FAST 
EFFICIENT 

& RELIABLE 
SERVICE

Find us 
in the 

Tias Map 
No. 1

Merry Christmas 
& a Prosperous 
New Year to all
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AIRPORT 
Iberia General Info ...................901 111500
Aena General Info ....................928 846000
Flight Information ....................928 846001
Thomson..................................928 516930

AYUNTAMIENTOS
Arrecife ....................................928 812750
Haria ........................................928 835251
San Bartolome .........................928 520657
Teguise ....................................928 845001
Tias ..........................................928 833619
Tinajo .......................................928 840021
Yaiza ........................................928 836220
Lanzarote Cabildo ...................928 810100

BRITISH SCHOOLS
British School of Lanzarote .....928 810085
Colegio Europeo Daos ............928 515818
Colegio Hispano Británico .......928 173066
Colegio Arenas ........................928 590835
Queen’s School (Playa Blanca)
.................................................928 518899

CHEMIST
Puerto del Carmen  .................928 513207
Puerto del Carmen (Old Town) 928 512282
Playa Blanca ............................928 518942
Costa Teguise (CC Jablillo) ......928 826628
Costa Teguise (Islas Canarias) 928 590423

CHURCHES
Anglican Chaplain....................928 514241
Family Church .........................618 186755
Christian Worship Centre ........620 309684
Sunday Worship.......................630 175810
Pastor Norwegian Church .......616 407693

CONSULATES
Britain ......................................928 262508
Ireland ......................................928 815262
Germany ..................................928 491880

CREDIT CARDS - LOST OR STOLEN?
4B ............................................902 114400
AMEX .......................................900 814500
Visa International .....................900 991124

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Fire, Ambulances ......................112
Spanish Emergency Services ...............061
Red Cross (Ambulance) ...........928 812222

FERRIES
Naviera Armas .........................902 220225
Fred Olsen ...............................928 517266
Líneas Romero ........................928 842055

GAZETTE LIFE OFFICES
Reception.................................928 515860
Editorial....................................928 514591
Advertising...............................928 515860
Website .....................www.gazettelife.com

MEDICAL SERVICES 
British Surgery Lanzarote ........928 514274
OR FREEPHONE .....................900 811555
Hospital Arrecife ......................928 595000
Alcoholics Anonymous ............638 484113
Dr. Mager Clinic .......................928 512611
Hospiten Lanzarote .................928 596100
Overeaters Anonymous ...........662 116415

POLICE
Arrecife ....................................928 811317
Haría ........................................928 835252
San Bartolome .........................928 520712
Teguise ....................................928 845252
Tias ..........................................928 834101
Yaiza ........................................928 830107

POST OFFICES
Costa Teguise ...........................928 827268  
Playa Blanca ............................928 518389
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 510381

TAXI RANKS
Airport ......................................928 520176
Arrecife ....................................928 800806
Haría ........................................620 315350
Teguise/Costa Teguise ............928 524223
Puerto del Carmen/Tías...........928 524220
San Bartolomé .........................928 520176
Tinajo .......................................928 840049
Yaiza/Playa Blanca ..................928 524222

TELEPHONE (MOVISTAR)
Faults .................................................. 1002
Directory Enquiries ..........................  11811
International Directories ................... 11825

TOURIST INFORMATION - LANZAROTE
Arrecife ....................................928 813174
Costa Teguise ..........................928 592542
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 513351
Playa Blanca ............................928 518150

TOURIST INFORMATION - 7 ISLANDS
Lanzarote  ................................928 820704
El Hierro ...................................922 550302
Fuerteventura ..........................928 860604
Gran Canaria ...........................928 771550
La Gomera ...............................922 870281
La Palma ..................................922 423340
Tenerife ....................................928 635192

TRANSPORT
ITV Station (MOT) ....................928 582555
Intercity Bus ............................928 811522

UTILITIES
Endesa (Electricity) ..................800 760909
Canal Gestión (Water) ..............928 814400
Iberdrola ..................................900 225235

VETS
Jane Burke.......928 513895 or 649 910784 

Telephone
NumbersNeed

to Know

Stay Safe
If you’re driving on Lanzarote this Christmas, stay 
off the booze and take extra care. 

On Lanzarote, 2018 has been one of the worst for several 
years in terms of accidents and fatalities on the roads, and 
alcohol remains a factor in a large proportion of incidents.  

The old days, when locals and expats would motor around the 
island half-sozzled, are long gone and this Christmas there’ll be 
a police presence throughout the island, making random stops 
and breathalysing motorists. 

If you’re caught you can expect a fine and the loss of points 
on your licence at the very least. Things can get much worse 
if you’re involved in accident while over the limit. And getting 
caught is pretty easy on an island where the limit is much lower 
than it is in the UK.

In Spain, the limit is 0.5 mgs of alcohol per millilitre of blood, 
almost half the UK limit of 0.8. If you’re dumb enough to want 
to know how much booze you’ll be safe driving with, then 
that’s a small beer. But the only smart thing to do is steer clear 
of alcohol altogether before you take the wheel.

That includes the morning after the night before, too, when 
alcohol remaining in the bloodstream can still be over the limit. 

Remember that many accidents on the island take place around 
twilight or in the early morning when people are returning from 
late parties. You may be sober and in control, but that doesn’t 
mean everyone else is, so drive defensively, stay calm and  
patient and give other road users plenty of leeway. 

If you do want to go out and drink, then either designate a 
driver who’ll remain sober or book a taxi.
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December 2018
By Clairvoyant Shona Langholm

Aries 
   21 Mar to 19 Apr

Earlier in the month 
you’ll need to sort plenty 

of practical things that can’t 
wait, Aries. But while you’re 

dealing with real life, your imagination will also 
be working overtime and your dreams will soon 
seem surprisingly reachable. So dream on...

Taurus
20 Apr to 20 May
You know damn well 
how good you look 
and feel when you’re 

in shape, Taurus, so it’s 
time to get past that inertia and go for it.  Don’t 
use Christmas as an excuse for inaction – get 
up and get moving – it’ll be the best gift you 
can give yourself.  

Gemini  
21 May to 20 Jun

Family comes first this 
month, Gemini. Fortunately 
you’ll find yourself in 

a tolerant, happy mood that will allow you 
to cruise past all the little frustrations and 
really enjoy the company of your nearest and 
dearest. Make some memories!
   

Cancer
21 Jun to 22 July
Charge your batteries 
early in the month by doing 
something you really want to 

do, then attack Christmas with all that energy. 
This year, the more you put in the more you’ll 
get out, so get ready, get set, GO!

Leo 
23 July to 22 Aug

An old friend will get 
back in touch soon, 

but you’ll also make 
exciting new social 

contacts. Either way, these links could open 
all sorts of new doors you never knew existed.  
It’s going to be an exciting Christmas, with 
effects lasting well into the New Year.

Virgo
23 Aug to 
22 Sept

Dance like no one’s 
watching, they say, 

but this month you’ll want all 
eyes on you as you strut your stuff. You’re in 
the mood to party, and as long as you take a 
little care of yourself, you’ll shine and sparkle 
like the star you are. 

Libra
23 Sept to 

22 Oct 
There’s some sadness 

over this Christmas 
season, and you may not always feel in a 
festive mood. So make sure you keep some 
space and time for yourself to deal with your 
emotions. Better still, find a reliable shoulder 
to lean on. 

Scorpio
23 Oct to 21 Nov

There are worries ahead, but 
clouds on Lanzarote never last 

for long, so  don’t worry that 
the sun won’t be shining through soon.  If you stay level-
headed and open-minded, you’ll deal with anything that 
comes more than satisfactorily.

Sagittarius
22 Nov to 21 Dec
The future’s incredibly busy, 

but this month gives you a 
breather. Use your free time for a 

good cause, to share your talents and 
skills, and you’ll find that the effort will pay off in future. 
When you least expect it. 

Aquarius 
20 Jan to 18 Feb

Learn when to let things lie, 
Aquarius. Sometimes, walking 
away from an argument is the best 

thing you can do. Take a deep breath, 
walk away and focus on the more positive and rewarding 
aspects of your life.   

Pisces
19 Feb to 20 Mar
This month you’ll find yourself 
alongside people whose 
talents really impress you, 

Pisces. Take the opportunity to 
watch and learn, and apply the lessons you learn to your 
own life. Education never stops, so keep an open mind.   

HOROSCOPES

Capricorn 22 Dec to 19 Jan
Look at yourself in a full-length mirror and appreciate what you’ve got, Capricorn. Then spend a bit of money on making 
yourself look even better. A positive attitude towards yourself is more important than your credit card when you go shopping.  
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see us...       feel us...       touch us...

LLanzarote

Instagrammers of the month

Showcase your photos of Lanzarote with us and we will pick the best and put them in print!

@_furrow_

@magicistravel

@Loving_Lanzarote

@marco.ilcorra

Showcase you

@jkalexandra @sara_p85

@artemi_gonzalez @david_caballero_travel
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